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PArT I. ThE ISlAmIc rENAISSANcE PArTY

Interview with muhiddin Kabiri,1 leader of the Islamic 
renaissance Party of Tajikistan In-Exile

Interview by Parvina Khamidova (2016)

“I do not regret that we have chosen 
the path of tolerance and restraint” 

Can you comment on the scandal that happened 
at the International Conference in Iran?2 Do you 
think the inviting party was trying to facilitate a 
dialogue between you and the official representa-
tives of the clergy of Tajikistan, or did they simply 
underestimate the situation?

I myself do not understand all this hysteria about 
my participation in this conference. Why wasn’t 
this note addressed to Germany, Austria, Belgium, 
Switzerland or the United States, where I took part in 
similar events? More so, as I was involved in the work 
of the annual conference on a regular basis, I saw that 
the organizers did not expect things to turn out that 
way, and they did not fully understand what hap-
pened. Most likely, some people [in the government 
of Tajikistan] were looking to cause a scandal for sev-
eral reasons. Firstly, given the strained relations be-
tween Saudi Arabia and Iran, it was necessary to at-
tract the attention of the Saudis as a potential ally be-
fore the president's trip to Riyadh and try to get some 
money out of them. Second, the authorities wanted 
to hide away from public attention some issues of the 
Tajik-Iranian relations, in particular, the hundreds 
of millions of dollars that Iranian billionaire Zanjani 
left in Dushanbe, which the authorities of Tajikistan 
do not wish to talk about. Also, they probably were 

trying to divert the attention of Iran, one of the guar-
antors of the country’s Peace Agreement,3 from the 
clear violation, by the Tajik authorities, of the latter. 
By the way, in my speech at the conference and in 
separate meetings, I criticized Iran and other guar-
antors of the Peace Agreement for failure to perform 
their obligations before the Tajik people.

It was very recently that the IRP, as the de fac-
to second largest party in the country, convened 
its congresses and was professionally engaged in 
politics, recruiting young people and successfully 
competing with the official authorities. Today, the 
party is ruined and outlawed. What do you think, 
where was a mistake, of the party as a whole and 
yours as its leader?

If we got into a difficult situation, then at some 
point it was due to a mistake. In the very beginning of 
the campaign, when the government started to break 
the Peace Agreement and gradually began oppress-
ing not only us, but the entire opposition, pushing us 
to the sidelines of the country's social and political 
life, many experts, including those who are close to 
the corridors of power, had been telling us that the 
policy of tolerance and moderation will eventually 
turn against us. Later, with increasing pressure on 
the Party, similar assumptions have been expressed 
even by some of our supporters, who demanded a 
tougher response from us. They argued that we have 
been acting as if we were living in a society where 
the government has a high political culture and acts 
strictly in accordance with the laws and generally ac-
cepted moral and political norms. We were criticized 

1 Muhiddin Kabiri, the leader of the Islamic Renaissance Party (IRP), lives in exile since March 2015. In August, the IRP has been closed down by 
the authorities, and classified as a terrorist organization. All of the members of the party's Political Council have been detained, and Kabiri was 
accused in organizing an armed rebellion attempt. 

2 The Tajik Foreign Ministry, angered by Kabiri’s participation at a conference held in Tehran in December 2015, has sent a note to the Iranian 
Embassy.

3 A document signed on June 27, 1997 that put an end to the civil war in Tajikistan.
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4 Published in the media in 2012, the minutes of the meeting of the government №32-20 of November 24, 2011, discussed the detailed stages of how 
to discredit the IRP. The authorities denied the existence of such a document.

for ignoring the fact that the current government has 
come to power by force and recognizes only force, in 
its most brutal form.

And it was by force that opposition once 
prompted the authorities to sit at the negotiating 
table. Apparently, the authorities did not forget this 
and all this time were thinking of revenge. Knowing 
about our preference to dialogue and tolerance, and 
abusing it amid general apathy of society towards 
hard and massive protests, the government has acted 
deceitfully. With full control both over the legislative 
and executive branches, the authorities could not tol-
erate a few members of the opposition, both in the 
government and parliament. This is telling that peace 
and coexistence with the opponents were forced 
upon them, and as soon as the authorities got the op-
portunity to get rid of the imposed peace, they did so.

We cannot say that we were so naive that we did 
not see this and did not understand what the govern-
ment's actions led to. But we had hoped that rational-
ity would eventually prevail, and our opponents in 
power at some stage, realizing the danger of these ac-
tions, would stop. Here, apparently, we were wrong. 
But then there is another question: what would have 
happened if we had acted in the same way as the au-
thorities? A new civil war? Devastation and new ca-
sualties? Even after what has been done to the Peace 
Agreement and to us, I do not regret that we have 
chosen the path of tolerance and restraint. I am sure 
tomorrow our people will recognize that we made 
the right choice.

When the pressure on the party began, did you 
make any attempt to soften the blow, to fight it by 
legal means?

The Party as a whole, and I as its leader have 
done everything we could. A list of all our actions 
in this direction would take a lot of time and space, 
as too much has been done. After the Minutes 32-20 
appeared,4 I wrote two letters to the president, first 
as a deputy of the parliament and a second time at 
the request of the IRP political council, as the leader 
of the party. I requested a meeting with him. I be-
lieve that the topic I wanted to discuss at the meet-
ing was already known to the other side, as I con-
veyed my thoughts to other high-ranked officials. 
Probably, there could be no legitimate and logical 

answer to them and such meetings would not fit into 
a plan. Then, the IRP political council invited GKNB 
(state security committee), Interior Ministry and 
Prosecutor's Office, Committee for Youth, Women's 
Affairs and the Committee on Religious Affairs to en-
gage in joint projects, establish trusted relations and 
eliminate all contradictions. Unfortunately, all our 
attempts have failed. During private and mostly ca-
sual meetings and conversations, some officials have 
expressed their regret that our constructivism does 
not find support and understanding at the top.

Why do you think that nothing has worked?

Because the decision was made at the highest 
level to close down the party at all costs. Of course, 
our opponents would like it to happen without too 
much noise, and would even have wanted us to 
self-liquidate to avoid the charges in violating the 
peace agreement and avoid having any black spots 
in history. When they began to take away the par-
ty and personal property, we were given a hint that 
there was a chance to change the situation. Some 
officials advised us to announce self-liquidation. In 
exchange, we were promised not only that we would 
be able to keep our properties, but also additional 
benefits, including job positions. All our arguments 
about national interests and law, and ultimately such 
notions as honor and dignity, were met with the cold 
response that this is all made up for the public, but 
a real government policy does not recognize these 
terms. Some of them, more well-read would refer to 
Machiavelli, who allowed all methods in politics, in-
cluding blackmail, bribery, cruelty, and even murder.

What can you say in response to the serious al-
legations put forward by the government, and gen-
erally to the fact that the Islamic Renaissance Party 
has been classified as a terrorist organization?

Unfortunately, in today's world there is no com-
mon approach and a common interpretation of the 
concept of “terrorism,” and at times the situation be-
comes absurd. Any opponent could be considered as 
a terrorist, especially if the opponent is also a Muslim 
and wears some Islamic clothes. Recently, at a confer-
ence, I suggested that it is necessary at the level of the 
UN Security Council or the UN General Assembly 
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5 Former Minister of Industry, and a member of opposition who made an attempt to create a Party of economic development and was later convicted 
for a period of 26 years in prison.

to adopt a document defining the concept. So far, 
with its absence, many, including dictatorial regimes, 
make use of the situation to delegitimize their oppo-
nents as terrorists. In fact, terrorism implies violent 
actions that are aimed at spreading fear. Now the 
question arises, who does it in Tajikistan? Is it the 
IRP, which was claimed to be and is still accused of 
being excessively tolerant and loyal, or the officials 
who take hostages, even the elderly and children, and 
force them to testify against their relatives? In other 
words, we believe these charges are pointless, and it is 
good that the international community does not take 
them seriously.

Do you take any effort to help your follow-
ers and colleagues who have been imprisoned? 
According to international experts, there are about 
200 people who have been detained, or do you have 
any other information?

The problem is that there are no certain num-
bers of detainees. We estimated there are more than 
150 people. Some relatives do not report the arrests, 
thinking that this will complicate the situation even 
more. They hope that they can somehow resolve the 
situation informally. By unconfirmed data, more than 
200 people were detained and some have already 
faced charges. Of course, we do everything possible 
to help them. But, as the experience of Zayd Saidov5 
shows, as well as that of other political prisoners in 
Tajikistan, political and legal support does not help 
the fate of the people, leaving only moral and materi-
al means of support. But we still do provide all kinds 
of assistance.

What kind of action do you expect from inter-
national organizations on the situation surround-
ing the IRP? Do you intend to apply there, if you 
have not done so already, or what are the results if 
you have already applied?

As you know, in the summer we applied to the 
UN and other international organizations, as well 
as to guarantors of the Peace Agreement. There was 
a reaction from the EU, but the strongest response 
came from international human rights organizations, 
even though we did not apply to them. Amnesty 

International, Freedom House, Human Rights Watch 
and others condemned the actions of the authorities.

Why do you think that international organiza-
tions and guarantors of the Peace Agreement have 
been silent?

We are also surprised by the inaction of the UN 
and the guarantors. We understand that everyone is 
busy resolving the ongoing conflicts in Ukraine, Syria 
and Yemen, but that does not mean that you can for-
get about old duties. In recent years, there has been 
a lot of criticism towards the UN and other interna-
tional organizations that they only intervene after the 
crisis begins and cannot or do not want to prevent 
them. Though there are dozens of programs and cen-
ters for preventive diplomacy with multimillion-dol-
lar budgets...

In December, you were planning to come to 
Washington to participate in a roundtable on the 
human rights situation in Tajikistan, but could not 
get a visa. Can you tell us more about this? When 
did you learn that you would not be able to get a 
visa? What was the official reason for the refusal?

Firstly, I was not denied a visa. Because I applied 
to the US consulate in a country in which I am not 
a permanent resident, and just a few days before the 
conference, I was told that the e-mail invitation for 
the interview from the consulate came just one day 
before the date of entry into the United States. At that 
time, I was outside of Germany, and was not able to, 
even though I wished to, get a visa in one day and ar-
rive for the conference. Therefore, I had to participate 
online. Yet I am aware of other versions of why I did 
not go to the United States, or how I “was not let in 
the US.”

On December 15, it became known that your 
family members were detained in Tajikistan and 
then released. You have linked this episode with 
the fact that the authorities became aware of your 
intention to participate in the roundtable on hu-
man rights in Washington. Do you still think so, or 
do you link it with the overall context of efforts to 
force you come back to Tajikistan?
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Actually, it is connected with the conference and 
several other meetings that are organized by our sup-
porters, among whom were members of our family. 
It’s not for nothing that my father and other relatives 
of the detainees have asked us not to meet with for-
eigners, organize pickets near the embassy, or speak 
at various events abroad. We have not been in contact 
with our families for a long time, for reasons of safety, 
and they could not know with whom and where we 
meet and what we do. Moreover, these are old people 
who do not follow politics. They said what they have 
been instructed to say and did so on camera.

How do you feel after numerous episodes re-
lated to the detention, interrogation and tremen-
dous pressure on your family back home? How do 
you cope with all this?

We try to remain calm and not give in to emo-
tions, even though it is very difficult sometimes. The 
other day, my 95-year-old father was detained a sec-
ond time and was removed from his flight to Istanbul, 
where he wanted to go for medical treatment and 
visit grandchildren. I cannot find words to convey 

all this. I received some messages that were sent by 
people who remained at home (our supporters and 
relatives). These letters are written in simple lan-
guage, with mistakes, sometimes unintelligible. But 
they convey everything they thought and felt at the 
time. This should be read ... And saved for history ... 
These are not the notes from the siege of Leningrad, 
or the concentration camps of Auschwitz, but these 
are notes from the citizens of a legal and democrat-
ic state of the 21st century, the relatives of "enemies 
of the people." We and our party members are deep-
ly inspired by the courage and perseverance of our 
friends under arrest.

What are you going to do next?

We have already held the first meeting of the 
IRP Political Council abroad and have set goals for 
the near future. We will keep our peaceful tactics, 
although it is becoming more difficult to control 
people's emotions. No wonder, why more and more 
young protesting people join radical and terrorist or-
ganizations. But we are doing everything to prevent 
the radicalization of our supporters.
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1 Leader of the Islamic Revival Party of Tajikistan (Nahzat).

Birth and death of democracy in Tajikistan: memories and 
reflections about Elections from 1990 until 2016

muhiddin Kabiri1 (2016)

Voting Feasts during the Soviet Period

When we talk about elections in Tajikistan and con-
sider the history of these elections, it is worthwhile 
to begin with the Soviet period. In the Soviet Union, 
elections were not considered independent demo-
cratic institutions, but rather a tool for consolidating 
the legitimacy of decisions made by the Communist 
Party. And therefore as a rule, elections for the Soviet 
Supreme Council took place only after the candidates 
had been predetermined by Moscow. Similarly, the 
candidates elected for the Supreme Council of the 
Republic of Tajikistan were the candidates nominated 
by the Central Committee of the Communist Party in 
Dushanbe, the republic’s capital. We never heard of al-
ternative candidates; only one candidate was proposed 
for each position, so it is interesting that they contin-
ued to call them elections, since elections require a 
choice of at least two candidates. Nevertheless, during 
the Soviet period we did go to the polls and the whole 
country voted exclusively for single candidates. I do 
recall that our candidates for the Supreme Council 
of the USSR were not from Dushanbe. I remember 
that the candidate for our area was a Mr. Podgorny, 
whom no one had ever seen in Dushanbe or anywhere 
in Tajikistan; he was in Moscow. Nevertheless, people 
voted for him. I also remember that people went to 
elections as they might go to a concert: there was mu-
sic all over town, and pilaf (the traditional rice dish) 
was served at each site, so elections turned into nation-
al holidays. Further, people considered it necessary to 
vote to fulfill one’s Soviet duty. Nobody was interested 
in the person that was to be elected or his policies.

If people can remember elections during the 
Soviet period, this is what they remember as being 
positive: there were never any problems, no violence, 
and no fraud. The people’s perception of elections 
was shaken by experiences during the early years 
of independence. We can say that the first free elec-

tions in Tajikistan were the elections of the Supreme 
Council of Tajikistan in 1990, one of the last years 
of the Soviet Union. When parliamentary elections 
were held for the first time in Tajikistan, independent 
candidates entered the Supreme Council, including 
the Kozikalon or Mufti of the Republic of Tajikistan, 
Hoji Akbar Turanjonzoda, and another spiritual 
leader from the Kulob region, Aidar Sharifzoda, as 
well as religious people from the Sughd oblast. Also 
elected to the Supreme Council were democrat-
ically minded candidates like the poet Bozor Sobir 
and Toirat Dzhobor, the founder and then leader of 
the Rastokhez movement, or Asliddin Sohibnazar, 
who later became leaders of democratic parties. 
Consequently, the parliament reflected various al-
ternative points of view. Thus, I would consider the 
parliament during that time as strong and pluralis-
tic. For ordinary people, processes in the parliament 
were broadcast on TV, and people were able to watch 
the deputies discussing various questions, follow the 
questions that were addressed, and observe the dep-
uties’ suggestions. Politics became very interesting 
to everyone. The parliament from that time is still a 
popular part of Tajikistan’s history—a parliamentary 
system considered democratic and independent.

I remember as a student that during those elec-
tions I was in the pre-election team of the poet Bozor 
Sobir, because he was born near my settlement and 
he was my distant relative. He was a famous poet 
and a freethinker; he had always been against the 
Soviet system, which is one reason people loved 
him. Several local officials ran as opponents, some 
even from the party apparatus, and all of them lost 
to the democratic candidates. The people had voted 
for the alternative candidate. However, many others 
who entered the parliament were officials or party 
figures, including the current president of Tajikistan, 
Emomali Rahmon, who was then chairman of a kolk-
hoz (collective farm), with the local prosecutor run-
ning as his opponent. Thanks to those democratic 
elections—the only democratic parliamentary elec-
tions that Tajikistan experienced—Rahmon became 
a deputy of the Supreme Council. 
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The only Free Elections in Tajikistan

Paradoxically, the first free parliamentary elections in 
Tajikistan took place in the last years of the Soviet 
Union, and this was the case in other Soviet repub-
lics as well. In Russia, for instance, many democrat-
ically-minded people were voted into the Supreme 
Council of Russia; both Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan 
had many oppositional deputies elected. The first free 
presidential elections in Tajikistan did not take place 
until after independence, in late 1991. In November 
of that year, when there were several strong candi-
dates for the presidency of Tajikistan, the Communist 
Party and the Soviet nomenklatura backed the for-
mer Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party in Tajikistan, Rahmon Nabiyev. 
Nabiyev had once held the top position in the coun-
try, but then was dismissed by Moscow for apparent 
mistakes. He was considered the most suitable fig-
ure because he was a native of the Sughd province, 
in the north, and therefore he had support from that 
region as well as from the Soviet nomenklatura, and 
they could also get support in the Kulob region in the 
south, which was part of an alliance with the north-
ern part of the country. During those years we could 
feel a strong sense of regionalism, one of the rem-
nants of the Soviet period. 

The opposition had proposed an indepen-
dent candidate, Davlat Khudonazarov, the former 
chairman of the Union of Cinematographers of the 
USSR. Khudonazarov was from Badakhshan and he 
was an Ismaili when it came to his madhhab (reli-
gious affiliation). Despite this, the Islamic Revival 
Party of Tajikistan, largely made up of Sunni Tajiks, 
the Democratic Party (Rastokhez Badakhshon), 
and all the other democratic forces supported 
Khudonazarov’s candidacy. He won about 40 percent 
of the vote while the Communist Party’s candidate 
got more than 50 percent of the votes. What is most 
interesting, however, is that nobody challenged the 
results, because everybody recognized that there had 
actually been a democratic and transparent election 
in Tajikistan. In other words, the people and the po-
litical parties participating in the process considered 
the elections to have been democratic. It also meant 
that the Tajik people were politicized enough to know 
the rules of the game. 

When I hear of people today being portrayed 
as insufficiently politically educated, I do not agree, 
because back then no individual and no party — 
whether they won or lost — protested or challenged 

the results of the elections. What happened, howev-
er, is that the victorious party started to realize that 
the opposition held considerable potential, as it had 
collected about 40 percent of the votes, and they 
could not simply ignore this potential. This is why 
a coalition government was created, which allowed 
for stronger representation. For a while, active polit-
ical figures entered the government, such as Davlat 
Usmon, who held the post of first deputy prime 
minister. Other ministers were chosen from the 
Democratic Party and from Rastokhez, although key 
posts were reserved for the Communist Party and the 
former Soviet nomenklatura.

During this period, people were very toler-
ant and willing to cooperate. Tajikistan, for the first 
time since the Soviet period, set an example for con-
structive communication, with a common language 
among all political players in the country. Things 
went differently in other Central Asian countries and 
in the European part of the former Soviet Union, 
where heavy confrontations between political parties 
broke out. By 1992 conditions had become clear in all 
these republics: the former nomenklatura was back in 
power, this time acting in the name of presidents, as 
presidents were now the heads of state in Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, and even 
Russia. Boris Yeltsin may have been the most demo-
cratic head of state among the above-mentioned new 
countries, but in most cases the top posts were gener-
ally held by former Communist Party members. The 
Tajik example, at that time considered a democratic 
island in the former Soviet Union and especially in 
Central Asia, did not please everyone. I remember 
that we had good, independent mass media and free-
dom of the press was rather well developed. In previ-
ous elections, our political parties had published their 
newspapers somewhere in the Baltics or in Georgia, 
and brought them to Tajikistan by plane. After the 
presidential elections, however, printing oppositional 
publications became easier and some opposition par-
ties from other Central Asian republics even wished 
to publish their newspapers in Tajikistan. 

The Slow death of a democracy That had Barely 
Started

Those elections, as I said, took place in the autumn of 
1991. The following winter, I remember that Kazakh 
opposition parties and Uzbeks wanted us to print 
their newspapers. I do not actually remember wheth-
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er this came about, but they did approach us to ex-
plore the possibilities. Printing companies agreed be-
cause the conditions in Tajikistan allowed it. In 1991 
I began studies in Yemen and was observing events 
from far away. Thus, I did not witness how this coali-
tion government performed, and it is difficult for me 
to judge, but I know one thing: Moscow and Tashkent 
were not pleased by this government’s work, precise-
ly because representatives of various political parties 
had become part of the government, and hence set a 
new alternative example for the region. They feared 
that a similar government could be demanded in 
Tashkent, in Alma-Ata, and in Russia as well, which 
would challenge their ruling elites and governments. 

However, the coalition government — which 
was then called the government of national uni-
ty — made mistakes and did not manage to resolve 
the tensions among the regions, especially with re-
gard to Kulob and Sughd (the Leninabad area of that 
time). Foreign forces used the situation to their ad-
vantage when they found allies in Tajikistan from 
among former criminals such as Sangak Safarov and 
Fayzali Saidov. Sangak Safarov had spent 23 years in 
Soviet prisons for robbery and murder. He became 
the leader of a new movement, a popular front that 
received support from Moscow and Tashkent. A 
whole structure was created around him, which sub-
sequently took on the government of national unity 
and emerged victorious: after only eight months the 
government of national unity resigned. From Yemen 
I followed mass media reports and saw that in 1992 
a meeting of the Supreme Council took place where 
the post of the president was abolished. Rahmon 
Nabiyev had already stood down, and they appointed 
the chairman of the Supreme Council of Tajikistan, 
namely Emomali Rahmon, as head of state. Rahmon 
had been elected as chairman of the Supreme Council 
during the same session where the post of president 
was abolished. Sangak Safarov, who was present at 
this meeting even though he was not a parliamentary 
deputy, influenced the decision to have Rahmon ap-
pointed as chairman of the Supreme Council. 

I believe that all these events occurred under 
the direction of Moscow and Tashkent, since the 
international community was not concerned about 
Tajikistan back then, and nobody knew what was 
happening there. Everyone deferred to Moscow and 
Tashkent since they were the strongest states in the 
region, and both declared that these events had been 
part of a fight against Islamists. Davlat Usmonov had 
been prime minister in the government of nation-

al unity, but all other posts were occupied by rep-
resentatives of the secular political parties, yet one 
minister had even called the government an Islamic 
government. The coalition government resigned and 
the new leaders of the country took over, including 
Emomali Rahmon, who before arriving from the 
Sughd region to Dushanbe had visited Tashkent and 
Termez, and from there entered Dushanbe on Uzbek 
tanks. In other words, Emomali Rahmon did not ar-
rive in Dushanbe as the democratically elected head 
of state, but as one installed in Dushanbe forcefully, 
by tanks. 

After this transpired, all events in the country 
moved toward a civil war. The Tajik opposition dis-
solved and its members decided to leave Dushanbe 
once the popular front led by Rahmon had entered. 
Both Uzbek and Russian tanks were stationed in 
Dushanbe. Many who had been part of the gov-
ernment of national unity considered it necessary 
to leave Dushanbe and head for the mountains in 
Afghanistan. Thus, Rahmon was easily installed in 
the capital without a fight, but nevertheless on tanks. 
The population was waiting for the following prom-
ise by Rahmon to be fulfilled, which he had given in 
Khujand during the parliamentary session: “From 
the first day I will begin to return refugees and will 
cooperate with all political parties.” But as soon 
as he entered the capital on tanks, the civil war in-
tensified. We can say that the civil war had already 
started because murders and raids were being carried 
out against representatives of the opposition. Before 
Rahmon’s arrival in power, many people had been 
supporters of the government of national unity, but 
once Rahmon came in, they became supporters of 
the opposition.

Due to the possibility of murders, robberies, and 
arrests, political parties and supporters of the oppo-
sition understood there was no way to work with this 
government and they left the country. Already at the 
beginning of 1993, the opposition parties had begun 
to consolidate in Afghanistan and in Badakhshan, 
and started conducting military operations against 
the authorities. By 1994, about 30-40 percent of 
Tajikistan was under the control of this opposition. 

organizing Post-Soviet Power 

In 1994, the first referendum on adopting the new 
constitution took place, and the post of president was 
reintroduced. The new constitution was validated 
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and Rahmon became president. But we, the opposi-
tion, considered this referendum and these elections 
unconstitutional because both took place on the 
same day. To summarize, in 1992 the president’s post 
was abolished under the old constitution and we had 
no president until 1994, during which time the old 
constitution remained the law. The referendum on a 
new constitution was held in 1994, and on the same 
day presidential elections were held for a post that 
legally did not exist yet. If we follow the law, first a 
referendum is held, the results of the referendum are 
published, and the electoral commission announces 
the results. Then comes the second step: based on the 
new constitution, new presidential elections are an-
nounced. In 1994, however, the presidential elections 
took place for a post that did not yet exist. This means 
that the presidential elections in which Rahmon first 
became president were illegal. The country was still 
under the old Soviet constitution, albeit with several 
changes that had been made by the parliament. But 
the draft of the new constitution said that any changes 
to the constitution could only be made after a referen-
dum. Furthermore, those elections took place in the 
middle of a civil war, when a part of the population 
was out of the country and when the territory under 
the control of the United Tajik Opposition (UTO) 
was not included in the referendum. Therefore, not 
only was the procedure legally wrong, but part of the 
population was also excluded and hence the results 
were a distortion. 

Here is what actually happened. I once listened 
to a speech by President Rahmon during a parlia-
mentary session in which he spoke with pathos about 
how democracy had developed under his leadership. 
When he claimed that all elections took place demo-
cratically, the head of the region, who was sitting near 
me, said: 

Just listen, Muhiddin! How is it possible to lie that way and 
not to blush? I was head of the region at this election and 
the head of the campaign headquarters, and when we had 
sent votes to the Central Election Commission from our 
area, the chairman of Central Election Commission called 
me and said, “What have you done? How many votes have 
you sent us?” I replied: “As many votes as we had, we sent 
them all to you.” And he said: “Listen, you have gone too 
far here. The region has sent me 120 percent of votes for 
Rahmon. But there cannot be more than 100 percent. How 
is this possible?” I said: “Well, sorry, then send them back, 
how many do you then need?” He said: “Well, for us 95 
percent will be enough!” I said: “All right, I’ll make it 95 

percent.” And then I sent 95 percent. He kept asking how I 
could have given him 120 percent of votes.

So there I was, in parliament, sitting next to a person 
who was reminiscing about this democratic figment 
of the imagination. 

Voting for Peace

The first elections we witnessed from the perspec-
tive of a political party after signing the peace agree-
ment in June 1997 were the presidential elections 
of November 6, 1999. The Islamic Revival Party 
(Nahzat) proposed the candidacy of Davlat Usmon, 
who had been the deputy prime minister of the co-
alition government and the vice-chairman of our 
party. Our party decided that he had sufficient expe-
rience working with the government. Earlier we had 
talked about sending another candidate, Hoji Akbar 
Turanjonzoda, but he refused at the last minute be-
cause he decided he did not want to be the opposi-
tion’s candidate. Moreover, he declared that he would 
support Rahmon's candidacy. So we put forward 
as our candidate Davlat Usmon, and he got only 2 
percent of the vote. Even if those elections were not 
democratic by any standard, we know for sure that 
Rahmon would have won anyway; in 1999 people did 
not vote for the opposition candidate, they voted for 
Rahmon. Today I can understand the situation: we 
had just signed the peace agreement and many peo-
ple connected peace and stability with Rahmon and 
his achievement of peace with the opposition. It was 
not understandable, however, why he did not trust 
democratic elections. 

By 1999 almost all of the exiles had come home. 
Of course, people were still afraid, but they returned 
to the country filled with hope. That is why even for-
mer supporters of the opposition voted for Rahmon. 
His name came to be associated with the peace pro-
cess and stability. (Now that Said Abdullo Nuri, the 
guarantor of peace from the opposition side, has 
died, only one candidate remains from among those 
who signed the peace agreement.) Everyone who 
witnessed the first elections and the civil war still re-
members the campaign slogan: "Let’s vote for peace, 
for stability." At that time the peace agreement and 
peace process meant a lot to people. Davlat Usmon, 
by contrast, was not a candidate with much authority 
in 1999. He had been a field commander; hence, in-
stability and civil war were connected with his name. 
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He was not a popular person. Although I calculate 
that he probably got 7-10 percent of the vote, we did 
not challenge the election result. The most important 
thing was to implement the peace agreement. 

Then, in 2000, Tajikistan held parliamentary 
elections. By that time the competition was more 
rigorous, and in contrast to the presidential elec-
tion with two candidates, the number of candidates 
competing in the parliamentary elections was much 
higher. Each constituency put forth 6-7 candidates. 
These were the first parliamentary elections that both 
the candidates and the voters really approached with 
enthusiasm. I was a candidate then — probably the 
youngest at just 35 years old. Hence, from now on I 
will tell the story from my own experience. 

There were six candidates in the district where 
I ran. There was the current chairman of the region, 
who was the candidate of the government, and me 
from the opposition, as well as four more candidates 
of various parties or independent candidates. We six 
started the pre-election campaign with jointly orga-
nized meetings. It was very cold that February. To 
save money, we traveled together by bus or shared 
cars. The local authorities organized gatherings in 
mosques and halls. After several joint meetings it 
was becoming more and more apparent that the cit-
izens’ mood was moving toward our side. We won 
all the public debates and increasingly the other can-
didates—including the government’s candidate—re-
fused to participate in the meetings. Then they pres-
sured the Central Electoral Commission to change 
the meeting schedule, and separate meetings were 
held for each candidate. For the candidate favored by 
the authorities, they organized separate public meet-
ings, invited people, and organized bus transport. At 
the same time our meetings stopped being organized 
by the committee and so we had to do it ourselves, 
but this did not stop people from attending our meet-
ings. Our headquarters were convinced that we were 
going to win the election. I also personally felt this 
way when we were in meetings. I had an incredibly 
active young team, most of them students. 

My main opponent was the founder of the web-
site Tojnews and the newspaper Nigoh, a very talented 
young man who is an expert on Tajik politics today. 
Our campaign rivalry created an atmosphere of ex-
citement in the district. But then he was removed 
by the authorities—he was a member of the People's 
Democratic Party, which was the party in power in 
Tajikistan. He ultimately ran as an independent while 
the authorities put up another candidate, the current 

chairman of the region. After the first voting round 
had taken place, that same night the chairman of the 
electoral commission and vice-chairman of the area 
called me and said: 

Muhiddin, I congratulate you, you have won in this district, 
but your victory costs us our positions. All of us have to 
resign now, unfortunately. You have not thought of us. You 
have won, but have not thought of us, now 10 people at least 
will be left without positions. But anyway I congratulate 
you, you have won. You have 50 and some percent of votes.

We began to celebrate in the headquarters, but in the 
morning she called again and told me:

Listen, we have recounted the votes, and there are some 
changes in the results. Most likely there will be a second 
round. In the first round nobody won. You received 47 per-
cent, and your main opponent, the chairman of the area, 
26 percent, and the others 3-5 percent. So you are ahead of 
the other candidates by many votes, but there will still be a 
second round. Nobody has gained 50 percent.

I asked her: “Didn’t you declare a few hours ago that 
I won with more than 50 percent? Didn’t you?” She 
replied: “No. We are receiving results from the more 
distant villages only now. By phone we were told one 
thing, but here we counted and arrived at another 
result.”

Later I learned the full story, namely that the chief 
of garrison of the presidential guard had stopped the 
boxes of ballots en route and had looked through 
them by order from Dushanbe. He had brought emp-
ty ballots and so he was able to rearrange the results, 
taking votes away from me and forcing the members 
of the electoral commission to sign new protocols. 
This is how I lost the majority of the votes. 

Apparently, he had subtracted as many votes as 
necessary to declare a second round. Being young 
and inexperienced, we accepted the revised results. 
Out of the four candidates with less than three per-
cent, three supported me, so I thought victory was 
assured. I had not submitted an appeal or protested. 
I said: “Well, there will be a second round, and we 
will win there.” But right from the beginning of the 
second stage of the campaign—that is, two weeks 
before the second round of voting—they started to 
exert pressure, to limit me, to frighten people with 
words like, “If you vote for him, the president will 
take offense; the president will not support your area. 
If you vote for him, you vote against the president.” 
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Nevertheless, the people went to vote and they sup-
ported me. But when the results of the second round 
were announced, I was still at 47 percent, while he 
had won 53 percent, despite all the other candidates 
having supported me. He was then declared the win-
ner and became a parliamentary deputy. 

A similar situation occurred in five or six oth-
er regions, and the party in power won everywhere 
in the second round. In the first round they had not 
expected such a development as they could not imag-
ine that the majority of the electorate no longer sup-
ported the government in power. In the presidential 
elections the people had voted for the president, and 
in the parliamentary elections the people voted for 
specific candidates, not for parties. 

The Elections of February 2005

When the country held parliamentary elections 
on February 27, 2005, the elections were no longer 
democratic—although the atmosphere at the time 
was still more democratic than it would be in future 
elections. Since the opposition still had militarized 
forces and members of our party were in the gov-
ernment, the ruling People’s Democratic Party was 
restrained from exerting its full pressure on us, as 
they later would in 2010 and 2015. In 2005 I was 
a candidate again, and met the same situation as 
in 2000: the first days of the campaign took place 
in a very good atmosphere, but by the end of the 
electoral campaign we knew that the old scenar-
io was repeating itself, this time without a second 
round. They did not want to risk a second round. 
Everybody wanted to get the elections over with as 
quickly as possible.

Despite this development, my supporters from 
the 2000 elections came back to support me again. I 
also brought new young people to my side—youths 
who had turned 18 over the last five years. The pop-
ulation of Tajikistan is young, so young people make 
up a lot of the voters. Again, I got about 40 percent 
of the vote and the party in power got more than 50 
percent. However, I became a parliamentary deputy 
this time. I was on the party list as well as being a 
candidate for a district mandate. Although I did not 
enter parliament from the mandatory district list, I 
became a member of parliament through the party 
list because I took second place and we got two seats. 
Our party had received about 8 percent of the votes 
according to the party list. 

The majority again voted for individual candi-
dates rather than for the party, but the image of the 
Nahzat party had improved a bit. The reason was that 
over the years since signing the peace agreement, our 
party had been working actively in the regions and 
we proved that we were not a war party. Rather, we 
showed that the party was working on issues of edu-
cation, culture, and tolerance, which is why our sup-
port became slightly stronger. But this had no effect 
on the final results or the overall view of the party. We 
got two seats in parliament—just as many as we had 
won in the previous period. 

Family Voting System

Traditional voting—family voting or group voting—
has always taken place in Tajikistan. Although it is il-
legal, it is part of how democracy is understood here. 
Family voting is based on family consensus. The fam-
ily decides for a candidate and delegates one person 
to vote for all eligible members. What is most im-
portant about this practice is that it should produce 
a sense that the decision of the family is valid. It is 
different from a head of family who forces the others 
to vote for a specific candidate without granting them 
the right to choose for themselves. For the elections 
of 2000 and 2005, even if people practiced family vot-
ing, it was based on family consensus. 

Not all families follow family voting. I would 
estimate that family voting makes up between 5 
percent and 10 percent of overall votes. The vast 
majority of people make voting decisions inde-
pendently. This can lead to social tensions; during 
elections we have experienced an increase in con-
flicts because, for example, the older generation 
votes for a different candidate than the younger 
generation. We have had cases where parents were 
members of the People’s Democratic Party (the rul-
ing party) while their children were members of 
the Nahzat and there were internal conflicts in the 
families. I experienced such a case when one mem-
ber of a government party begged me to exclude his 
son from my party because his membership caused 
problems for his job. I then told him that I could 
recommend his son to leave the party for the sake 
of his father, but I could not force him to do so. He 
replied, “He only listens to you. Force him out; ad-
vice is useless.” Thus I talked to his son and I asked 
him to write an application. He said that it was his 
choice. He told me, “If you want to leave the party, 
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go ahead. I don’t want to.” This case was in no way 
an exception. 

In more recent elections, family voting has be-
come a forced practice because when a person votes 
for everyone, his decision is not based on consensus 
but on a decision he makes under pressure from the 
authorities. 

Preparing for the Parliamentary Elections of 
2010

Within Nahzat, I had been elected chairman of the 
party and we had decided not to propose a candidate 
for the presidential election in 2006, but rather to 
participate in the elections without our own candi-
date. The reason for not putting up a candidate was, 
first, that Rahmon's popularity was very high – he 
was a strong candidate. Second, our party had barely 
begun to recover from Said Abdullo Nuri’s death in 
August. I had become the chairman of the party only 
in September and the elections were in November. If 
I had run in the presidential elections, we would have 
had to face conflicts with the authorities, and I needed 
to focus on party-building. The presidential elections 
therefore had no meaning for us, and I do not even 
remember today in what atmosphere they took place. 
Rahmon had no serious challenger. All the other can-
didates were their parties’ nominees, but during the 
meetings they would say: “Yes, we are candidates, but 
please vote for Rahmon.” Today I think it was good 
that we did not participate, as I would surely have 
said: “Vote for me, not for Rahmon.” And it would 
have meant conflicts with the authorities, because 
they did not tolerate and do not tolerate opposition. 

However, we made very thorough preparations 
for the parliamentary elections of 2010. This was my 
task and these would be my first parliamentary elec-
tions in my position as chairman of the party. From 
the very beginning, we worked closely with youth, 
women, and various non-religious groups. We put 
forth a new party with a new program. In the par-
ty presidium we adopted a new seven-year program 
that was to last until 2013. According to it, within 
seven years we planned to train one hundred young 
leaders in parliamentary and national government. 
We intended to work with the youth and increase 
the number of party members to more than 100,000. 
We did not hide the program, but rather announced 
it openly. And the youth supported us. First of all, 
we had taken more young educated people into the 

presidium and also increased the number of women. 
So when the campaign started for the parliamentary 
elections in 2010, we were well prepared. 

We used a new concept, which even the party 
in power had never used. This strategy was kept se-
cret until the very last moment, when everything was 
ready: posters, slogans, and strategies. Our young 
people had rented Mickey Mouse costumes, tiger 
costumes, and some other animals. Children took 
pictures with them. Seeing all the Mickey Mouse 
characters, tigers, and elephants with gifts for chil-
dren, with balloons, and with flowers for women 
was a novelty in the streets of Dushanbe. Usually an 
Islamic party reads sermons in mosques and speaks 
to people through religious literature, but we had 
changed our strategy. Now the Islamic party was vis-
ible in the streets with gifts, flowers, balloons, and 
booklets, and the authorities did not know what to do 
or how to react. There was nothing wrong with what 
we were doing, but slowly those in power started to 
realize that they were about to lose the election, and 
that is when they started to arrest our activists. 

I remember one day in the Shakhmansursky dis-
trict I received an urgent call to come to the police 
headquarters because a group of activists had been 
arrested. I was a parliamentary deputy at that time, 
so I was able to have a discussion with the chief of 
police: 

Me: “Why did you arrest our children? This is the electoral 
program.”
Chief: “And why do you use Mickey Mouse clothes?”
Me: “What difference do their clothes make?"
Chief: “What is the relation of Islam to Mickey Mouse? You 
are an Islamic party. You are not a democratic party.”
Me: “Does it matter? Mickey Mouse is a mouse, a story 
character. He is not a pig, which is considered forbidden in 
Islam. Can there be no Mickey Mouse?”
Chief: “No. What you are doing offends the religious feel-
ings of Muslims and you have no right to do that.” 
Me: “All right, release the children. I will take the costumes 
from them.”

And I went to the room where they held the arrest-
ed people. I looked at our children who were sitting 
there in their costumes and I said: “Do you have a zoo 
around here perhaps, and they have arrested all the 
animals? Mickey Mouse, and an elephant and a tiger 
and some hares have all been arrested?” The young 
people were sitting and laughing in their costumes, 
so I took a photograph, but the police took away our 
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devices, with these words: “No, you have no right to 
photograph arrested people.” I wanted to photograph 
the situation; it was just funny that the police had 
arrested all these Mickey Mouse characters. The au-
thorities simply did not know what to do about this 
campaign. They had no response. 

So they settled for total falsification. We con-
sidered our party had won 70 percent of the vote; in 
the Manchinsky region, 90 percent of the people had 
voted for us. Thus, I estimate that we had increased 
our vote by a margin of 60 percent. I was surprised 
when the German ambassador and other ambassa-
dors told us: “What have you done? The majority is 
voting for you!” We were congratulated of course. 
So when two days later, after their assessment, the 
Central Election Commission declared that we had 
only received 8.2 percent of the overall vote, we were 
shocked. Everybody was shocked — the observers, 
the diplomats, our party activists. It simply could not 
be. We had seen the official return protocols, and in 
fact we still had them (protocols are signed by the 
election commission from each district). We decid-
ed to collect these protocols and count the total. But 
the authorities told us: “No, we don’t need the local 
protocols, we have already counted everything. You 
have 8 percent of the vote. You have two seats in par-
liament.” We said, “If this is the case, then give us the 
results of this district. We have the protocols signed 
by the officials and we would like to compare them 
to your protocols.” But they never showed us any of 
their protocols. 

In this election for the first time, our party re-
ceived more votes than our individual candidates did. 
Even if votes for individual candidates also played a 
role, the majority had voted for the party because the 
party had started to behave differently. There was a 
new program, one based on national, religious, and 
democratic values. We had formulated commitments 
to the people, commitments we wanted to imple-
ment once in parliament. We had promised that if we 
won, we would have a new country where everybody 
could coexist. This is what attracted people, because 
by 2010 many people had grown tired of the party in 
power. Both corruption and various difficulties had 
started to affect all social groups, so people really vot-
ed for us.

During the election, our party used mobile 
phones. In China we had bought about 2,000 mobile 
phones, and we purchased SIM-cards from Beeline 
using special offers and hence almost free of charge. 
With these phones we could make copies of the pro-

tocols right away. We had trained our activists so that 
we had about 3,000 people on call, ready to instantly 
send all data to headquarters. Before the central com-
mission had reported, we already had all the results 
and knew the exact number of votes we had received.

We were ready to declare the preliminary result 
before the Central Election Commission was, but it 
did not take long until they came and told us, “This is 
illegal, you have no right to declare the preliminary re-
sults because only the Central Election Commission 
has the right to do so, and if you do this then all your 
votes will be cancelled.” Thus, we did not declare the 
results but we did keep the documents. We preserved 
copies of the various sources, but unfortunately all of 
that material was located in the archives of the party 
building that later was sealed up by the authorities. 

I remember when they declared, on Tuesday 
after the elections, that we had only two places in 
parliament. We organized a republic-wide meeting 
of the activists of the party, and several thousands of 
people gathered at the party headquarters. They had 
come from everywhere to discuss what we should do 
about the results of elections. Everyone knew that our 
party had won, but we were also sure that the author-
ities would lie. Still, we had expected them to give us 
about 20-25 percent—of course they would never 
grant us 40 percent or 50 percent and certainly not 
60 percent. But they had given us only 8.2 percent 
and this was a shock! I remember how the people, the 
youth, they were just standing in the hall and crying. 
They called for protests and all the speakers were in 
favor of protesting against this lawlessness by the au-
thorities. So many thousands of people in the party 
headquarters were enthusiastic about the idea of pro-
test. I myself was sitting in the office on the second 
floor and was being urged to organize a statement on 
what was happening in the hall. But I was also asked 
not to appear in the hall, because if I had done so, 
then everybody would have gone out into the streets 
to protest and they were already emotionally agitat-
ed. I was sitting in the office discussing and analyzing 
the situation with my deputies. We needed to decide 
what to do: protest, accept and admit defeat, or per-
haps boycott parliament? 

There is one very important piece of informa-
tion that was decisive here. I was sitting in the office 
when Colonel Nazarzoda called me. Actually, he was 
not colonel yet but he was head of a combat training 
department of the Ministry of Defense – a friend of 
mine who was later killed because he was still a com-
mander of the opposition. He called me and said: 
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Muhiddin, how are you? I know that you are sitting in the 
office. Our sources from your hall say there is a big crowd. 
The source gives us continuous reports and informs us 
that the situation is getting heated! I am calling from the 
Ministry of Defense. We are meeting in the minister’s of-
fice, all the ministers are sitting here, from the Ministry of 
Defense, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and of Security, 
and the deputy minister is speaking, and your friend 
Colonel Akhtanzoda and another friend, Colonel Gayrad, 
are here too, and all of us are sitting here discussing your 
situation – you are our only hope. 

I wondered, “What hope?” He continued: 

If you tell the people that you will not go out with them, 
they will not protest. If you agree with their requests to pro-
test, there will be a new conflict, a new civil war. I promise 
you, as a friend: there is a first ring of police around your of-
fice, a second ring consisting of security forces, and a third 
ring from the Ministry of Defense. The only thing you will 
achieve is that several thousand people will be killed, and 
then it will all come to an end anyway. It will be just like 
Andijan. Do you want that? I don’t want that. So you are our 
only hope. Your voice will be heard by all the ministers, the 
last word is yours now. 

I asked him: “Is this an ultimatum or blackmail? 
What is it?”

He replied: “No, it is a reaction – it is not black-
mail or an ultimatum. You are the only hope. Please, 
we ask you as a friend, make the people calm down.” 

I replied: “All right, I will think about it and then 
decide whether to protest or not, but first, I urge you 
to remove these security rings from around our office.” 

It was 10:00 am in the morning. I had already 
been told that the first ring was made up of civilians, 
then the police, then the military forces. 

He said: “Even if you try to go outside of your 
office, you won't get any further, because something 
may happen there.” 

I quickly called a meeting of the deputies and 
members of the presidium and told them about the 
situation, about the phone call from Nazarzoda. They 
believed that this was blackmail, and confirmed that 
there were a lot of police surrounding us, but they 
emphasized that they were only demanding justice, 
the truth, and that there was no intention of war. We 
would just go outside and have a demonstration. I 
asked them to give me some time to think and they 
agreed: “Well, the last word is yours. You will make 
the decision.” 

I called Nazarzoda and told him that I wanted 
to play a game of billiards with him. We went to his 
place and played billiards for an hour, discussing the 
issue. I asked him: “Are you really going to shoot us? 
My people are boiling there, I am playing billiards 
with you here, and I have told my people that I would 
consult with very important authorities.” I had to 
calm myself down because I was very emotional, and 
decisions that are made in a state of emotion can eas-
ily turn out to be wrong decisions. He said: 

Muhiddin, you know we are friends. I am now in the gov-
ernment, so this will be a very difficult situation, for all of 
us. The order has already been given—to shoot to kill if you 
do go out. Most likely we will shoot. Sorry, but we will do 
it, because I am a serviceman. I know that you are right, 
you have received so many votes, but I am a serviceman. 
We will do it. Please, don’t go out so that we don’t need to 
commit a crime. 

These were his words, the colonel who later was 
killed. Thus I returned to my office, to the party, at 
about 11:30 am. They started to call for me: “People 
are waiting for you and the decision you made.” I then 
addressed the people for twenty minutes. I managed 
to calm people down and promised: 

Give me one more chance—an opportunity to talk to 
Rahmon. Now if we go out to protest we will all be killed, 
but if we abstain we can claim all our votes. We need peace, 
stability, and tranquility. Yes, they have betrayed us, they 
have stolen our votes, but let’s not boycott the parliament. 
We won’t go out into the streets, but we will tell them firmly 
that they are thieves. They have stolen our votes. We know 
that we got more than 50 percent of the vote. We know that 
the people supported us, and those who are now sitting in 
the government have just stolen our power. But let us once 
again, for the sake of peace and stability, give them this 
power, and we will accept what they have given us, for the 
sake of peace and tranquility.

People were emotional, saying things like: “All right, 
this time we trust you, but if there is more treachery, 
you will be responsible, not Rahmon, because you 
tried to keep us calm. We trust you as the leader 
of the party.” Everyone went home and I received 
words of thanks from the government that I had 
managed to calm the people: “It was an error from 
our side that we declared 8 percent, but it is good 
that you have calmed the people. This saved the 
country from another civil war. The president and 
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the authorities are very grateful to you. You have 
acted as a patriot.” 

But soon we understood that because we had 
conceded a democratic election, they had decided 
that now they could act in a different way. They be-
gan to invent new strategies, not through elections 
though, because they would lose again. In 2012 there 
was a protocol, a confidential protocol, known as 32-
20, leaked by Russian media, and showing the gov-
ernment had elaborate a new strategy to eliminate 
our party.

Strategies to Exclude the Islamic revival Party of 
Tajikistan 

As soon as document 32-20 appeared, the behavior 
of the authorities completely changed: nobody an-
swered our calls anymore, nobody came to seminars, 
and we were not invited to events even though we 
were a parliamentary party. After 2010, I was not 
seen on television again. When a session of parlia-
ment was shown, I was never there. I was publicly ab-
sent. I should have appeared and should have given a 
speech, but I was banned; I was not invited anymore. 
That meant that the president had started to perceive 
us as direct opponents — me personally and the party 
as a whole. The situation had changed. I wrote a letter 
to the president as a deputy and asked for a meeting. 
I wanted to bring to his attention everything that was 
being done. But the society was slowly changing; the 
attitude toward us was changing; everybody’s attitude 
changed. We increasingly faced negative attitudes. I 
sent a second letter as the chairman of the party and 
asked for a meeting. Again I received no response. 
I transmitted my messages through the chairman of 
the parliament and through various ministers, all of 
whom responded: “Sorry, we have let him know, but 
the response was negative. We don't know what is 
happening. Nobody knows what is happening.” 

When I, as deputy, sent a letter concerning the 
voting protocols and demanded an answer for the 
discrepancies and stated that it was unconstitution-
al, the Attorney General answered: “The protocol is 
valid, but some items were fabricated.” I responded: 
“Show me the original then. As a deputy of parlia-
ment, I have a right to have access to these materials. 
I am ready to sign it, I will only read it and I won't 
make a copy. I will even read it in your presence. 
Show me where the fabrications are.” But he did not 
show me anything. It was obvious that this was the 

original protocol, which the Russian mass media had 
published. 

Why had the Russian media published a secret 
document about eliminating the Islamic Revival 
Party? At that time Tajikistan was discussing whether 
to charge the Russians for operating a military base in 
the country, as a way to prove its independence from 
Russia. Moscow responded by putting Dushanbe 
back in its place: “Look. We have access to your con-
fidential documents. We will reveal this protocol as 
an example.” In other words, they could destabilize 
the country at any time. This was sufficient warning: 
Tajikistan made special allowance for Russian struc-
tures that had existed during the Soviet period and 
provided the military base free of charge. Basically, 
they agreed to everything the Russians wanted. 

After these changes various types of harassment 
began: They destroyed our offices, burned down the 
cultural center in Dushanbe, and arrested our activ-
ists. I remember we had our own office in the Sughd 
region, and once in 2013 when we were holding a 
meeting of our member activists, in a hall with sev-
eral hundred people, just as I began my speech, em-
ployees of the city of Khujand started to tear down the 
roof over my head! We asked them what the problem 
was, and they showed us a document stating that the 
city executive committee had decided to wreck the 
building. That very day someone had signed a docu-
ment implementing the right to destroy our building 
where we were holding our meeting. Imagine the sit-
uation: several hundred people standing in the hall, 
and over their heads they are destroying the roof! I 
asked why this decision was made and the workers 
replied, “According to the city’s general plan, there is 
going to be a garden here.” 

This building had existed since the Soviet peri-
od. We had purchased it and had all the documenta-
tion. There used to be a shop in the building, but we 
had renovated it into offices. Everything was official. 
We said: “How is it possible that in the morning the 
mayor makes the decision and an hour later you be-
gin to destroy the building? Give us time at least for 
an appeal. Show us the city’s general plan that says 
there shall be a garden here.” They refused to talk to 
us and continued to tear down the building while 
we were holding our session. Since we did not stop 
our meeting, they disconnected the electricity, so the 
microphones went silent. Still, we did not interrupt 
our meeting. An hour later, dozens of women, pitiful 
people, were collected in the markets and brought to 
our office by buses. They surrounded our office and 
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started to shout: “You do not want peace and tran-
quility! Get out of here!” The chief of police came to 
me and said: “If I do not remove you from here right 
now under my protection, you will all be stoned by 
these women. My mission is to remove you person-
ally from here as a parliamentary deputy, as a party 
leader.”

I asked him, “It looks like a new civil war. Are we 
enemies?”

He replied: “I don’t know. I am the chief of police 
of the district, but I myself do not understand what is 
happening. I cannot control the situation any longer. 
Someone from above is running the process. Sorry, 
but this is the situation.” 

I was told by my people that the situation was 
dangerous, that there were people in camouflage with 
weapons in buses all around us. If the youth resisted 
these women, if even one of them was touched, they 
would probably have shot us. We were surrounded by 
armed people in camouflage, by police and by special 
police forces from OMON. 

I said to the chief: “I came here as the deputy, 
to meet the people, and now you confront me with 
weapons. What shall I do?” 

The chief replied: “We will escort you out of the 
city and you will go back to Dushanbe.” 

As I was leaving, surrounded by policemen, 
those women began to throw stones at us. I did not 
know where they had come from. 

Previously, all of my meetings, with huge crowds 
of people, had always been peaceful. We had never 
seen anything like stoning before. Suddenly people 
had become aggressive, and I did not understand it. 
It turned out that that group of women had been spe-
cially organized – today people will do anything for 
money. A closer look at the photographs from differ-
ent protests against me, like the recent one in front 
of the European Commission office in Dushanbe, 
reveals that these are all the same women. They are 
nicknamed OBON (otdel bab osobogo naznacheniia), 
and we see similar groups of women in Kyrgyzstan 
too, women who protest for money. They appear, are 
active for some months, and then disappear again. 

The story of the Sughd meetings is revealing. 
One of the women who shouted at me during the 
meeting had a son who was a drug addict, and he had 
been arrested. She is an influential businesswoman 
who controls several locations in the market. When 
her son was arrested for drug trafficking, they also 
planned to confiscate all their belongings. But she is a 
woman with a lot of money and more than a hundred 

women work for her in various places, so they told 
her, “If you want to save yourself from further prose-
cution, you just need to organize the women against 
that person.” People from this area began to wonder 
about the woman, who was previously calm and nor-
mal. They no longer recognized her. Obviously she 
had been pressured to behave that way. 

I was removed from the city by police escort, and 
as soon as we left Khujand for Dushanbe I received 
a call from our people saying that the destruction of 
the office had stopped! The housing and communal 
services staff had left. Nobody was there any longer. 
Three years have passed since that day and nothing 
new has happened – that is, there is no garden – but 
the building itself has been torn down.

All of our regional offices have been destroyed in 
a similar way. The most active people, those who did 
not give up and did not break down, have been ar-
rested. The authorities have planted drugs, religious 
brochures, or bullets on them – all of this just to put 
them in prison for terrorism and for extremism. 
There have even been murders, as in Badakhshan. 
Our leader in Badakhshan was beaten, then shot, 
dragged by a leg, and thrown into a trash bin. All of 
this was done by people in a camouflage – obviously 
by order of the law enforcement agencies.

The opposition Unites for a Presidential 
candidate

But we did not give up, and instead prepared for the 
presidential elections of 2013. We decided not to put 
forward our own candidate from the Islamic party but 
instead joined other opposition parties to promote a 
joint candidate. Of course there were disagreements 
concerning the choice of a candidate, but finally we 
agreed on a woman, Oynikhol Bobonazarova. She 
is a civic activist, a lawyer by education. She was the 
dean of the law department at the university and ear-
lier she had been one of the founders of the demo-
cratic movement in Tajikistan. It was our party that 
proposed her candidacy. This way we sent a message 
that we as a party had not only proposed a woman 
but one who was a civic activist, not a religious leader, 
not our own leader. 

Society considered it a positive sign, and the in-
ternational community welcomed the decision, but 
this time we were not even allowed to collect the 
necessary number of signatures to put forth a can-
didate. According to the law, a candidate needs to 
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collect signatures from 5 percent of all voters before 
the candidate can be put forward. It is a very long 
and wearisome procedure: first you need to get the 
empty sheets, which have to be approved by local au-
thorities, and then you can start to collect signatures. 
If a citizen has no passport with him when signing, 
then the whole document goes back to the local gov-
ernment and they check it and set a seal. Collecting 
200,000 signatures under these conditions is very dif-
ficult. And most interestingly, the candidate from the 
coalition was not allowed to collect signatures her-
self, so we collected for her.

In the end we fell short by 5,000 signatures. 
Several candidates of smaller parties managed to 
collect 200,000 signatures, so if we added all those 
signatures together, we would have about 30 percent 
of the total, but Rahmon collected several million 
signatures. The elections ended with 80-90 percent 
voting for the incumbent president. We then asked 
those candidates who had managed to collect the 5 
percent of signatures why they had only received 2 
percent of the vote. They should have received at least 
5 percent and even more, but had they agreed to ac-
cept the 2 percent. According to logic, votes should 
be distributed at least proportionally to the number 
of signatures collected beforehand. Those who had 
managed to nominate a candidate were given a dep-
uty in parliament. We had no candidate in the pres-
idential elections, and it was clear by then that our 
candidate would never have been registered. The rul-
ing party does not want these elections to take place 
with an alternative candidate; there should be several 
appointed candidates, who will then say: “Yes, we are 
candidates, but vote for the most worthy candidate.” 

humiliation and Persecution as Pre-Election 
campaign

These elections signaled to us that we were going to 
be facing a difficult time, and that was exactly what 
happened. We prepared for the parliamentary elec-
tions of 2015 in conditions of an undeclared war 
against our party – there were arrests, destruction, 
slander. The war was also conducted in the media, 
with countless videos shown on television. On the 
major television station they pretended to show 
members of our party, both women and men, in their 
private lives and their sexual life. All of this was done 
to ridicule the Islamic party. The most amazing thing 
was that those women who were shown on television 

as members of the party had been sent to us covert-
ly to try to get registered. They came to us and said 
they wanted to become party members. They tried to 
appear adherent to our ideas, but we had our doubts. 
We made the right decision and did not accept them. 
Then we recognized them in those videos, wearing 
hijabs, so apparently they had been hired. 

Let me pause a moment and turn to Gulmurod 
Halimov, former commander of the special police 
(OMON) of Tajikistan, who ran away and joined the 
Islamic State. He made a statement in a video mes-
sage to explain why he left Tajikistan. He said some-
thing like this “During the electoral campaign the 
Minister of Internal Affairs brought together the dep-
uties and the commanders, and he ordered us to as-
semble some street women, prostitutes, and purchase 
clothes for them, including hijabs. So once we had 
them clothed as Islamic women we recorded them 
acting as prostitutes in order to discredit the Islamic 
party and Muslims in general.”

The whole pre-election campaign of 2015 passed 
this way. When we visited Kulob to hold a meeting, 
some people showered me with eggs and tomatoes. 
They did not let us hold any sessions. The same hap-
pened in Khujand. Wherever I went I faced threats 
and aggression, but in reality, it was one aggressive 
group that was brought to each place. When our 
people photographed them, we saw the same indi-
viduals appearing at each place, and nobody would 
arrest them. We protested, we showed photos, saying 
that my life as a deputy of parliament was in danger. 
Throughout this period not a single one of those 
people was arrested; no one was punished. A meet-
ing we held in Kulob was particularly interesting. A 
group of young people attacked us and finally they 
were arrested because there was no other option. It 
turned out that they were policemen. So, they were 
dismissed through backdating and said that they had 
not worked for the police for a long time. In the end, 
they were fined, but it was the police force itself that 
paid the fines. The only reason they were found guilty 
was because we had proven their identities. So the lo-
cal authorities had to pay the penalty for the former 
policemen.

Everything indicated that this was probably go-
ing to be the last election for us. I remember that in 
the campaign headquarters we had put up a box in 
order to conduct an internal poll to estimate how 
many seats we would get in parliament from these 
elections. Everybody submitted his or her guess. We 
even established a prize for the winner. After the 
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elections we opened the box and only two people had 
foretold that we would receive no seats. Hundreds of 
people had thrown in pieces of paper suggesting 2 or 
5 or 10 seats. I had asked that everyone write their 
surname on the other side of the paper so that we 
could determine the winner. Do you know who won? 
I did. Only two persons had given the correct answer 
and I was one of them. Why? Because I already knew 
the results. Before the elections I had had a conver-
sation with someone from the authorities. I told him 
that according to our forecasts we would receive five 
seats in parliament. He said: 

Muhiddin, you have two places in the parliament now. 
If you receive even one place, that will mean we failed. It 
would mean that for all these years, three years, we have 
been working without any results. You will not receive any 
seats because we need to show that our achievements have 
yielded results. If you are a patriot of the homeland – and 
I know that you are a patriot – then you know that all this 
is being done for the nation, the people and the state. You 
understand what this all is about. After the Arab Spring we 
have realized that it is better not to have an Islamic party. 
After the elections you will have to disband the party.

I explained that banning the party would have un-
foreseen consequences for the government and would 
be tragic for the people. The existence of the Islamic 
opposition party was crucial for the country because 
it allowed oppositional forces to work within the con-
stitutional framework, and allowed the government 
to keep its activities under control. But the election 
committee knew that the decision had already been 
made and that they could not change anything. I had 
expected this and was careful to avoid direct con-
frontations. We participated, because non-participa-
tion in the elections would mean acknowledgment of 
our own defeat. Thus, even though I knew the result, 
I could not announce the self-dissolution of the par-
ty just because we had ceased to exist as far as the 
government was concerned. We went on with the 
elections with the hope that at the last minute they 
would change their minds. We organized a very good 
pre-election campaign. We developed new content 
again, and came up with an idea of how to implement 
our ideas. Our people worked really hard, but it did 
not pay off. 

By the last days of the pre-election campaign I 
was staying at home, almost as if under home arrest. 
Sometimes I went to the office, but we had no more 
sessions because it was already impossible to meet. 

Any public meeting could end with beatings and/
or arrests. We finished the pre-election campaign in 
a condition of an undeclared war. Then Jaloladdin 
Mahmoud, a member of the electoral commission 
from our party, was arrested. He was the only mem-
ber of our party in the Central Election Commission, 
and one hour prior to the announcement of the elec-
tion results he called me from prison. Now just think, 
who in the pre-trial detention center would have giv-
en him a phone? But they brought him a phone and 
told him to call the party leader. So he called me from 
prison and said: “In one hour the election results will 
be announced.” He started reading what they had 
written for him: “This is not a good place. Please, 
make sure nobody else ends up here. I understand 
that it is difficult for you, but I am sitting in a pre-tri-
al detention center now, and I do not wish anybody 
else to be here, especially not you. I hope that you are 
a very reasonable person and you will not let other 
members of our party show up here with me. This is 
my request.” 

I asked him: “How is it possible that you are 
speaking to me via phone from a pre-trial detention 
center? That is a controlled institution. Who has giv-
en you a phone?”

He said: “That is another story. I am just giving 
you this message.” And he switched off the phone. He 
was only allowed to speak long enough to read the 
note. 

This was the signal to me, one hour prior to the 
election results. This was the way they sent their mes-
sage that my only place would be in prison if any-
thing happened. Half an hour later the head of the 
Central Election Commission announced the results. 
He was shaking and barely able to speak. He knew 
the real result, what percentage we had actually re-
ceived, so when he declared that we had received 1.5 
percent, he did not feel well. Everybody was shocked, 
but I decided not to opt for open conflict but instead 
to accept things as they were. 

Still, I started to think about how to organize the 
party in the future. What would come next was a sto-
ry of mass persecution of party members, followed 
by exile.

The Question of Islam in Tajik Politics

The question of Islam and politics is a difficult one 
and many discussions have taken place on this sub-
ject. Religious parties can exist perfectly well within 
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a secular state. The question is what attitude Islam as 
a religion has toward elections and political parties. 
According to traditional religious views, political 
parties do not exist in Islam; the notion of a parlia-
ment in general is alien to Islam. It is a state insti-
tution that was created in the West. In the Muslim 
world a sultan, a caliph, or an emir rules, along with 
ministers. There is a council of ministers, but not a 
parliament. Gradually, however, Islamic politicians 
have come to conclude that there is no contradiction 
between Islam and the parliamentary system. On the 
contrary, in the main sources like the Qur’an and 
Sunnah, there are specific mentions of an advisory 
body. There is an ayat (verse) in the Qur’an that says, 
“Your decision shall be made in discussion, within an 
advisory body.” In the Qur’an the Prophet himself is 
advised to consult the people around him, and after 
making a decision to hope for Allah’s support. It is a 
compulsory condition. A parliament can fulfill that 
role of the advisor. 

In Tajikistan at that time there were heated dis-
cussions about whether Islam had a place in politics 
or not. Many religious figures rejected the idea that 
Islam allowed for political parties. This argument 
was then misused by the authorities and instrumen-
talized in their struggle against the Islamic Revival 
Party. My question was: If there is no party in Islam, 
then wouldn’t joining an existing party (Rahmon, the 
leader of the People’s Democratic Party, is a Muslim 
himself after all) be equally against Islam? There was 
no answer to this. The discussion was a crucial one 
that continued until recently, when the subject was 
taken off the agenda because it had become normal 
for an Islamic party to exist. It had become normal 
to have an Islamic party participating in political life. 
Many analysts understood that such a party, which 
was closely working with the youth, could deal with 
critical moments and reduce risky situations when 
deeply religious people wanted to participate in polit-
ical life. Indeed, such parties would prevent the youth 
from joining radical groups by offering them the op-
portunity to participate in an Islamic party within the 
legal framework. Further, this question does not re-
ally concern religious issues so much as stability and 
tolerance. It is necessary to have Islamic parties. 

The question of the relationship between Islam 
and politics has not been important in recent years. 
For example, back in 2000-2005, many voters asked 
less about the party’s platform than about whether 
Islam would allow the existence of a party or parlia-
ment. People wanted theoretical answers rather than 

practical considerations. In 2010 and 2015 people 
were more interested in the party’s program, not the-
oretical questions. They asked: “What does the party 
suggest? What does this party think?” This is the de-
velopment I see when I look at elections in Tajikistan.

We worked in the party in such a way that ac-
tivists would not perceive us as a purely religious 
structure. In recent years, activists began to consider 
us a political party. Earlier on, people could not even 
distinguish us from a mosque. The Islamic Party used 
to have many of the features of mosque. People came 
to us to pray and to consult us on religious questions. 
From our side, many members accepted this role and 
felt responsible for building mosques and madrasas 
or helping people with social projects. But in recent 
years we began to consider ourselves a political party, 
not a religious structure. People have welcomed this 
development, but the authorities did not want us to 
transform into a political organization; it was more 
profitable for them when people considered us a reli-
gious organization, not as a political competitor with 
a programmatic platform instead of sermons. They 
planned to keep the party as a religious structure 
with traditional views so that it would be easier to 
manipulate. 

Once we developed into a political party with a 
program and concrete suggestions for economic, so-
cial, and cultural reforms, it spoiled the relationship 
with the government. This was already the case when 
I was elected party leader in 2006. They wanted to 
see the leader in traditional clothes, with traditional 
views, so that young people would not be attracted 
to the party — especially educated youth. When I 
became chairman, a presidential adviser at the time 
told me that for four days nobody dared to inform 
the president about the results of Nahzat’s congress, 
because they had been ordered not to let me become 
the chairman and everybody had promised the pres-
ident that another person would be chosen. “Since 
we were unable to get another candidate through,” he 
told me, “we consulted for four days on how to re-
port this to the president. One day he asked about the 
chairman of the party and we had to tell him that, un-
fortunately, you had become chairman of the party.” 

The relations between the party and the natives 
of Badakhshan have their own history. Initially, when 
the party supported Davlat Khudonazarov’s candi-
dacy, the people from Badakhshan – most of them 
Ismaili – closely cooperated. For our Sunni party, 
the Ismaili minority was among our closest partners. 
Later, during the civil war, the local population of 
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Badakhshan supported the United Tajik Opposition 
(UTO) led by Said Abdullo Nuri. Then, during peace 
talks, several representatives of Badakhshan were 
members of the party’s delegation and joined the co-
alition government as a part of the opposition. Our 
party always had a good reputation in Badakhshan, 
and in recent years we were working hard there. The 
young people were working especially hard because 
we had proposed a program in which special atten-
tion was to be paid to tolerance between Islamic re-
ligious schools. Our Ismaili compatriots understood 
the message and received it positively. 

When we conducted an internal survey in 2010 
to find out the percentage of citizens in the regions 
who had become members of our party, we found 
an average of 0.8-0.9 percent of the citizens in oth-
er regions were registered members of our party. In 
Badakhshan, however, more than 1 percent of the 
population belonged to the party; in other words, we 
had more people from Badakhshan actively support-
ing us than in any other region. In total, we had about 
42,000 registered members, 3,000 in Badakhshan 
alone. This is why the authorities paid such close at-
tention to Badakhshan. Our chairman of the party 
in Badakhshan, Sabzali Mamadrizoev, was killed in 
2012, much the same way that a former party leader, 
Imomnazar Imomnazarov, killed during an operation 
of security officers. Yet another chairman died under 
mysterious circumstances, and some claim that he 
was poisoned: a young man of 35 years, he just fell 
down and died. This means we have lost three chair-
men of the party who worked in Badakhshan, and 
a fourth one was arrested. He is in prison now. This 
means that the authorities recognized Badakhshan's 
importance for political life in Tajikistan, and they 
wanted to separate Badakhshan as much as possible 
from our party – but I doubt they have been success-
ful. We still have many supporters in Badakhshan 
and will maintain good relationships in the future. 

The role of International organizations in 
Elections in Tajikistan

It seems to me that international organizations nev-
er took the elections in Tajikistan seriously because 
the country was not at the center of their interests. 
Tajikistan is too small. Still, international observers 
have always been present for the elections. If during 
the first elections these observers were usually from 
the Organization for Security and Co-operation in 

Europe (OSCE), later, observers were invited from 
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), 
from the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), 
from the inter-parliamentary assembly of the CIS, 
from the European Union (EU), and from various 
other international organizations. In the end, the or-
ganizations took different positions. Concerning the 
first elections, before 2000, we have no information 
on the views of international observers. From 2000 
onwards, we could see that the opinions of the inter-
national observers from the CIS and the SCO strong-
ly differed from those of the OSCE and the European 
Union. Observers from the CIS and Shanghai always 
approved the elections and recognized them as dem-
ocratic and generally free, speaking only about a “few 
small violations” that had not greatly affected elec-
tion results. However, the observers from the OSCE, 
especially their Office for Democratic Institutions 
and Human Rights (ODIHR), who are specialized 
in elections, as well as the EU, always said that the 
elections had not taken place under democratic rules 
and consequently they questioned the results. They 
would deliver recommendations to the authorities of 
Tajikistan, who never carried out these recommen-
dations. On the contrary, each election was worse 
than the one before. 

Consequently, for the referendum on May 22, 
2016, amending the constitution to remove the term 
limit on the president and to ban religious political 
parties, only the CIS and the SCO sent observers, 
while other international organizations did not even 
bother; they seem to have lost any belief in democrat-
ic elections in Tajikistan. For me it is as if the inter-
national organizations had conducted an undeclared 
boycott of this referendum. 

Personally, I found that the observers for the 
elections of 2010 were more active than during the 
elections of 2015. At the beginning the observers 
from the CIS and SCO were limited to Dushanbe and 
a few other districts. But during the last elections, 
they visited many polling stations and they met with 
parties—they even visited our office. This was the 
first time they had come. In contrast, observers from 
Europe were more active earlier, in the elections of 
2005 and 2010. 

In general, different missions have different tech-
niques and methods of supervision during the elec-
tions, and as a result, we have two different pictures 
projected in the reports. The CIS observers claim that 
elections have taken place democratically as always. 
It seems they have a report prepared in advance and 
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use the same one for Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and 
Turkmenistan — one can see the same templates in 
all the reports. Observers from Europe, however, 
work in a more detailed way. For example, the ob-
servers for ODIHR visited Tajikistan three months 
prior to the elections in order to study the legis-
lation and the atmosphere in the mass media. This 
means that it is not only the result on election day 
that counts; they look at the whole process prior to 
the elections. Obviously, their evaluations are more 
trustworthy. The observers from the CIS or the SCO 
appear some days before the elections, are welcomed 
as guests, and then are accompanied with songs and 
dances throughout their mission.

No matter who the observers are, their recom-
mendations or reports do not have any effect on the 
results, as they are declarative and of an advisory 
character. Even recommendations from the ODIHR, 
which are given right after the elections, are rejected 
by local authorities. For example, the ODIHR made 
nearly thirty recommendations after the previous 
elections, and this time our authorities agreed to ac-
cept only one – namely, that the protocols will now be 
filled out with a pen, not a pencil. Before, the OSCE 
was critical of the fact that the protocols were filled 
out in pencil, which can be changed afterwards very 
easily. This time the electoral commission accepted 
the recommendation that protocols should be filled 
in by pen. On the one hand this is good. On the other 
hand, nobody sees these copies of the protocols that 
have been completed by pen, and this is bad. Earlier 
on, protocols filled out in pencil were circulated to 
observers and to candidates, but now nobody will see 
those documents, which minimizes the role of ob-
servers even more.

concluding remarks

To summarize, we can see that Tajikistan moved 
away from free and democratic elections in the years 
following the end of the Soviet Union and the ini-
tial years of independence, to a completely controlled 
referendum in 2016. The youth participated in those 
early elections of 2000, 2005, and 2010 with enthusi-

asm, believing that their voice would make a differ-
ence, and despite falsification, despite the undemo-
cratic character of those elections, they believed that 
it was possible to change life for the better. 

Throughout the period that the Islamic Revival 
Party was active in Tajikistan, we — the opposition 
parties, youth, activists — kept saying: we have elec-
tions, maybe not the most democratic, but if we want 
to change our lives, it can happen only through them. 
This was the only way for us. Any other way would 
mean civil war. To be indifferent was not a way out. 
It is necessary to be very active, despite the undemo-
cratic character of the elections. We have always filled 
people with optimism, especially religious youth. I 
used to tell them: “Your participation in elections is 
not only a civic duty, but also a religious one. You do 
not want to be like the Taliban, Al-Qaeda, ISIS, and 
others; you want to fulfill your religious duty, and that 
is why you have to participate in elections. Go and be 
active.” Therefore, many people perceived elections 
to be a religious duty, almost like a prayer. When the 
elections were obviously fraudulent, it touched them 
deeply. This is why many of them now join ISIS; they 
have been deceived too many times and now have 
turned to jihad and armed revolts.

Because three parliamentary and two presiden-
tial elections have already taken place in Tajikistan 
under conditions of total falsification, people have 
lost hope that their voices will be heard. There is 
no longer any enthusiasm, there is no euphoria for 
elections, and there is no longer any trust in the 
electoral system in Tajikistan. For the referendum 
of May 22, 2016, they invested all their energy to get 
people to participate in the referendum, but I doubt 
that is what really happened. I am seriously afraid 
that it will be very difficult to regain the trust of the 
citizens of Tajikistan in future elections. It is this ab-
sence of trust that triggers the growth of radicalism 
and extremism among the youth, because people 
no longer trust elections. The only way to win back 
the people is to assure them that their votes will be 
counted and their party represented accordingly in 
parliament. Tajikistan needs an alternative voice in 
parliament if the authorities want to regain the trust 
of the citizens. 
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The 2015 Tajik Elections online:  
Few Posts, Fewer likes, Even Fewer Shares 

A.S.1 (2015) 

The March 2015 parliamentary elections in Tajikistan 
started a new political era in the county. No more 
space was left even for the opposition’s symbol-
ic presence. The main opposition party, the Islamic 
Revival Party, had been accustomed to getting two 
seats in the Parliament since the peace agreement of 
1997. In 2015, it lost them. In comparison to the 2010 
elections, during which both parties and voters were 
more actively engaged in a pre-election marathon, 
this time the electoral atmosphere was totally absent 
in the country, excepting a few short monologues 
from the parties’ leadership broadcasted by the state 
TV, some anti-oppositional, and pro-governmental 
propaganda in the print media, and a bit of engage-
ment on social media networks. The Tajik segment 
of Facebook, once widely used by ordinary Tajiks as 
an important online platform for political, economic, 
and social discussions, was also devoid of vivid elec-
toral discussions. 

In spite of the shocking outcome for the oppo-
sition, all discussion of results faded in the wake of 
the murder of Group24’s leader, Umarali Quvvatov, a 
few days later. In general, the lack of trust, transpar-
ency and fairness of the elections, combined with the 
perception that the results had already been written 
manually, underpinned the reasons for the passivity 
of the society and the political parties. 

Use of Russian social media—Odnoklassniki 
(3,009,597 users), VKontakte (271,780), and Moi Mir 
(328,105) in Tajikistan was well ahead of Facebook 
(about 100,000) as of May 15, 2015.2 In spite of this, 
however, Facebook continues to be the main plat-
form for political engagement and discussion, while 
the Russian social networks are used mostly for fun, 

meeting new friends, or for Islamic propaganda. Tajik 
usernames on Twitter could be counted using the 
fingers. Public chatrooms at new instant multimedia 
messaging platforms, such as Zello, Viber, WeChat, 
are in high rise in Tajikistan, but the political discus-
sion in them are not studied yet. 

Parties on Paper

There are eight registered political parties in 
Tajikistan. The People’s Democratic Party (PDPT), 
led by President Rahmon, has won almost all seats in 
the parliament since the 2005 elections. The Islamic 
Revival Party (IRPT) is considered the main oppo-
sitional movement. The Social-Democratic Party 
(SDPT), despite never having been represented in 
the parliament and lacking broad popular support, is 
considered the second-most unsystemic opposition 
movement.3 Because it engages prominent lawyers, 
it frequently gives the authorities headaches. The 
Communist Party lost all power after independence 
and to date has had only two known faces, the par-
ty chairman, Shodi Shabdolov, and deputy chairman 
and a presidential candidate in two last presidential 
elections, Ismoil Talbakov, who were MPs of all par-
liaments until 2015. The current leadership of the 
Democratic Party and the Socialist Party, which ex-
perienced harsh internal battles and divisions, have 
supported the government to date. The Agrarian 
Party and the Party of Economic Reforms, both 
founded prior to the 2010 elections, are known to be 
loyal to the government. 

The parties’ online visibility is minimal. Only 
two parties—the PDPT and the IRPT—have current 
functional official websites. The websites of the SDPT 
and the Communist party no longer work. The IRPT 
has an official Facebook page, a Twitter account (last 

1 This author is a former Fulbright Fellow at the Institute for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies (IERES) at the George Washington University. 
His research interest includes internal and regional politics, online activism, media, migration, and society in Central Asia.

2 For more about the popularity of social media in Tajikistan, see: Abdulfattoh Shafiev and Marintha Miles, “Friends, Foes, and Facebook: Blocking 
the Internet in Tajikistan,” Demokratizatsiya 23, no. 3 (Summer 2015): 297-319.

3 Systemic opposition is the one created with assistance of the authorities and which plays politics inside the ruling system. Unsystemic opposition 
is out of the authorities’ control. 
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4 “Shodi Shabdolov: Mo baroi tankidi president naomadaem,” Tojnews, February 28, 2015, http://tojnews.org/tj/news/shodi-shab-
dolov-mo-baroi-tankidi-prezident-naomadaem.

post dates September 29, 2014), and YouTube videos. 
It used to have a public group on Facebook but no 
longer administers it. But it does administer its pub-
lic group on Odnoklassniki with just 340 members 
as of May 15, 2015. The PDPT’s website also runs an 
official Facebook page, and the party’s branches in 
Khatlon and Sughd run their own Facebook pages. 
The SDPT supporters are comparatively less active 
in running a party’s public group on Facebook. The 
Agrarian Party opened Facebook page on February 
2015, just before the elections. The other parties have 
no online presence, whether in the form of websites 
or social media, no do their leaders have any pub-
lic profiles on any social media. When the leader of 
the Communist Party of Tajikistan, Shodi Shabdolov, 
was asked by Tojnews about the party’s absence on 
the Internet, he replied: “The Internet is not in our 
hands; it has an owner. Whenever the Internet media 
calls us, we talk to them, and it gets published on the 
Internet. But we are not able to open Facebook, gath-
er thousands materials, and publish there. We lack 
the finances.”4 

In the world of offline media, only the PDPT 
and the IRPT regularly publish official newspapers, 
respectively, Minbari khalq, a weekly with about a 
50,000 issue print-run, and Najot, with more than 
4,000 print-outs. The PDPT also enjoys coverage of its 
events on the state broadcast media, while the IRPT 
members are systematically discredited by them. The 
independent print and online media, mostly Asia 
Plus website and newspaper, Ozodi website and ra-
dio, Tojnews, Ozodagon, and Avesta websites, Millat, 
Nigoh and other newspapers played an important role 
in keeping readers informed about electoral events. 
They discussed the candidates’ nomination, the IRPT 
and SDPT challenges, voting day process, and elec-
toral results, but offered few interviews and introduc-
tions to candidates, and few analytical materials. 

The parties held their congresses to nominate 
candidates in mid to end of December 2014, both for 
the republican list, and for single mandates. The Tajik 
Parliament’s lower palate, the Majlisi Namoyandagon, 
has 63 seats, 22 of which are on the united republi-
can list, and the rest are elected through single-man-
date constituencies from the districts. Preparation 
for congresses, the challenges that opposition parties 
face in conducting their congresses, and the lists of 
candidates were all things covered by the media. But 

no election-related news could compare, for exam-
ple, with an interview of a well-known local singer 
Shabnam Surayyo, or with news of the death of for-
mer warlord Suhrob Qosimov. 

Parties online

Among the parties’ own media sources, only the 
IRPT’s website and Facebook page offered some news 
coverage. On its congress day, held on December 16, 
2014, the IRPT organized live coverage of the con-
gress on Zello (audio) and YouTube (video), as well 
as constantly informed its audience about the latest 
developments on Facebook and on the website. The 
PDPT’s congress was held on December 13, 2014, but 
its website did not post any news about it for four 
days. The IRPT was the only party that announced 
publicly that it would use a specially created logo for 
the elections. Websites of both parties have Tajik and 
Russian versions, but the Tajik versions are far more 
active. The Russian version of the IRPT’s website has 
not been updated since November 2014, while the 
Russian version of the PDPT website is functional. 

The IRPT website also served as an independent 
information source for media, while the PDPT web-
site only reports other media’s news. For example, on 
January 7, 2015, Asia Plus posted news at 09:38 am 
in Russian, and at 11:26 in Tajik, citing the Central 
Elections Committee, that the PDPT candidates all 
passed the Tajik language test. Exactly the same news 
appeared on the PDPT’s Tajik website at 11:51am and 
again at 2pm for the Russian version; it was simply a 
‘copy-paste’ job. The exact story was taken from Asia 
Plus, even without editing orthographic mistakes. 
However, the PDPT’s official website did not give 
any credit to Asia Plus for this and other copied and 
re-published news items. Other similar cases have 
been noted. 

By contrast, the IRPT’s website offered its own 
sources. For example, on January 10-11, 2015, the 
IRPT’s website covered the nomination of its candi-
dates from a district in Khatlon region, and from two 
districts in the Sughd region. All this news was used 
later by Asia Plus on January 12, 2015. Sometimes the 
IRPT’s website was the only one to offer any infor-
mation: for example, on January 17, 2015, the IRPT’s 
candidate to the local council in Dushanbe was taken 
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to the police station with his wife and children, and 
the IRPT’s website remained the only online source 
to tell this story. 

Both the PDPT and the IRPT had special sec-
tions devoted to the elections on their websites. But 
both had different approaches on how to use the sec-
tion—the PDPT displayed its election program, and 
the biography of its nominees; while the IRPT used it 
to gather all news items related to the party’s prepa-
ration for the election, conducted special interviews 
with candidates, as well as gave the floor to other par-
ties, such as the Democratic Party, the SDPT, and the 
Communist Party. The PDPT’s website, by contrast, 
published only very negative coverage of the IRPT.

Facebook-Friendly campaigns 

Compare to its website, the PDPT was more active on 
Facebook. There are several Facebook pages claiming 
to belong to it, but as the link to the Facebook page 
in the official website does not work, I focus here on 
the oldest and most active page. The other pages ap-
peared a couple of months ago and have no more than 
few posts. In addition to its official page, the party’s 
branches in Khatlon and Sughd provinces have their 
own pages. Before its congress, held on December 
13, 2014, which officially started the election cam-
paign, the PDPT’s Facebook page was last updated 
on November 17, 2014. But, on December 16, a pho-
to-gallery from the congress and news about it was 
posted, and the next day a few more posts appeared, 
including the text of the PDPT leader Emomali 
Rahmon. The rest of the time, the Facebook pages of 
the PDPT have mostly featured reposted links from 
their official websites. These posts have rarely been 
shared or liked. 

The IRPT is also rather active on Facebook, in-
cluding more reposts from its website, more shares, 
and more likes, and it more actively administers its 
Facebook page by posting direct posts. The Agrarian 
Party (APT) opened its Facebook page on February 
25, 2015. The same day the page posted a promo-
tional photo asking that voters choose the party on 
the voting ballots. That photo has enjoyed zero likes. 
Besides that, the page has six posts, one of them being 
the party’s logo, two others photos of flowers, another 
two congratulations on Navruz and the Day of the 
Tajik Media, and a last one announcing the opening 
of English and Russian-language courses. The page 
has 18 likes so far (May 15, 2015) but mentions noth-

ing about the results of the elections, even though 
this party got five seats in the new parliament. 

Table 1. Some Statistics Regarding the Facebook Pages 
of the Tajik Parties as of May 15, 2015

Page First Post Number of Likes
PDPT HQ 23 Jan 2013 505
PDPT Sughd 20 Feb 2015 2,171
IRPT 26 Jul 2013 6,509
APT 25 Feb 2015 18

The candidates and members from the IRPT 
were also fairly creative and active on Facebook. 
While PDPT supporters used to post pictures, logos, 
and brochures, like here and here, the IRPT candi-
dates and members posted their program, official 
video, and even more creative videos and pictures. 
Their supporters also shared pictures from offline 
events, such as Kabiri’s meeting, details to inform the 
audience about upcoming meetings or TV talks, or 
other interesting events, such as questions from the 
language test. Posting logos was also commonly done 
by IRPT supporters. From the PDPT, some of the 
candidates for the local councils were more active, 
such as a prominent Tajik taekwondo sportsman and 
a local journalist. Social-democratic party members 
were also active in posting posters. While, the IRPT’s 
only observed language in use was Tajik, the SDPT 
used both Tajik and Russian, and the PDPT, while fo-
cusing more on Tajik, had posters disseminated on-
line in Russian and also in Uzbek. 

Facebook was widely used by the Tajik Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and the Tajikistan Embassies 
worldwide to cover the voting process with pic-
tures. The Tajikistan Embassy in India adopted an 
even more creative approach by setting up a special 
Facebook event page inviting Tajiks in India to come 
and vote. All Facebook activities of the Tajik ministry 
and embassies remained very objective without nam-
ing any party at all. 

Foes on Facebook 

Both the PDPT and the IRPT also “enjoyed” anti-ad-
vertizing campaigns. The PDPT was mostly attacked 
by memes disseminated by Group24 supporters, like 
this one, where the meme bringing the IRPT motto 
says “Tajikistan is for all, not for one family;” or here, 
when motto of the PDPT is being used to state “We 
will build the future together, and sell it to China.” 
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The IRPT was mostly attacked from fake accounts 
known as pro-governmental volunteer trolls.5 They 
also used election motto and logos, like this one here, 
where the meme uses the IRPT’s motto: “We are 
for Tajikistan, and Tajikistan is for all,” and by “all” 
means Islamist terrorists adding pictures of Osama 
ben Laden, Abubakr Baghdadi, etc. IRPT supporters 
also used Facebook to publicize videos of unidenti-
fied men and police pulling their posters down from 
walls. 

Votes and results: Parallel Worlds 

The official results of the parliamentary elections 
read as follow.

Table 2. Official Results of the Parliamentary 
Elections (%)

PDPT 65.4
Agrarian Party 11.7
Party of Econ. Reforms 7.5
Socialist Party 5.5
Communist Party 2.2
Democratic Party 1.7
IRPT 1.6
SDPT 0.5

However, various online unofficial polls painted 
a completely different picture. A public poll conduct-
ed at VKontakte shows that 37.6% of the respondents 
were for the IRPT, 23.6% for the PDPT, while 27.5% 
said they wouldn’t go to a polling station, and the re-
maining parties did not get more than 3% support. 

The results were similar in polls conducted unof-
ficially by the top Tajikistan media outlets. Asia Plus’s 
poll sampled 2,142 individuals, 28% of whom were 
for the IRPT and 17% for the PDPT. Some 25% of 
voters said they would not go to vote and 12% said 
they would vote against all parties. The Communist 

Party and the SDPT consequently received 8% and 
7% of support, while the remaining parties got only 
1%. The Tojnews Tajiki poll surveyed 952 votes. A 
majority of voters, 57%, were for the IRPT, and only 
13% for PDPT. Some 19% of voters said they were 
against all parties, and 7% were for the SDPT. The re-
sults on Tojnews Russian website were different: the 
IRPT’s support stood at 38%, the PDPT at 16%, the 
SDPT at 6%, and 29% of voters were against all par-
ties. This poll had only 68 voters. 

Radio Ozodi chose a different way to check the 
popularity of parties on the eve of elections. It asked 
15 well-known experts to predict what a party would 
receive as a percentage of votes if the elections held 
were to be fair, and they were not to be fair. Here are 
results:

Table 3. Radio Ozodi Survey (%)

Fair Elections Unfair Elections
PDPT 32.7 PDPT 74.0
IRPT 28.0 IRPT 6.3
SDPT 11.5 SDPT 1.4
Communist Party 7.7 Communist Party 6.3
Agrarian Party 5.5 Agrarian Party 5.5
Democratic Party 2.9 Democratic Party 1.1
Party of Econ. Re-
forms

1.3 Party of Econ. Re-
forms

4.1

Socialist Party 1.1 Socialist Party 1.3

Even experts did not predict that the IRPT and 
the Communists will be kicked out of the parlia-
ment. Later Muhiddin Kabiri, head of the Islamic 
Revival Party, told media that in his party only him 
and someone else predicted they won’t be given any 
seat in 2015 parliament. The officially announced re-
sults of the elections showed that the authorities and 
voters live in parallel worlds, where the power hold-
ers claim they represent the people, but the ordinary 
people do not care who is in power. But how long it 
will remain that way is an open question.
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A New move in digital Wars in central Asia:  
The Tajik Islamic Party under ‘digital Porn’ Attack

A.S.1 (2014)

Tajik users of social media and state TV channels’ 
audience have been shaken recently by the repeated 
appearance of a series of semi-pornographic videos 
depicting bearded men who are allegedly mullahs or 
members of the Islamic Revival Party of Tajikistan 
(IRPT). Since last year approximately ten videos 
have been disseminated digitally through televi-
sion and social media. The videos claim that Islamic 
clerics have been caught engaged in “immoral, ille-
gal, shameful, non-Islamic” sexual acts and violence 
against women, as well as misuse of Islam to abuse 
vulnerable women and girls. 

The Islamic Revival Party of Tajikistan, the only 
religious party authorized on the territory of the 
former Soviet Union, was officially recognized after 
the peace agreements of 1997 that followed a five-
year civil war. Today it is being transformed by of-
ficials and state-backed supporters from a symbol 
of tolerance and democracy into a scapegoat for the 
country’s problems. The party boasts about 40,000 
members and is considered the strongest opposition 
movement against incumbent president Emomali 
Rahmon, who has managed to stay in power through 
manipulated elections and changes to the constitu-
tion since 1992. 

After a moderately successful campaign for par-
liamentary elections in 2010, which resulted only in 
two seats in the parliament for the official Islamists, 
a series of physical and legal attacks shook the IRPT. 
These attacks, which became known in Tajikistan 
under the slogan “anti-nahzat” (anti-Revival), are be-
lieved to be organized by the government to slow the 
rise of IRPT popularity even among non-religious 
groups. Several of the party’s leaders were beaten se-

verely by unknown attackers, and dozens of propa-
ganda articles have been published in governmental 
and pro-governmental media against the party and 
its leaders.

In the eve of upcoming parliamentary elections 
in Tajikistan planned for February 2015, the pres-
sure exerted on the main opposition party shifted 
from beatings and jailing into discreditation of the 
party’s image. To date, videos as a digital weapon 
have been used by different opposition groups to 
weaken the government’s legitimacy among the 
population. Now pro-governmental groups use 
the same tool not only against those who actively 
criticize the government, but also against the IRPT, 
although the party is often considered to be a rela-
tively conciliatory opposition. The new state-backed 
weapon against the official Islamists is a ‘digital 
porn’ attack.

From a lost ‘home-made movie’ to the 
launching of a ‘digital Porn’ Attack

The idea behind these videos was probably born 
completely by accident, when a young bearded mul-
lah from the Rudaki district, 10 kilometers from 
Dushanbe, recorded his copulation with a wom-
an later introduced as his second wife using a mo-
bile phone—which he subsequently lost.2 In June 
2013 his intimate video was uploaded to YouTube, 
Odnoklassniki, and Facebook. The video “owes” its 
popularity particularly to Soleh Hotamiyon, one of 
the most well-known “volunteer” pro-government 
image defenders.3 Although this intimate video was 
quickly deleted from social media because of com-
plaints by users, it was immediately used by pro-gov-
ernment social media users to discredit the IRPT and 
Islamic clerics in general. 
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Several more men, allegedly mullahs, were 
later detained for “misuse of Islam” and abusing 
women who come for treatment of physical and 
psychological illness.4 On August 2013 a new vid-
eo recorded by hidden camera blasted social media 
not only in Tajikistan, but in neighboring countries 
too. The video, which appeared on Tajik state TV 
and later disseminated in social media, shows how 
46-year old Asadullo Ibrohimov (also from Rudaki 
district), while reciting verses from Quran, touched 
and rubbed a woman who came seeking treatment. 
During the criminal investigation it was revealed 
that the woman came to see the mullah seven times 
and decided to record starting from her fifth vis-
it. Ibrohimov, sentenced to seven years in prison 
for “sexual acts against a defenseless woman” and 
“fraud,” admitted his “sin against Allah,” but said 
everything that happened was done with her con-
sent.5

On the end of September 2013 the state TV sta-
tions, including the only kids TV channel, repeat-
edly showed a thirty-minute long, professionally 
produced and edited documentary about a detained 
21-year old student, Somon Muhabbatov, who con-
fessed to raping and killing an 8-year old boy in 
the remote Rasht valley.6 During the civil war the 
Rasht valley was one of the main strongholds of the 
Islamist militant groups and has always been known 
as one of the most religiously conservative regions in 
Central Asia. 

The state TV claimed the young student was 
partially educated at an underground madrassah 
(a religious school), and he along with other pupils 
were sexually assaulted while studying there. The 
young man stated that in the religious school they 
were taught about jihad and assassination, and list-
ed the names of some of his teachers, claiming that 

they were or are IRPT members. The young de-
tainee said he intentionally killed the boy in order 
to provoke popular anger toward the government. 
The IRPT admitted that Muhabbatov had attended 
several party meetings but only “to gain intelligence 
from them.”7 At the same time the party and several 
media organizations condemned the telecast of the 
video, decrying it as “political games on the eve of 
presidential elections,” “propaganda of immorality,” 
“unprofessional from the point of view of journalis-
tic standards” and “interfering into the private area 
of children’s life.”8 

Two months earlier, on July 2013, President 
Emomali Rahmon publicized several crimes suppos-
edly committed by mullahs at his meeting with the 
Islamic clergy in Dushanbe, claiming that in 2012 
more than 50 representatives of clergy were detained 
due to various crimes. He detailed one specific case 
of a 34-year old mullah Sobir Giyoyev, who returned 
from Pakistan, married a widow and later also reli-
giously married two of his stepdaughters, the young-
est one being 14-year old, who was pregnant with his 
child when he was sentenced to jail (sharia law does 
not allow marriage to stepchildren).9 On February 
7, 2014, another cleric, 64-year old Mahmadullo 
Kholov, appeared on state TV channels accused of 
raping two of his teenage stepdaughters, aged 17 and 
13 years old.10 The older girl indicated that she had 
given birth by her father-in-law. The man, who was 
introduced as an active member of the Islamic Party, 
looked enough calm while admitting his crimes on 
television and easily repeated the reporter’s words. 
The reporter even suggested stoning the mullah. The 
Islamic Party later denied having such member and 
claimed that Kholov’s beard, shown on TV, was a 
false one.11 Kholov died in prison three months later, 
officially from a heart attack.12 
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refining discreditation methods

Discreditation using hidden recording of sex acts is 
not something new in post-Soviet republics. This tac-
tic was used against a General Prosecutor in Russia,13 
against an oppositional journalist14 and an activist15 
in Azerbaijan, and against the Mufti16 in Kyrgyzstan. 
But the experience and methods used in Tajikistan 
are much wider and innovative. 

Starting in April 2014, the discreditation policy 
shifted from direct digital war against opposition and 
mullahs into efforts to hide the role of state-backed 
groups. Several videos from a studio named Nuri 
nahzat were prepared and uploaded online. Nahzat, 
meaning “revival,” is the main word in the name of 
the Islamic Revival Party of Tajikistan and the party’s 
shorter name is known as Hizbi Nahzat (the Party of 
Revival). The studio claims that the IRPT top leader-
ship secretly decided to reveal the immoral behavior 
of its members, which was officially denied by the 
party.

The first video caught an Islamic Party’s local 
leader, Mahmadrajab Rizoev, deputy head of IRPT 
branch in the Tursunzoda district, neighboring 
Uzbekistan in the west of the country, during a ho-
mosexual act.17 The video, edited professionally, is 
still accessible on YouTube and Odnoklassniki under 
several different accounts. Here again, the IRPT de-
nounced the video as false.18 Another video dissemi-
nated the same day showed a bearded man in clerical 
clothing, presented as an imam of a mosque and an 
IRPT member, having sex with a woman in differ-
ent poses, including putting her leg on the Quran. 

These shocking videos from Nuri Nahzat studio were 
soon followed by a new one, where some interviewed 
people condemned the above-mentioned “porn he-
roes.”19 

Dissemination of CDs with these videos in 
mosques was also reported.20 All mosques in Tajikistan 
operate under the governmental Committee of 
Religion Affairs and the Islamic Center. The second 
agency has authority to appoint imams in mosques 
and pay them salaries from the state budget. The 
head of this Center, Saidmukarram Abdulkodirzoda, 
called on practitioners to stop disseminating the vid-
eos, and the Committee of the Religion Affairs also 
condemned the videos.21

Meanwhile, Nuri Nahzat continued releasing 
new sex series about an imam from the Isfara mosque 
in the north of the country neighboring Kyrgyzstan,22 
and an imam of a mosque in the Farkhor district 
neighboring Afghanistan, thus expanding the geog-
raphy of “immoral IRPT mullahs.”23 For the first time 
a Nuri Nahzat video was broadcasted by the main of-
ficial TV station Shabakai avval. It is hard to believe 
that any state media would air or publish any mate-
rial produced or provided by opposition. The state 
TV channels even in their reports from Parliament 
try not to give coverage to IRPT representatives, and 
whatever news related to IRPT or any other oppo-
sition movement published in the governmental 
media has been negative. The IRPT has always re-
leased statements denying the membership of “porn 
imams” to the party,24 but they are never broadcasted 
by official media. 
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Temporary Election games or long-Term 
Strategy?

The first bricks of the Islamic Revival Party of 
Tajikistan were laid forty years ago, in the under-
ground life of the 1970s. As a key member of the 
United Tajik Opposition (UTO) the party partic-
ipated in the civil war that tore the country apart 
from 1992 to 1997. The peace agreement signed in 
Moscow in 1997 allowed the IRPT’s legal registra-
tion in the country, with promises of a 30% quota 
of all government positions. The quota was eventu-
ally ignored, and seats for opposition officials were 
replaced by Rahmon’s cronyism. The government 
policy of “peaceful cohabitation” was abandoned af-
ter the good results of the IRPT in 2010 parliamen-
tary elections: officially the party won 8% of the vote, 
but IRPT claims it had four to five times more votes 
than the declared number.25 The Tajik state’s failure 
in fighting poverty, high economic dependence on 
labor migration, corruption, and absence of rule of 
law explains that voters, including non-religious seg-
ments of population, demonstrate their resentment 
by voting for IRPT. 

On the eve of parliamentary elections, slated for 
February 2015, the government seems afraid of los-
ing control. Muhiddin Kabiri, the popular leader of 
the IRPT, is a pioneering politician who avidly uses 
both Facebook and Russian social networks. It was 
via Facebook that he kindly answered my one simple 
question about pressures—“why?”—by explaining: 

“The 2010 elections showed that our party has 
a strong position in society. Therefore, the current 
pressures have only one explanation—upcoming 
elections. [The government] also might feel its own 
weakness, it cannot strengthen its positions among 
the people, and the only way it sees to do this is by 
weakening others.”26

However, the Islamic Party is not the only op-
position party hit by a new wave of repressions. This 
list includes the imprisoning of prominent business-
man Zayd Saidov after he announced the creation 
of the “New Tajikistan” party;27 the detention of two 
of his three lawyers, one of whom is a known ac-
tivist, Shuhrat Qudratov, deputy head of the Social 
Democratic Party;28 on-going investigations against 
two of Saidov’s sons;29 and recent pressure on emi-
grated leaders of Group24, Umarali Quvvatov and 
Sharofiddin Gadoev.30 

But pressures against the IRPT have a much 
longer history. In February 2012 a Russian website, 
Polyarnaya zvezda, published minutes from a se-
cret meeting (known by the name “Protocol 32-20”) 
during which President Rahmon instructed securi-
ty services how to put step by step pressure on the 
Islamic party.31 Later Tajikistan’s General Prosecutor’s 
Office officially admitted that the secret meeting was 
held, but accused the Russian website of falsifying the 
meeting’s minutes.32 

Taking into account that the Islamic Party has no 
influence with TV or radio stations in the country (as 
they either belong to the state or deeply controlled by 
the government), as well as the inability to effective-
ly respond online, the party’s self-defense does not 
reach all those who watched the videos. One of the 
main Tajik-speaking news portals, Ozodi, recorded 
that its top visited article in 2013 was an article detail-
ing a sex scandal involving a mullah, outdoing news 
about the detention of opposition leaders in Moscow 
and Dubai, or presidential elections.33 

Immoral videos are not the sole reason for 
IRPT’s waning popular support. The party appeared 
unable to defend even its own active members from 
beatings, jail, and murder in police stations. The 
conciliatory tone of IPRT main political figures 
makes them look like a puppet opposition. This 
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perception is a growing trend fostered by the rise 
of new, more radical oppositional movements, such 
as Umarali Quvvatov’s Gruppa-24, which openly 
calls for regime change. The state’s decision to fo-
cus discreditation on issues related to morality and 
sexuality may raise negative views towards IRPT 
members and mullahs, but it also complements 
the ban on teaching Islam at homes and mosques, 
and the one on selling audio and video records of 
preaching.

conclusions

It remains difficult to decisively draw conclusions 
about the final goal of this digital attack strategy. Is 
its aim solely to target the IRPT as the main opposi-

tion party and weaken its popular support in prepa-
ration of the parliamentary elections? More people in 
Tajikistan are losing faith in fair elections and politi-
cal change, and a growing part of the youth is pushing 
for a more radical opposition, closer to a fundamen-
tal interpretation of political Islam than to the mod-
erate Islamo-nationalism advocated by the IRPT. Or 
does the government hope to reach the broader goal 
of pushing people away from mosques and religion 
in general? An anti-Islam policy—forbidding minors 
and women from attending mosques, prayer in the 
public places, and beards and hijab in schools—in a 
deeply Muslim country will only lead to a political 
and societal impasse, even more so when the eco-
nomic situation of households remain largely de-
pendent on labor migration, and therefore a difficult 
geopolitical context.
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Political Islam in Tajikistan after Formation of the IS

Igor rotar1 (2015)

A “Slap” to rakhmon

A large-scale scandal broke out in Tajikistan at the 
end of May. The disappeared Commander of a special 
police unit (OMON) under the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of Tajikistan, Colonel Gulmurod Halimov, 
suddenly appeared in a YouTube video, uploaded on 
May 27. In his video message, the former OMON 
Commander admitted that he joined the ranks of the 
Islamic State (IS) and stated that “the brothers will 
return with weapons” and will fight against those 
who suppress Islam. He urged his countrymen and, 
in particular, migrant workers in Russia “not to be 
slaves,” and “to join the jihad.” Halimov said that 
while working for the state authorities he was disap-
pointed in his colleagues and in the leadership of the 
country who try to denigrate Islam through lies and 
slander. According to the former commando, believ-
ers in Tajikistan are not allowed to pray, and it is for-
bidden for women to wear a hijab.2

“Colonel Halimov is a man with strong charis-
ma and energy that especially appeals to the people 
of his age. The generation of forty year olds has spo-
ken—the people who don’t have the significant ex-
perience of living in the Soviet Tajikistan, and who 
received their education and were brought up in 
post-Soviet Central Asia. This is a very important 
point. These people are offended by duplicity, cyni-
cism and permissiveness of power—we are primarily 
talking about the Tajik government”—states Arkady 
Dubnov, a Russian journalist and a well-known ex-
pert on Central Asia.3

It is important to note that Gulmorod Halimov 
gained his fame in 2012 during a military operation 
in Pamir. It was then that Halimov was noticed by the 

president’s son Rustam Emomali, who is considered 
to be the most likely successor to his father. Because 
of Halimov’s importance the scandal was a large-
scale one.4

With the approval of the country’s top officials, 
Halimov had both power and wealth (by Tajik stan-
dards). The fact that he has joined the Islamists is a 
slap in the face to the current regime in Dushanbe. 
Due to his physical strength and courage, Halimov 
is respected by some groups of Tajik youth, and cer-
tainly his actions will cause many young people in 
the country to think about the possibility of joining 
IS. In his video message Halimov deliberately spoke 
in Russian, and one can expect that his words will 
affect not only the Tajiks, but also the citizens of other 
Central Asian republics as well as Central Asian mi-
grant workers in Russia.

According to the Minister of Internal Affairs 
of Tajikistan, Ramazon Rahimzod, 386 citizens of 
Tajikistan are involved in the fighting in Syria and 
Iraq. According to him, about 40 of these people left 
the country along with their families. Though, for a 
republic with a population of more than 8 million 
people this is more than a modest figure.5 At the 
same time, according to Nusrat Nazarov, also known 
as Abu Holid Kulob, one of the leaders of the Tajiks 
fighting on the side of the IS in Syria, there are more 
than 2,000 Tajiks in the ranks of IS. “You see them 
here and you feel as if you are in Tajikistan. If this 
continues, there will be no one left in Tajikistan; they 
will all come to fight in Syria.” —said Nazarov.6

It is difficult to argue how true Nazarov’s state-
ments are; however, it is clear that there are some IS 
supporters in Tajikistan. The organization probably 
enjoys popularity among some uneducated young 
Tajiks. This popularity is caused both by poor eco-
nomic situation in the country, and a sharp deterio-
ration of the economic situation in Russia. After the 
value of the dollar against the ruble has more than 
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doubled, working in the former “feeding” country 
was not the best option for the people of Tajikistan, 
and some of them are thinking about the possibil-
ity of joining IS for purely material considerations. 
Moreover, among Central Asian migrants in Russia 
there are extremely active recruiters for the war in 
Syria. A significant portion of the Tajik citizens re-
cruited to fight in Syria were recruited during their 
migration work in Russia.7

Tajik authorities are trying to reduce the risk of 
a flow of volunteers to Syria from Tajikistan. Thus, 
the Supreme Court of Tajikistan defined IS as a ter-
rorist organization and banned its activities in the 
country. The Council of Ulema of the Islamic Centre 
(Spiritual Administration of Muslims of Tajikistan) 
issued a fatwa, according to which the IS was de-
clared haram (sinful) and engagement in jihad in 
the ranks of this organization was considered to be a 
great sin. The fatwa’s justification reads as follows: “IS 
is committing anti-Islamic acts, including declaring 
those who disagree with them to be wrong believers. 
Violence against Muslim children and women, mas-
sacres, bombings in mosques, the revival of slavery 
and plunder of the population has always been alien 
to Islam.”8

Imam-Khatibs as civil Servants

It is difficult not to agree with Gulmorod Halimov’s 
opinion that Tajik authorities violate the rights of be-
lievers. Religious repression by Tajik authorities has 
quite a long history. According to the Tajik Law on 
Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organizations 
of 2009, the country introduced a quota for the num-
ber of mosques and all of them have to be registered. 
Religious education at home is forbidden. In 2011, 
Tajik President Emomali Rakhmon signed a bill ban-
ning minors from attending mosques, as well as from 
participating in any religious activities, except for fu-
nerals.9

Since January 2014 the imams in central mosques 
have been paid by the state. In the same year, as pre-
scribed by the Committee on Religious Affairs, the 

Imam-Khatibs were designated to wear a single uni-
form. As instructed by the Committee, preaching in 
all mosques is approved by the Council of Ulemas 
of the Islamic Center. In practice, Muslim clerics in 
Tajikistan have turned into entirely state-controlled 
bureaucrats.10

Muhiddin Kabiri, the Chairman of the Islamic 
Revival Party of Tajikistan, stated: “In reality, serious 
restrictions on the freedom of Muslims in Tajikistan 
took place before the advent of the Islamic State. The 
formation of IS has only intensified a long-standing 
trend of repression against Muslims and has allowed 
the leadership of Tajikistan to openly take total con-
trol of the life of believers in the country. Tajik au-
thorities, however, as well as the leaders in some of 
the other Central Asian republics have decided that 
the international atmosphere today favors a stricter 
religious policy. There is a fear of IS, in fact, and this 
fear sometimes gets blown up and generalized to all 
who bear the name ‘Islamic.’ Everyone, including the 
West, is interested in stability in Central Asia, albeit 
at the expense of civil rights violations. Obedient dic-
tators are more convenient than the free and not very 
obedient people.”

However, Muhiddin Kabiri also notes that some 
forms of government persecution of Muslims after 
the formation of the IS are becoming more radical. 
Thus, in May several dozen bearded men were de-
tained in Tajikistan and after identification and fin-
gerprinting were forcibly shaved.11 Women in hijabs 
were also detained and police also visited stores sell-
ing religious clothing and told merchants that hijabs 
are now forbidden to sell.12

However, undoubtedly the most serious perse-
cution of Muslims in Tajikistan after the formation 
of IS was the state’s campaign against the Islamic 
Renaissance Party of Tajikistan. On July 9, the Tajik 
Prosecutor General’s Office stated that the Islamic 
Renaissance Party (IRP) was no longer consider a 
registered political party, as by law a condition of its 
existence is the presence of members in most regions 
of the republic. The prosecutor’s statement came out 
a few days after the political council of the IRP ap-
pealed to President Emomali Rakhmon with an open 
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letter, which lists all the harassment the party mem-
bers experienced from government agencies.13

According to its exiled chairman, Muhiddin 
Kabiri, because of the falsification of the election re-
sults, for the first time the IRP received no seats in 
parliament after the parliamentary elections of March 
1. Mr. Kabiri clearly explains this failure as a result of 
the machinations of the authorities, which he, how-
ever, was not about to confront. “We had hoped that 
the government, having the parliament without op-
position, would stop at that. Unfortunately, we were 
wrong - after the elections, harassment and pressure 
on us only increased,” said Muhiddin Kabiri.

Kabiri believes that this policy is a terrible mis-
take of the authorities and recalls that the bloody civil 
war in Tajikistan was the result of the oppression of 
the Islamic Renaissance Party. “Instead of attacking 
us, the authorities should use us as allies in the fight 
against radical Islamists—such as Hizb-ut-Tahrir and 
the Islamic State,” persuades Kabiri. “By driving us 
virtually underground, the authorities actually give 
the ‘green light’ to radical Islam. This is the same situ-
ation as on the eve of the civil war in Tajikistan.”

It is important to note that Kabiri—well-shaven 
and fluent in Russian—belongs to the most moderate 
wing of the IRP. On the eve of and during the civ-
il war, the IRP was headed by people with far more 
radical views. In 1991, the historical leader of the 
IRP, Abdulohi Nuri, told the author that in the fu-
ture Tajikistan should become an Islamic state (to-
day the IRP does not set this goal for itself). In au-
tumn of 1992, the IRP proclaimed the Gharm Islamic 
Republic in a number of settlements in Karategin, 
although because of ongoing military action it was 
merely an empty statement. However, in the villages 
controlled by the opposition (as the author can attest, 
as he repeatedly visited Karategin during the time 
of the civil war) people tended to comply with cer-
tain provisions of sharia law. Women were required 
to wear the hijab in public. People accused of crimes 
were beaten in the mosques, and not with a stick (as 
it should be under sharia law), but with the shell of 
a hand grenade. For smoking they issued 20 lashes 
with the grenade shell, for drinking alcohol—40, for 
adultery—100. In some villages, those who “violat-
ed the law” spent a few days in a closed tank. If the 
victim began to show displeasure, the Mujahideen 

threw stones against the walls of the tank, and the 
person sitting in it often suffered from torn eardrums 
as a result.14 None of these practices are part of the 
IRP’s toolkit today. 

What’s Next?

After the conversation of the author with Mukhidin 
Kabiri, the confrontation between the Tajik author-
ities and the IRP has become even tenser. The au-
thorities accused the deputy Defense Minister and 
former field commander of the Tajik opposition 
Abdukhalim Nazarzoda of attacking militia posts 
and a military headquarters near Dushanbe on 
September 4. As a result of an antiterrorist opera-
tion, the rebellious general was killed in mountains 
near Dushanbe. According to the version of the Tajik 
General Attorney’s office, Nazarzoda was directed 
by Mukhidin Kabiri, who organized “more than 20 
criminal groups.” Kabiri denied any connection of 
the IRP with the events of September 4. “To arrange 
an international search through Interpol, they should 
first connect me with this revolt with which we have 
nothing to do”—stated the leader of the Islamic Party.

Most likely, after the authorities have actual-
ly driven the IRP underground, their stance will be 
much more radical and many of its members may 
decide to utilize the same methods as during the civ-
il war. The external conditions for the new troubles 
today are even more favorable than two decades ago. 
The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan has officially 
announced its alliance with IS. Among IMU com-
batants there are quite a few citizens of Tajikistan. 
Currently, the fighting in Afghanistan is taking place 
directly next to the Tajik-Afghan border. And besides 
the Taliban, the IMU is fighting against the Afghan 
government forces.15

A particularly critical situation is developing 
in the Pamirs. The Tajik-Afghan border is largely 
unguarded here. Bordering with Afghanistan and 
Gharm, the Darwaz district of Pamir is one of the 
main strongholds of the IRP. The IMU militants 
could penetrate Darwaz from Afghanistan, where 
they would be supported by a significant segment 
of the population, and from there they could go on 
the offensive on the border with Darvaz Karategin, 
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which is also home to a significant number of IRP 
supporters. 

Even if we assume that the rebels will not be 
able to take full control of Darwaz and Karategin, 
the probability of breaking through the border is 
quite high. Note that breakthroughs of militias from 
Afghanistan in this area and their clashes with the 
Tajik army occurred fairly regularly in previous years. 
However, after the IMU joined the Islamic State and 
with the potential for the IRP to go underground, the 
situation becomes much more dangerous. However, 

unlike in 1992, the Kremlin holds a distinct posi-
tion of power in Tajikistan and will certainly help 
Dushanbe in the case of an uprising in the country. 
On the other hand, steeped in the Ukrainian conflict, 
Vladimir Putin may simply not have enough power 
to intervene in the Tajik confusion as well. The exter-
nal background for destabilization of the situation in 
Tajikistan is even more favorable than it was in the 
1990s. Although, occupied by the war in Syria and 
Iraq, IS might simply not have enough forces to open 
the Central Asian front.
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PArT II. ISlAm AS AN INSTrUmENT For domESTIc ANd 
ForEIgN PolIcIES

Female Virtue, religion and State Ideology in Tajikistan

hélène Thibault1 (2016)

Since independence in 1991, Tajikistan’s authorities 
have been trying to promote a unifying ideology that 
could inspire the whole nation. National unity is par-
ticularly challenging in this country that has been 
wounded by a five-year civil war (1992-1997). As reli-
giosity has become more prevalent over the years, the 
authorities have tried to thwart the growth of Islam by 
promoting a conservative ideology devoid of Islamic 
content, resting on imagined national traditions, na-
tional purity and ancient wisdom. Interestingly, the 
female figure has become increasingly instrumental 
in the state’s national discourse. Patronizing moral 
recommendations focus mainly on female clothing 
and virtue, which have come to embody national val-
ues. The role of women in the transmission of family 
and patriotic values is celebrated, yet discourses hide 
a difficult reality for Tajik women who are deeply 
affected by poverty, labor migration, and social and 
state pressure. 

channeling Tajik Islam

On the one hand, authorities have tried to instru-
mentalize religion for legitimacy purposes, though 
its use is carefully limited. Officially, the state is secu-
lar, but the special role of the Hanafi school of Islam 
is underlined in the Law on Freedom of Conscience 

and religious Organizations. The year 2009 was dedi-
cated to the Great Imam (Imomi Azam) Abu Hanifa, 
the founder of Hanafism, which is the official reli-
gious teaching of Tajikistan.2 An omnipresent figure 
in Tajikistan, President Emomali Rahmon regularly 
includes modest references to religion in his offi-
cial addresses to the nation. Every year, presidential 
speeches congratulate citizens at the beginning and 
end of Ramadan and at the occasion of Idi Fitr and 
Idi Qurbon. In his Presidential inaugural speech in 
November 2006, Rakhmon underlined the impor-
tance of maintaining a secular state, yet swore an 
oath in the name of Allah and of the land. Even so, 
the Tajik president rarely refers to his own beliefs and 
does not appear to be very religious himself.3 When 
Islam is evoked, it is presented as an integral part of 
Tajik culture and according to the President: “sepa-
rating the Islamic faith from the national culture […] 
is a mistake.”4 

After some unsuccessful attempts to promote the 
Aryan and Zoroastrian heritage in the mid-2000s, 
the authorities are still looking for an inspiring secu-
lar ideology. In the spring 2015, at the occasion of his 
annual meeting with the country’s intelligentsia, the 
president summoned them to develop a secular ide-
ology that takes into account “in priority, the princi-
ple of secularism, the development of national and 
secular thinking, respect for state language, history, 
and progressive tendencies of the national culture.”5 
In this regard, controversial legal measures meant to 
promote national values were adopted, such as the 
Law on Parental Responsibility in the Upbringing and 
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Education of Children, introduced in 2011. It includes 
provisions on the transmission of “national values.” 
In particular, Article 8 invites parents or tutors to 
give children names that have “national consonance”6 
and holds parents responsible for raising children “in 
the spirit of the love and respect for the Motherland 
and national values.” 

Picture 1. Example of an Official Outfit for Tajik 
Imams

Source: RFE/RL

In May 2015, a bill that would forbid the reg-
istration of names considered too Arabic was being 
discussed but was not yet adopted. If so, registry of-
fices would “not register names that are incorrect or 
alien to the local culture, including names denoting 
objects, flora and fauna, as well as names of Arabic 
origin.”7 Other articles of the law are greatly inter-
fering with parenting. For instance, parents should 
forbid children to carry cell phones to school, wear 
jewellery, and let children under twenty years old 
(the legal age is 18) go out at night in entertainment 
centres such as internet cafes and bars. 

On the other hand, authorities have subordinat-
ed religion to the point that practices are now care-
fully regulated and the clergy under tight state con-
trol. Restrictions concern the prohibition of private 
unsanctioned religious lessons, of children’s partic-
ipation in religious ceremonies at the exception of 
funerals, and of women’s access to mosques. In the 
meantime, religious education has become inacces-
sible as most madrassas (religious schools) are now 
closed, with the exception of the Islamic Institute 
in Dushanbe. Foreign Islamic education requires a 
special permission from the authorities, which have 
not hesitated to repatriate by force nearly 2,000 Tajik 
students from Islamic countries in 2010. Access to 
the annual Hajj has been limited to citizens over 35 
years old. The Department of Religious Affairs has 
increased its influence on religious life by approving 
the nomination of imams, the erection of mosques 
by preparing a list of approved or suggested topics for 
Friday sermons, and by delivering permits for citi-
zens who wish to organize private religious classes. 
Finally, as of 2014, imams have the obligation to wear 
state-made religious robes and receive their salary 
from the state.8 

More significantly, authorities are trying to 
channel religious beliefs by establishing religious 
standards and making them compatible with nation-
al values. They promote an Islam defined as ‘tradi-
tional’ and ‘legitimate,’ which refers to historical fig-
ures in opposition to an Islam presented as ‘radical’ 
and ‘dangerous’ tainted by foreign influences. The 
process of establishing a national Islam implies the 
discard of other trends deemed extremist or antago-
nistic to national values. Colonel Zikrullo Saidzoda 
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, declared in August 
2015 that Tajiks must stay away from foreign Islamic 
trends and that those who do not pray according to 
the principles of the Hanafi branch of Islam could be 
interrogated.9

A number of Islamic organizations have been 
added to the list of terrorist organizations and over 
the years, thousands of people have been prosecut-
ed and condemned for their involvement in one of 
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the banned organizations. In 2014 alone, Tajikistan’s 
General Prosecutor opened 348 cases on charges of 
extremism and radicalism or for their support or pro-
motion.10 Some of the organizations are known for 
their violent actions while others such as the Muslim 
Brotherhood and Hizb ut-Tahrir may hold funda-
mentalist views but are non-violent organizations. 
The last one added on the list is the Islamic Revival 
Party of Tajikistan (IRPT), due to its alleged involve-
ment in an assault against a military compound near 
Dushanbe in September 2015. Dozens of IRPT mem-
bers went into exile and another dozen are awaiting 
trial in Tajikistan. As one of the main stakeholders 
in the 1997 Peace Agreements, the main opposition 
force, and the standard bearer of moderate politi-
cal Islam, the ban of the IRPT is of extreme signifi-
cance.11 Even though Tajik society is not on the verge 
of radicalization, the Islamic Revival Party’s disap-
pearance may jeopardize the stability of the country. 
Finally, the subordination of religion is accompanied 
by anti-religious propaganda that became especially 
virulent after 2010. What is denigrated is not Islam 
per se but the strict adherence to Islamic principles, 
especially religious education and clothing. 

The reinvention of Tradition

In the early years of the Bolshevik revolution, the 
liberation of women from centuries-old patriarchal 
oppression was a priority for the Soviet authorities. 
The promotion of women’s rights had two objectives: 
to ensure the equality of rights for men and wom-
en, but perhaps even more importantly, to under-
mine the Islamic clergy and religious traditions. The 
forced unveiling of women, called Hujum, literally, 
the ‘assault,’ provoked serious backlashes but in the 
end, coercion and propaganda provided results and 
in the last days of the USSR, barely any Central Asian 
women, at the exception of elderly ones, were cov-

ering their heads. A very similar dynamic is at play 
in today’s Tajikistan.12 Once again, the female appar-
el, and more broadly, the female figure, embody the 
secular and progressive character of the nation and is 
used to delegitimize strict religious practices. Yet, if 
women are accused of propagating extremist ideas if 
they wear a hijab, they are also criticized for dressing 
up in European ‘sexy’ clothes that betray national val-
ues. To a lesser extent, men’s appearance, especially 
the beard, also falls under state scrutiny. Such recur-
rent patronizing state discourses are used to define 
and impose a proper behavior in line with an ideal-
ized conception of a secular society. The issue of con-
cordance between morality and national traditions 
not only tells us about Tajik politics, it also exempli-
fies the difficulties of nation-building in post-Soviet 
countries.

Though they are still a minority, the number 
of women who wear hijabs in Tajikistan is increas-
ing year after year and this has become a matter of 
concern for the authorities. Several public figures 
have publicly criticized women’s clothing style, ei-
ther ‘Islamic’ or ‘European.’ In 2007, Abdudjabbor 
Rakhmonov, the Minister of Education (2005-
2012), introduced a decree that forbids women to 
wear hijabs in educational institutions. The decree 
also compels young women to dress “in accordance 
with their status and national traditions,” and avoid 
clothes that are “provocative,” for instance tight jeans 
and miniskirts.13 Attacks against the hijab reached a 
new level in the fall of 2010, when Rakhmonov pub-
licly condemned parents who send their children 
to study with mullahs as well as women who wear 
the hijab, going as far as to call these women “mon-
keys.”14 When he became Rector of the Pedagogical 
University in Dushanbe in 2012, Rakhmonov issued 
a decree instructing female future professors to wear 
high heels (maximum height of 3 cm) so that they 
look more professional and feel more confident.15 
Even the Council of Ulemas, Tajikistan’s quasi-of-
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ficial clergy, recommended women to wear Islamic 
clothes that conform to the national culture, and not 
those of Iran, Turkey, and other Arabic countries.16 
In the spring 2015, it was reported that a number of 
prostitutes wear hijabs in order to avoid public or 
police harassment.17 The story was picked up by the 
authorities, and used to delegitimize the veil once 
again. In August 2015, Mahmadsaid Ubaidulloev, 
Dushanbe’s Mayor, declared war against foreign 
clothing and even instructed relevant state bodies to 
put an end to the import and sale of foreign clothing 
in Dushanbe.18 

In August 2015, even Colonel Zikrullo Saidzoda 
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, felt compelled 
to criticize women for wearing “European-style 
clothes,” and suggested them to wear “traditional 
clothes.”19 In May, the mayor of Khujand in northern 
Tajikistan announced the organization of a series of 
meetings with women to discuss ways to dress prop-
erly, in accordance to national traditions. He also un-
derlined the need to conduct raids in clothing stores 
in order to prevent the selling of Afghan and Iranian 
clothes.20 The President himself has associated the hi-
jab to extremist ideas in a recent speech delivered at 
the occasion of Mother’s Day in 2015. The President 
condemned women who wore foreign clothing, say-
ing that they were propagating extremist ideas in the 
country. 

Although the President maintains that ethno-
graphic studies prove how since ancient times, Tajik 
people always had beautiful female clothes and that 
women and girls never wore black clothes, the defi-
nition of what represents ‘tradition’ is problematic. 
What the authorities refer to as a ‘traditional or na-
tional clothes’ is a colorful outfit composed of baggy 
pants worn underneath a long loose dress with short 
or long sleeves. Yet, before the Bolshevik revolution, 
women living in the sedentary regions of Central Asia 
such as present-day Uzbekistan and Tajikistan used 
to wear burqa-like robes called paranja or chavchan 
that covered the whole body including the face until 
the Soviets launched the Hujum campaign in the late 
1920s. Therefore, the ‘traditional clothes’ politicians 

refer to are in fact Soviet clothes. The use of pre-colo-
nial legacies requires a distortion of history that au-
thorities are willing to make so that it fits the nation-
alist secular programme they are promoting. 

Picture 2. Samarkand, 1910. Traditional/Pre-Soviet 
clothes?

Source: Sergei M. Prokudin-Gorskii Collection at the Library of Congress

Picture 3. Khujand 2011.Traditional/Soviet clothes?

Source: Photo credit Hélène Thibault

In return, men’s clothes are never evoked. In 
Tajikistan, most men dress in regular shirts, pants, 
jackets and ties, which do not seem to betray nation-
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al traditions despite their ‘European’ origin. Yet, over 
the years, there have been many reports concerning 
police harassment toward bearded men, and even re-
ports of some being forced to shave their beard.21 In 
2009, the Council of Ulemas even established a norm 
for the length of beards, which should not exceed the 
length of a fist.22

Dressing-up has become a patriotic affair in 
Tajikistan. In addition to their appearance, women’s 
virtue should also incarnate patriotic values and par-
ticipate to state-building. In his speech at the occa-
sion of Mother’s Day in May 2015, Rahmon labelled 
mothers as guardians of the mother tongue and talk-
ed at length about the sanctity of women, and how 
maternal authority fosters the future builders of the 
state and society. In the authorities’ point of view, 
women bear a lot of responsibilities, both domestic 
and public. However, they are exercised in less than 
ultimate conditions as the country’s socio-economic 
situation remains highly problematic. 

Women under Pressure

Labor migration in Central Asia is a phenomenon 
of extreme significance, especially for Tajikistan. 
According to the Russian Federal Migration Service, 
as of January 2015, there were 999,169 migrants 
from Tajikistan residing in Russia, including 182,262 
women.23 In 2014, 41% of the Tajik GDP came from 
the revenues of migrant workers, making Tajikistan 
one of the most remittance-dependent countries in 
the world.24 Labor migration introduces new social 
dynamics within Tajikistan. In the absence of men, 
women are compelled to play more important roles 
as they become the families’ and sometimes com-
munities’ main pillars. Labor migration also has an 
impact on the structure of the family due to the in-
creasing number of divorces. In Sunni Islam, men 
can divorce their wives by saying “Talaq” three times 

and many migrants end up divorcing over the phone 
while in Russia. In April 2011, the Council of Ulemas 
of Tajikistan announced its intention to issue a fat-
wa that would ban so-called SMS-divorces25. In 2013 
alone, more than 1,700 women sought help from the 
Committee on Women and Family Affairs and the 
Council of Ulemas to resolve such litigations. Yet, in 
January 2014, the Council announced that it could 
not stop the phenomenon and concluded that it was 
not contrary to Sharia.26 Alone with children, without 
money, and with few economic opportunities, wom-
en sometimes have no choice but to become a man’s 
second or third wife. This might be one of the factors 
that encourage the rise of polygamy in Tajikistan, 
even if it is illegal. 

The evolving structure of the Tajik family mod-
el is perhaps one of the reasons why the government 
designated 2015 the Year of the Family and planned 
on adopting a series of measures to support families. 
The President also announced that a new topic, “cul-
ture of family life,” was in preparation and would be 
introduced in schools to prepare the youth to adult 
life. The government has also adopted a law that out-
laws consanguineous marriages since it was reported 
that there are 26,430 disabled children in Tajikistan 
and 35% of these were born in consanguineous mar-
riages.27

Whereas millions of Tajik men endure the bur-
den of labor migration, Tajik women suffer pressure 
at multiple levels: state, social and economic. Poverty 
is widespread and touches around 47% of the pop-
ulation. Access to quality healthcare and education 
is limited and affects the healthy development of 
communities. In winter time, citizens in rural areas 
have access to only three to four hours of electric-
ity a day, which greatly reduces the quality of life. 
What is especially alarming is the rapid increase of 
suicide rates, especially among young women. The 
national suicide rate in Tajikistan among the youth 
(15-19 years old) increased 63% from 2.8 to 4.5 (per 
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100,000) between 2008 and 2010. Female suicide 
rates increased 176%, from 1.9 to 5.2 (per 100,000), 
while males experienced only a 6% increase, from 
3.6 to 3.9. In 2011, more than 200 women commit-
ted suicide in the northern province of Sughd alone, 
which has a population of around 2.2 million. The 
reasons cited are poverty, lack of life perspectives and 
domestic violence.28 

A survey conducted in 2012 reported that 25% 
of women in Sughd had suffered from violence per-
petrated by their spouse while only 12% reported 
such cases in the central region called District un-
der Republican Subordination.29 The actual num-
bers might be higher since domestic violence is of-
ten perpetrated by in-laws. The government passed 
a Law on the Prevention of Domestic Violence in 
2013 that might encourage women to denounce 
abuses and change the widespread perception that 
domestic violence is somehow acceptable. Finally, 
another sign of distress is the exposure of a num-
ber of horrendous cases of infanticides since 2008, 
to a point where journalists are wondering if this is 
turning into a somber pattern.30 These gloomy num-
bers reflect the social and economic distress that is 

prevalent in today’s Tajikistan, which especially af-
fects women.

conclusion

Rahmon’s Mothers Day’s speech in 2015 insisted on 
the importance of the mother described as a unique 
creature “who swings the cradle with one hand and 
with the other, the planet.” Such paternalistic rhetoric 
conveys the message that women are responsible for 
the perpetuation of the nation through the appropriate 
upbringing of children as well as through the display 
of proper social behavior, such as the celebration of 
national values and the rejection of foreign influence. 
Overall, citizens are encouraged to act in conformity 
with national values and according to the President, 
“there is no greater sin than the betrayal of parents and 
of the Motherland.”31 Yet, the tightening of state con-
trol over not only politics and religion, but over ways 
of being in the world on a day-to-day basis increases 
the pressure on citizens, especially women. Eventually, 
such patronizing practices can only foster resentment 
toward a privileged and commanding political elite. 
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rasht revisited: Five Years after the conflict

Eric hamrin and Edward lemon1, 2(2015)

The two weeks of violence that attracted international 
attention to Tajikistan last month, with government 
forces waging pitched battles with supporters of a for-
mer defense ministry official, echoed a conflict from 
the country’s past. Five Septembers ago, militants in 
mountains east of Dushanbe were similarly engaged 
in a life-and-death struggle with the regime. In that 
case, as in the recent events, officials tarred their op-
ponents as “terrorists” and “rebels” and foreign ob-
servers largely regurgitated the accusation. But the 
similarity between the 2010-11 conflict in Rasht and 
the 2015 conflict in Romit,3 and between these events 
and other outbreaks of violence in the past decade, 
lies in their role as steps in the consolidation of power 
of President Emomali Rahmon’s regime.4

Rather  than newly emergent threats entirely 
independent  from the state, the government’s  op-
ponents were primarily individuals with a history of 
engagement with the state, including some who had 
even occupied state positions. Competition internal 
to  the state generated  these conflicts, which the  re-
gime used  to legitimize the removal of  perceived 
threats to its power. 

The Rasht conflict was rooted in intra-elite 
struggles dating back to the post-civil war period. 
The government’s linkage of its security operation to 
the fight against “international terrorism” and “radi-
cal Islam” masked other more significant driving fac-
tors, namely domestic political score settling and the 
control of resources, primarily coal. Since the conflict 
ended, the regime has continued to consolidate its 
power in Rasht, having co-opted local commanders 
and using the creation of a perceived threat of terror-
ism to justify a strong security presence. Far from be-

ing a hotbed of extremism, however, Rasht has pro-
duced just one documented militant fighting in Syria 
and Iraq, and the vast majority of alleged members 
of Tajikistan’s leading home-grown terrorist organi-
zation have been arrested outside Rasht. The exten-
sion of state power in Rasht has far more to do with 
domestic politics and economics than with fighting 
terrorism and radical Islam.

Background

After the 1997 accords ending Tajikistan’s civil war, 
intra-elite struggles over wealth and power wracked 
the fractious post-conflict state. To consolidate its 
position, Rahmon’s regime marginalized and neu-
tralized potential threats. This struggle took two dis-
tinct avenues. First, the regime moved against com-
manders who had refused to accept the peace deal. 
The campaigns against these anti-accord elements 
had largely ended by 2001.5 In this campaign, several 
former UTO commanders who had joined the gov-
ernment fought for the regime.

The second avenue of struggle, against many of 
those who supported the peace, continues even today. 
Initially, the regime used a mixture of coercion and 
co-optation to form fractious alliances with former 
commanders. Many of them were based in Rasht, a 
former UTO stronghold where the government held 
only nominal control. A number of commanders from 
Rasht held top government positions. Mirzokhuja 
Nizomov headed the Customs Committee and lat-
er held a senior position on the Border Protection 
Committee. Salamsho Muhhabatshoev from Vanj 
was appointed Chairman of the Committee on 
Oil and Gas in 1997. The UTO’s former military 
chief, Mirzo Ziyoev (“Jaga”), became Minister of 
Emergency Situations in 1998. Democratic Party 
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leader Mahmadruzi Iskandarov headed state energy 
company Tojikgaz from 2001. Mirzokhuja Ahmadov 
(“Belgi”) headed the local office of the anti-organized 
crime directorate (UBOP) of the interior ministry 
(MVD). Another commander, Nemat Azizov, headed 
the Tavildara division of the Ministry of Emergency 
Situations.

When the government decided to privatize the 
land in Rasht in 2002, much of it was bought by the 
commanders.6 As well as holding government posts, 
the warlords dictated local politics and accumulated 
wealth. A review of Mahmadruzi Iskandarov’s broth-
er Shoh’s activities typifies the ways in which power 
remained decentralized in post-conflict Tajikistan.7 
A mid-level commander from an influential fami-
ly, Shoh commanded 400 men during the civil war.8 
After the war he became commander of the border 
guards in Jirgital. He allegedly controlled the drug 
flow to Kyrgyzstan, managed the Nazar-Ailok coal 
mine in Hoit, as well as trade in vodka and potatoes.9

The first major step in the neutralization of 
those who had agreed to the peace was in 2003, when 
Mahmadruzi Iskandarov spoke out against Rahmon’s 
constitutional referendum. Rahmon fired Iskandarov 
from his post. He returned to his native Tojikobod 
with fellow commander Sadamsho Muhhabatshoev.10 
In April 2004 Iskandarov published an appeal to par-
liament urging it not to keep Rahmon in power. The 
statement ended with the following warning: “We are 
no longer afraid. If you don’t stop, we know where 
you live. You won’t be able to divide us into Kulobis, 
Gharmis, Leninobodis and Hissoris anymore.”11 In 
August, armed men attacked government build-

ings in Tojikobod, and Iskandarov was implicated. 
Around this time he fled to Russia. In May 2005 
he was abducted near Moscow and transferred to 
Tajikistan; he was subsequently sentenced to 23 years 
in jail.12 His ally Muhhabatshoev stepped back from 
politics and now heads the Wrestling Federation of 
Tajikistan.

In subsequent years, the other commanders saw 
their power wane. In 2006, Jaga lost his ministerial 
post and returned to Tavildara. Nizomov retired in 
2006.13 Two years later, the head of the special purpose 
police unit (OMON), Colonel Oleg Zakharchenko, 
attempted to arrest Belgi and was shot and killed by 
his men.14 Rahmon visited the region and reportedly 
pardoned Belgi, at the same time disbanding his po-
lice unit. Belgi accepted land and money in exchange 
for retreating from politics.15

Although Jaga and Belgi retired, they retained 
much of their influence in the region. In May 2009, 
the regime used the kidnapping of three soldiers 
in Darvoz by an armed group led by Jaga associate 
Nemat Azizov as an opportunity to move against Jaga. 
The government accused Azizov and Mirzo Jaga of 
being involved in drug trafficking from Afghanistan 
to Kyrgyzstan via Tavildara.16 Under the cover of an 
anti-narcotics sweep, the government launched a 
campaign against the Tavildara leaders on May 15. 
On July 8, an armed group tried to take control of 
Tavildara itself; the MVD alleged that Azizov and 
Jaga were involved in the violence.17 Police repelled 
the group and shot four of its members dead. On July 
11, Jaga was arrested and then killed in mysterious 
circumstances. According to the official account, 
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released in a joint statement by the MVD and State 
Committee on National Security (GKNB), Jaga had 
agreed to reveal the militants’ hidden arms caches 
and to negotiate their surrender, after which Azizov’s 
group accused him of betrayal and shot him.18 The 
government declared the operation to be a success 
on August 4. Eleven militants were dead, including 
Azizov (killed on July 29), and twenty were detained.

Prison Break and Ambush

On August 20, 2010, forty-six of those arrested in 
Tavildara in 2009 were sentenced to between ten years 
and life in prison on charges of terrorism, illegal arms 
possession, and murder. Within three days, twen-
ty-five prisoners, most of whom had just been sen-
tenced, escaped from a maximum-security prison in 
Dushanbe. Among them were Nemat Azizov’s broth-
ers, Jaga’s sons, and the brother of Ghaffar Mirzoev, the 
former head of the Presidential Guard, removed from 
his post in 2004. There were also four Dagestanis, one 
Russian, two Uzbekistanis, and four Afghans.

Rahmon ordered a nationwide security opera-
tion, putting the border guards on high alert and set-
ting up police checkpoints around the country. On 
September 19, a military convoy came under attack 
in Kamarob gorge, north of Gharm, with the loss of 
thirty-five servicemen.19 The defense ministry blamed 
Belgi and two other former UTO commanders, 
Abdullo Rahimov (“Mullo Abdullo”) and Alovuddin 
Davlatov (“Ali Bedaki”), for the attack.20 With the 
Zakarchenko murder case reopened earlier in the 
year, and the new charge, Belgi became fair game, de-
spite his informal pardon in 2008.21 On September 23, 
two thousand troops entered Rasht. The previous day, 

Belgi narrowly escaped when a helicopter gunship de-
stroyed his house, killing five people. On October 14, 
he accepted a government offer of amnesty and laid 
down his arms with thirty of his supporters.

The regime framed the conflict as being perpe-
trated by international terrorists influenced by rad-
ical Islam.22 Violence in Rasht allowed the regime 
to legitimize a wider crackdown on unofficial Islam 
and the region’s only faith-based political party, 
the Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan (IRPT). 
Police arrested Bedaki’s brother Husniddin, an IRPT 
member, on September 10. Days later, police abduct-
ed another party deputy in Rasht. On October 22, 
police raided the IRPT’s central office, warning the 
party to stop holding prayer meetings in the building. 
A day later, the women’s mosque in the headquarters 
burned down. 

The government attempted to monopolize the 
production of information about the conflict. Mobile 
phone services in Rasht did not work for over two 
months, and outsiders were restricted from traveling 
to the area. The official narrative, however, contained 
several discrepancies. After bombing Belgi’s house, 
for example, the security services claimed “inter-
national terrorists” were killed, but locals allege the 
victims were ethnic Kyrgyz construction workers 
from Jirgital.23 When journalists challenged the offi-
cial narrative, the regime blocked four websites and 
prevented three newspapers from being published. 
Although these kinds of measures would become 
routine in later years, at the time they were unprece-
dented in scope.

Eventually, the government managed to en-
force relative stability in the region. Ali Bedaki was 
captured near Gharm on January 4, 2011, and like-
ly extrajudicially executed.24 A more significant and 
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symbolic victory came three months later when gov-
ernment forces killed Mullo Abdullo in the village of 
Samsolik in Nurobod district. In November, the final 
prison escapee, a brother of Mirzo Ziyoev, was recap-
tured.

Picture 1. Belgi Neighbor’s House Hit by Copter 
Attack, 2010

rasht since 2011

Judging by its absence from international headlines, 
Rasht has been quiet since Abdullo’s April 2011 death 
and the wrap-up of the prison escapee hunt. This ap-
parent peace, however, masks the continuation of the 
government’s consolidation of power in the region, 
complete with recurrences of conflict. The details of 
the picture are unclear but suggestive of ongoing elite 
maneuvering.

Dushanbe initially enacted some “soft power” 
measures in Rasht, but these may have been superfi-
cial. In January 2011, while security operations con-
tinued, Rahmon directed his ministers to implement 
an economic development plan for Rasht. The idea of 
a comprehensive effort seems to have disappeared, as 
local interlocutors were unaware of the plan.25 Most 

of the reported initiatives have consisted of building 
construction, projects that may entail the corruption 
rampant in that sector. One of the plan components, 
better access to state TV and radio (via the installa-
tion of several dozen transmitters in March 2011), 
only expanded the reach of government propagan-
da. The president’s administration also delivered 
food and clothing at least once.26 Signs of significant 
change in Rasht are lacking, however; the region to-
day remains impoverished and its residents depen-
dent on labor migrant remittances.

In contrast, Dushanbe’s application of “hard 
power” was tangible. After the 2010-11 conflict, new 
military and law enforcement structures sprung up 
throughout the region, and the security presence has 
remained heavy. The military established an outpost 
at the entrance to Kamarob in August 2011, while 
new police buildings opened in Tojikobod, Navobod, 
and Hoit.27 The GKNB headquarters in Gharm re-
ceived a new facility, across from a new MVD-owned 
restaurant. The National Guard stationed a special 
forces unit in Navobod,28 while OMON special police 
forces deployed throughout the valley.

In at least one case, residents openly reacted 
to the increasing security presence. In 2013, nearly 
two dozen families occupying land belonging to an 
old Soviet seismology center were ordered to evac-
uate, as the MVD planned to build there. The fam-
ilies appealed to the interior minister, and later, in a 
rare show of public protest in Tajikistan, gathered in 
front of the administration building to appeal to local 
authorities, but to no avail. OMON personnel began 
construction in April 2014.29

The government implicitly justified the security 
presence as a response to an ongoing threat. In May 
2013, during the interior minister’s visit to Rasht, 
the MVD website claimed there remained people in 
the region who wanted to “destabilize the situation,” 
and that detecting and neutralizing them was a min-
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istry priority.30 That summer, a large number of po-
lice reportedly deployed to comb the mountains for 
pathways formerly used by militants.31 In September, 
Rahmon claimed in a speech that “hundreds of young 
people, including from the Rasht valley, are being ed-
ucated at terrorist schools in Pakistan’s Waziristan 
Province.”32

Old foes proved useful in maintaining the per-
ception of threat. Though Mullo Abdullo was dead, 
for example, his specter was kept alive. During the 
first half of 2013, according to the interior minister, 
police detained four members of Abdullo’s group.33 
Between late 2014 and early 2015, two men alleged-
ly connected to Abdullo were detained abroad and 
transferred to Tajikistan.34 An Abdullo link even ap-
peared among the many allegations against business-
man Zayd Saidov, arrested after forming a political 
party initiative committee in early 2013 and later sen-
tenced to a long prison term.35

Amid the strong security presence, both Shoh 
and Belgi managed to survive, demonstrating—
at least in the short term—the durability of their 
October 2010 bargain. Many of their supporters were 
given jobs in the MVD’s new Rasht-region director-
ate. Shoh was appointed deputy head. 

In September 2011, Shoh told press he was un-
afraid of meeting the same fate as other former UTO 
members, as he had done nothing wrong.36 In fact, he 
had reason to be confident, judging by rumors that his 
actions in 2010 had endeared him to Rahmon. Shoh 
apparently returned the sentiment: in 2012, the front 
of his house in Jirgatol sported a picture of the pres-
ident.37 And he continued to serve the government 

well, as he and his men took part in actions against 
alleged criminal groups in GBAO in July 2012, after 
which he was made a general.38 More recently, he has 
served as police commander in Tursunzoda, west of 
Dushanbe.

Belgi, the old nemesis of the security apparatus, 
did not receive a formal government appointment af-
ter the October 2010 deal, contrary to initial reports. 
As the interior minister explained in July 2011, the 
investigation into his case was ongoing, but if it were 
dismissed, “he may be accepted for employment with 
the Interior Ministry forces, and we will find a suit-
able position for him.”39

For a while, Belgi dropped out of the spotlight, 
presumably tending to his potato farm. Between au-
tumn 2012 and the following spring, however, several 
of his former fighters were arrested on a variety of 
charges, including illegal arms possession and drug 
trafficking. Belgi spoke to press about the campaign. 
His former deputy claimed such “hunts” were taking 
place weekly, and that the detainees were being “beat-
en and tortured, and forced to confess.” Some of them 
had helped in the pursuit of Bedaki and Abdullo. The 
arrests called into question the amnesty the fighters 
had received.40

A few months later an event occurred that re-
mains one of Tajikistan’s unsolved mysteries. Near 
the village of Hoit, unidentified men found coal mine 
director Nuriddin Temirov asleep in his office, shot 
him dead, then used a noise grenade to ward off re-
sponders. Temirov, a Gharmi raised in Khatlon, had 
reportedly been handpicked by Rahmon’s powerful 
brother-in-law Hasan Asadullozoda in 2008 to serve 
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as a link between Dushanbe and locals. Rumors arose 
that the murder motive was control of a share in the 
coal deposit, with one anonymous official noting that 
a lot of money was at stake, due to the conversion of 
large enterprises in Tajikistan to coal use.41 (We ad-
dress the issue of coal control below.)

The motive may be evident, but the benefactor 
from Temirov’s death is unclear. He was said to be re-
lated to Shoh, but one of the first people questioned, 
the previous mine director, was also considered close 
to Shoh. Both Shoh himself, as well as Belgi, were re-
portedly questioned.42

The government never publically identified and 
prosecuted any culprits. The lack of closure suggests 
the possibility that the murder was sanctioned from 
above. Adding greater intrigue is the fact that just 
days after the murder, Belgi received a formal ap-
pointment as a defense ministry advisor.43

If Belgi was being repaid for some involvement 
in the incident, it is not clear he had achieved the full 
grace of the authorities: when Rahmon visited Rasht 
later that month, he opted to skip tea at Belgi’s house, 
despite the fact that Belgi had reportedly prepared for 
days and even slaughtered a sheep in the president’s 
honor. Rahmon instead instructed Belgi to provide 
two tons of potatoes for a new boarding school. Belgi 
accepted the slight philosophically, describing to 
press the benefit of living in Rasht at peace with the 
adage, “You can’t earn bread with weapons (Oruszhie 
na khleb ne zarabotaesh).”44

Belgi and Shoh, presumably deployed by the gov-
ernment, were spotted in northern Tajikistan follow-

ing cross-border violence with Kyrgyzstan in January 
2014.45 In early 2015, Belgi endorsed Rahmon’s rul-
ing Popular Democratic Party of Tajikistan before the 
March parliamentary elections.46 In July, Shoh con-
demned the IRPT for appealing to internationals for 
relief from government persecution.47

Though not as dramatic as their actions in 2010-
11, Belgi and Shoh’s statements furthered a major 
Rahmon objective: the neutralization of the IRPT. 
Rasht, an IRPT stronghold, has been the locus for 
many of the anti-IRPT measures in recent years, 
which picked up nationwide in early 2013, ahead of 
the presidential election. That September, a state tele-
vision program told the story of an 8-year-old mur-
dered in Rasht, allegedly by an IRPT member, who 
confessed to the camera and added that he himself 
was raped by IRPT members.48

Anti-IRPT measures escalated in 2014, as au-
thorities began to tie Islamic political participation 
to the threat of the Islamic State (IS), and after the 
2015 elections the IRPT held no seats in parliament, 
for the first time since the civil war. Its fortunes then 
plummeted, with members renouncing the party in 
droves (under pressure, party leaders claim), includ-
ing the heads of branches in several Rasht districts.49 
The government’s anti-IRPT campaign climaxed 
in recent months, with the justice ministry calling 
party activities illegal in late August, the state me-
dia’s accusation in September that IRPT chairman 
Muhiddin Kabiri planned a coup d’etat with the ren-
egade general Abduhalim Nazarzoda, and the arrest 
of high-ranking IRPT officials.
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Mullo Abdullo.

If the IRPT in fact disappears from the politi-
cal scene, with its members’ activities forced under-
ground, what will this mean for Rasht? Given the 
government’s long-promoted narrative of the ex-
tremist threat in Rasht and the presence of former 
UTO commanders who could serve as foci for mo-
bilization, one might expect extremism to be on the 
rise in Rasht. Such an assumption, however, requires 
critical scrutiny.

hotbed of Extremism?

Despite being portrayed by the government as a hot-
bed of extremism, Rasht has produced relatively few 
militants in recent years compared to other parts of 
Tajikistan. The regime blamed home-grown terrorist 
organization Jamaat Ansarullah (JA) for the events 
of 2010-11. Its elusive leader Amriddin Tabarov was 
born near Samsolik in Rasht and fought with the op-
position during the civil war.50 A website ascribed to 
the group claimed responsibility for the September 
3, 2010 suicide bombing in Khujand.51 And its flag 
was allegedly found in Mullo Abdullo’s base after he 
was killed in April 2011. Although the group main-
tains an online presence and released a video in 2012 
calling for attacks in Tajikistan, like other extremist 
groups it appears to have limited societal support.52 
The regime accused the organization of co-plotting 
attacks in Dushanbe ahead of the 2013 presidential 
elections.53 

More recently, the security services have linked 
the group to the Islamic State. In November 2014, 
police arrested 12 alleged JA members and accused 
them of recruiting residents of Sughd to fight in 
Syria.54  Given the opacity, corruption, and politici-

zation of Tajikistan’s judicial system, such claims are 
impossible to verify. Despite its origins in Rasht, the 
vast majority of accused JA members have been ar-
rested in Sughd.55 Its links to the region, then, remain 
limited.

Although IS enjoys greater support among Tajiks 
than JA does, very few young men from Rasht have 
gone to fight in Syria and Iraq. The MVD estimates 
that 500 citizens have travelled to fight for IS.56 Only 
124 of these cases have been reported in the media. 
Of these, birthplace information exists for 83 fighters, 
just one of whom comes from Rasht.57

In a January 2015 video, an Iraq-based Islamic 
State fighter claiming to be from Samsolik and call-
ing himself Abu Umariyon said he had asked for 
permission from IS leadership to invade Tajikistan 
and called on militants from JA and Central Asian 
Islamist group Jundallah to “forget their pride” and 
join IS.58 Samsolik, as noted above, was where securi-
ty forces killed Mullo Abdullo and over a dozen of his 
fighters in April 2011. All but one of these fighters was 
from Nurobad district. The previous October, securi-
ty services had arrested local imam Zaynolobuddin 
Mannonov and accused him of having received a 
“religious and terrorist education” in Pakistan and 
“sowing the seeds of conflict, hostility, distrust, and 
discord among [Rasht] residents.”59 If Samsolik was 
indeed a center of militancy, it is an exception rather 
than a rule; the rest of Rasht has not been a source of 
militants in recent years.

A matter of controlling coal?

Illustrating the complexity of the Rasht conflict and 
the hazard of readily adopting a terrorism/extremism 
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narrative is a factor neglected in most descriptions of 
the conflict: the economic issue of control of resourc-
es, in this case, coal.

Both Belgi and Shoh were rumored to have 
stakes in the Nazar-Ailok coal mine, northeast of 
Gharm, which contains a world-class deposit of an-
thracite, a high-quality coal useful for steel making 
and other purposes. For years, the coal was mostly 
sold locally for heating fuel.60

Picture 2. Coal Mine Road, Kamarob

Around 2007 new interests began to intrude on 
Nazar-Ailok. A British firm, Saddleback Corporation 
Ltd., gained a stake in the western half of the depos-
it and began building a road through the Kamarob 
gorge to reach it. Saddleback’s chairman, Alastair 
Ralston-Saul, had a long and tumultuous background 
in mining in Tajikistan, complete with allegations of 
corruption, and in mid-2007 the company was re-

portedly in “discussions” with Hasan Asadullozoda, 
Rahmon’s brother-in-law.61 One of Tajikistan’s 
wealthiest men, Hasan had a stake in nearly every 
economic sector and was rumored to manage the 
Rahmon family’s cash flow. It was during this period 
that Hasan reportedly handpicked Nuriddin Temirov 
as director of the Nazarailok mine (Temirov would 
later be murdered, as we have seen). “KiTaKa,” a joint 
Chinese-Tajik-Kazakh company operating at Nazar-
Ailok, entered into discussions with the state-owned 
Tajik Aluminum Company (Talco) regarding the lat-
ter using the mine’s coal.62 Hasan has long been ru-
mored to control Talco’s profits.63

Global coal prices peaked in these years, raising 
the stakes in the control of Tajikistan’s coal deposits.64 
The Tajik government engaged in much discussion of 
making a concerted effort to increase coal production 
and convert large enterprises to coal use.65 Over the 
next eight years, over 200 enterprises would switch 
to coal.66 After the brutal 2007-08 winter that saw 
widespread electricity blackouts and a humanitarian 
crisis, the government and international community 
paid even more attention to energy security, in which 
coal would play a role.67

Violent incidents in Rasht can be plausibly 
linked to coal. After the attempted arrest of Belgi in 
February 2008, the MVD alleged that men under his 
command had participated in an attack the previous 
August on vehicles and personnel belonging to the 
coal company KiTaKa, perhaps provoked by the in-
trusion of outsiders into the coal trade. According to 
one theory, the regime relegated a share of the mine 
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to Belgi to “keep Rasht quiet,” an arrangement that 
broke down in 2010 due to a “misunderstanding.”68 
The events of that fall, in which the government ini-
tially pressured both Belgi and Shoh, and during 
which militants in the Kamarob gorge reportedly 
occupied Saddleback’s operating camp,69 may have 
influenced the arrangement of actors on the ground. 
That November, just two months after discussing 
plans to build a second access road, Ralston-Saul left 
his position to become an independent mining con-
sultant,70 and in March, even as the security opera-
tion was ongoing, Chinese company Kaisun Group 
bought out Saddleback’s stake in Nazar-Ailok and 
two other mines.71

In subsequent years, Tajikistan’s commitment 
to coal grew, with Rahmon calling for doubling 
production, and more enterprises transferring to 
coal use, often with Chinese assistance,72 for which 
at least one company reportedly received access to 
coal resources.73 In 2013, another Chinese firm, Up 
Energy, moved to purchase the mine stakes from 
Kaisun.74 Soon afterward, a Tajik government res-
olution labeled Nazar-Ailok “of strategic impor-
tance,” one of two among the country’s 14 mines.75 
Later that year, as we have seen, mine director 
Temirov was murdered. Around the same time, a 
government expert specifically mentioned Nazar-
Ailok while saying that coal could help Talco’s 
faltering aluminum production,76 a trend likely of 
particular concern to the ruling family. The picture 
is sketchy, but these events suggest the ongoing 
salience of coal resource control in the dynamics 
shaping Rasht’s relationship to the center and out-
side interests.

A continuity of conflict

Evidence for the hypothesis that coal has partially driv-
en the conflicts in Rasht indicates that the terrorism/
extremism narrative, promoted by the government 
and widely adopted by international actors, is weaker 
than an alternative, more nuanced view that the epi-
sodes of Rasht violence in the past decade and a half 
have primarily concerned local politics and econom-
ics, i.e., a continuation of the civil war by other means. 
The 1997 peace, which relied on formal and informal 
divisions of political and economic spoils among the 
Kulobi and Gharmi/Pamiri elites, only inaugurated 
a new period of conflict, in which Rahmon’s actions 
against Mahmadruzi Iskandarov in 2003 were the first 
major attempt to neutralize the Rasht-affiliated pow-
erbrokers who supported the peace but whom the re-
gime viewed as threats. One by one over the ensuing 
years, all of the major Rasht-affiliated figures would 
be killed, imprisoned, retired, or co-opted.

Picture 3. New GKNB Building in Gharm, 2011
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Seen in this context, the 2010-11 violence is part 
of a continuity of conflict with the overall trajectory 
of a strengthening regime, an episode in intra-elite 
struggle characterized by shifting alliances whose de-
tails are invisible to all but the actors involved. Seen 
outside of this context, the events appeared to for-
eigners as an introduction of international terrorism 
into a country whose stability was thus in question 
and required propping up through outside inter-
ventions, such as economic or security assistance, or 
counter-radicalization programs. Viewed as part of 
a continuity, however, the conflict lends itself to no 
such obvious conclusions.

Emphasis on the “international terrorist threat” 
angle has enabled outside observers to pay less atten-
tion to a more mundane aspect of the conflict, and 
that is the largely untold story of human rights vio-
lations that security forces are alleged to have com-
mitted, against not only armed foes (e.g., the possible 
extrajudicial killings of Jaga and Bedaki) but also ci-
vilians, via occupation of homes, arrests and inter-
rogations of relatives of fighters, collateral residential 

building damage,77 closed-access trials with proce-
dural violations, the imposition of a massive security 
presence, and blockage of information and commu-
nications. While the elites have contended over pow-
er, many citizens have suffered. 

As evident this past month from the regime’s 
operation against  “renegade general”  Abduhalim 
Nazarzoda, the process of power consolidation 
and score settling in Tajikistan is not yet over. The 
post-conflict Tajik state continues to generate con-
flict from within, which the regime uses to remove 
perceived threats to its power. Ironically, Nazarzoda 
is supposed to have played a role in earlier years 
in the neutralization or co-optation of Rasht fig-
ures: in the downfall of Mahmadruzi Iskandarov 
and the deal with Shoh.  That he nevertheless be-
came the latest victim of Rahmon’s anti-opposition 
campaign should cause renewed concern for Shoh, 
Belgi, and other former UTO figures who have 
reached modi vivendi with the government. If his-
tory is any guide, they are unlikely to enjoy long, 
peaceful retirements.
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Public and State responses to ISIS messaging: Tajikistan

Noah Tucker1 (2016)

overview: ISIS messaging to Tajiks 

According to January 2016 estimates from the gov-
ernment of Tajikistan, a total of up to 1,000 Tajikistani 
citizens have traveled to Syria or Iraq to fight in the 
conflict zone since the violence began – no con-
firmed estimates are available for how many of that 
total continue to fight or have been killed, incapaci-
tated, or left the combat zone. In contrast to Uzbeks 
who have joined the conflict on sometimes opposing 
sides, Tajikistanis appear to almost uniformly join 
ISIS. Unlike their Uzbek or Russian-language coun-
terparts, Tajiks fighting in ISIS have no dedicated 
official media outlet or spokesmen, but instead rely 
primarily on a changing series of “celebrity” com-
manders who interact with independent journalists 
and religious leaders in Tajikistan, sometimes direct-
ly. Relatively more independent media in Tajikistan 
and well-developed social media networks, especial-
ly among migrant workers and opposition members, 
mean that messages of high-profile Tajik members 
of ISIS – including defected OMON Commander 
Gulmurad Halimov – have sparked intense discus-
sion and are shared and debated in online media 
commentary and on social networking sites. 

In contrast to Uzbekistan, where the identity 
of commanders and even of some groups like the 
al-Bukhoriy Brigade are rarely the subject of public 
discussion or media coverage, high-profile Tajik mil-
itants in ISIS become well known in Tajikistan and 
some, as in the case of Halimov and Raqqa-province 
Tajik commander Abu Holid Kulobi, have reached an 
almost celebrity status. Spectacular claims by Kulobi 
include that 2000 Tajiks were fighting in the ranks 
of the Islamic state in March 2015, and that “even 
American Indians” would be converted to Islam and 
live within the borders of the Caliphate. Personal 
death threats to Tajikistani journalists who covered 
ISIS in a negative light and threats to secular oppo-

sition members attracted significant attention in the 
first half of 2015 (social media and independent press 
sources report that Kulobi was killed in Syria in June 
2015). 

The unity of Tajiks fighting for ISIS stands in 
contrast to Uzbeks, the majority of whom appear 
to fight as part of several groups allied with Jabhat 
al Nusra around Aleppo that are at war with the 
“Islamic State.” This unity may likely explain why 
personal and regional connections appear to also be 
relatively more important. According to Ed Lemon, a 
British researcher who has done long-term work on 
Tajik participation in the conflict, most militants who 
document their participation through social media 
have personal connections to others who joined ISIS 
before them and helped recruit them into the organi-
zation. Tajik government sources support this obser-
vation, noting on multiple occasions within the last 
year that the majority of Tajikistani citizens who join 
the conflict are from Khatlon Province and had per-
sonal connections. 

The presence of independent online media in 
Tajikistan – such as Dialog.tj, Ozadagon, Asia Plus, 
the IRPT website Najot Online (until it was banned 
in September 2015) and other independent opposi-
tion sites and social media – creates another unique 
contrast between Tajikistan and the other states in 
the region. Within this space for more public debate 
about ISIS, nearly all sources – state, independent, 
and public – consistently described an “increasing” 
trend of Tajik youth joining ISIS and the conflict in 
Syria, even in cases like the Halimov defection on 
which the state press remained largely silent. The po-
litical opposition based in exile in Russia or Turkey 
sometimes describes ISIS as a competitor, a potential 
threat, and an outcome of repression and persecu-
tion against the registered Islamic opposition party, 
the IRPT. The IRPT and its supporters have routinely 
warned the government that as they are increasing-
ly limited, repressed, and now banned, disaffected 
young members may turn to ISIS or other extremist 
groups because they lack an alternative outlet and are 
shut out of the political process. 
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Picture 1. Colonel Gulmurod Halimov

The public defection of Tajikistan’s OMON 
(Special Operations Police Forces) commander, 
Colonel Gulmurod Halimov, to ISIS in May 2015 
sparked perhaps the most intense debate on social 
media and in independent news outlets about ISIS 
until now and became a defining moment in public 
discourse about the group. Tajikistani independent 
press sources and social media activists claimed 
Halimov was responsible for the security of the presi-
dential family and was close to Rahmon; the video he 
released in May announcing his new allegiance calls 
on Tajiks – especially the significant portion of the 
young male population living in Russia as “slaves” – 
to join the Islamic State. Halimov spoke directly to 
the camera (above) addressing President Rahmon 
and other Tajik officials with the promise “we are 
coming for you.” While responses to the Halimov de-
fection online were overwhelmingly negative, several 
influential opposition figures noted that his choice to 
join “the opposition” by allying with a foreign mili-
tant group in Syria signaled the final marginalization 
of the IRPT and peaceful domestic opposition from 
an Islamic party. 

Halimov reviews his own resume in the video 
and makes special note of attending training sessions 
in the United States, claiming to have made multi-
ple trips to locations including “the Blackwater mil-
itary base.” He claims that in the United States, he 
saw how U.S. soldiers are “trained to kill Muslims” 
and, addressing the camera again, Halimov says to 
Americans: “We are coming to your cities, we will 
come into your homes and we will kill you.” He asks 
Tajikistani police officers and military personnel if 
they are truly “ready to die” for a state that orders 
them to strip women of their hijab and “opposes 
Islam.” Halimov claims he personally witnessed po-
lice being ordered to create a fake documentary film 

showing women wearing hijab engaged in activities 
forbidden in Islam, including drinking and “sexu-
ally immoral” acts. He describes this and the state’s 
other “anti-Islamic policies” as “democracy” and 
asks soldiers and police how they can call themselves 
Muslims and support those policies. 

The video – and news coverage from indepen-
dent sources about the video message – dominated 
Tajikistani media during the week it was released in 
May and went viral on social media. YouTube ad-
ministrators quickly removed copies of the message, 
citing violations of the terms of service agreement; 
discussion of ISIS and conspiracy theories about who 
is truly “behind” the group dominated many inde-
pendent Tajikistani social media forums through the 
summer of 2015. In one of the largest, for example, in 
the “Tajikistan” closed group on Facebook (30,000+ 
members) in late June (at perhaps the height of ISIS 
discussion as a topic of focus), roughly 30 percent 
of posts discussed ISIS or other Islamic groups per-
ceived to be affiliated with ISIS – often more than any 
other single topic. 

Subsequent media releases, including a video 
denying claims by Tajik officials that he had “gone out 
of his mind” and rumors on 22 June that Halimov 
was killed in a rocket attack in Syria while meeting 
with well-known Chechen ISIS commander Umar 
al Shishani, have continued to make him and ISIS 
objects of intense social media attention and inde-
pendent press coverage even though no new videos 
featuring him were released for the rest of the year.2 

Tajikistani State responses

State responses to ISIS messaging and to the pres-
ence of Tajikistani citizens in ISIS emphasize claims 
that the Islamic State threatens Tajikistan’s physi-
cal borders and consistently attempt to tie the Iraq 
and Syria-based terrorist organization to Tajikistan’s 
domestic opposition – particularly the IRPT – and 
“foreign” Islamic practices that state officials deem 
inconsistent with Tajik national traditions, including 
beards for young men and hijab (fully covering the 
hair and neck rather than only the back of the head 
in what the government defines as “Tajik” style). 
Moreover, responses by state officials and govern-
ment-sponsored clerics frequently cite conspiracy

2 A photo of Halimov in a hospital bed was reportedly released on a social networking page associated with his name in June, ostensibly to show he 
was still alive. 
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Map 1. A Handmade Map of ISIS’s 
Alleged Plan of Attack on Central Asia

A handmade map of ISIS’s alleged plan of attack on Central Asia inspired 
by Tajikistani and Russian media coverage and shared in Tajik networks 

on Facebook.

theories that attempt to tie ISIS and all “foreign 
Islam” to the United States and Israel, and claim that 
the “advance” of ISIS to the borders of Tajikistan 
through Afghanistan and the defection of Halimov 
are part of a Western plot to “destabilize” the country. 
The state’s overall message is that Tajiks are lured into 
joining ISIS as part of a grand conspiracy to under-
mine Tajikistan and Tajik “national values” that these 
messages contrast to allegedly “foreign Islamic val-
ues” – including religious expression in public spaces 
and political groups organized around religious lines 
like the IRPT. State media and officials tied the brief 
“revolt” led by Deputy Defense Minister Abdulhalim 
Nazarzoda in September – allegedly in collaboration 
with the IRPT, though no previous connections be-
tween Nazarzoda and the IRPT had been identified– 
to similarly vague “foreign sponsors,” drawing a diffi-
cult to follow line of alleged conspiracy between all of 
these unrelated actors supposedly working together 
toward a common goal of “destabilizing the situation 
in Tajikistan.” 

Although the IRPT has a history in Tajikistan 
that predates independence, state officials and state-
owned media routinely attempt to portray the party 
as a foreign organization or a “sleeper agent” for for-
eign sponsors, including the Sunni Egyptian Muslim 
Brotherhood and the Shia government of Iran; 
during the campaign season for the March 2015 par-
liamentary elections, state actors began to routinely 
pursue a similar tactic attempting to tie the IRPT to 
ISIS, claiming since early 2015 that ISIS had built up 

a heavy presence of militants just across the Afghan 
border and was effectively prepared to invade if the 
IRPT made gains in the election. After the party was 
fully cut out of government for the first time in vio-
lation of the 1997 peace accords, the state resumed a 
campaign of harsh pressure against local leaders and 
members, claiming that members are joining the ISIS 
and had created an alliance between the two groups. 

More broadly than targeted attacks on the IRPT, 
the state policies on religious expression increasingly 
affect everyday life of Tajik Muslims, and since the 
beginning of 2015 have more and more often come to 
be justified by the threat of ISIS. A renewed 2015 me-
dia campaign against hijab (cited above by Halimov) 
and up to 13,000 incidents of police forcibly shaving 
men’s beards are justified by Tajik officials by tying 
these superficial expressions of piety to “Salafism.” 
The state continued to take measures to limit other 
forms of religious expression, including prayer in any 
public spaces (legally defined essentially as any space 
that is not a mosque or private home), a ban that au-
thorities reiterated for special additional daily prayers 
for the Ramadan fast. Minors have been banned from 
attending religious services since 2011, and in early 
2016 Tajik authorities banned citizens under 40 years 
of age from travelling to perform the Hajj, one of the 
five pillars of basic Islamic practice. 

One of the single most impactful – and zealously 
enforced – recent requirements is the law mandating 
state-approval for sermons in mosques. Initiated in 
2011, the regulation mandates the creation of topic 
lists and has been increasingly applied for the full 
text of Friday sermons. This regulation, more than 
perhaps any other, prompted the resignation of many 
of the country’s most popular and influential clerics, 
including Kulobi imam Hoji Mirzo, effectively driv-
ing them “underground.” The state used “approved” 
sermons from high-ranking religious officials to 
condemn the IRPT and other popular religious fig-
ures throughout 2015, as well as to issue statements 
about ISIS that promote national identity and patri-
otism rather than attempting to challenge the mili-
tant group’s heretical theology. Chief of the Khatlon 
Province Council of Ulama, Saidjoni Sorbonkhuja, 
for example, acknowledged in May that a dispropor-
tionate number of young people from his province 
travel to Syria to join ISIS, but blamed their “lack of 
gratitude” for “peace and stability in their homeland” 
and asserted that ISIS is a front for U.S. and Israeli in-
telligence agencies. These policies have had the likely 
unintended effect of forcing several of the most pop-
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ular clerics – who as we will see below have led the 
way in countering ISIS messaging from a religious 
perspective – to cut back their public activity to make 
way for state-appointed imams who are directed to 
counter ISIS ideology from a nationalist perspective 
instead of on its own religious terms. 

Interestingly, external criticism of policies that 
restrict Islamic dress or public religious practice even 
from other Muslim sources are similarly attributed to 
“U.S. and Israeli plots.” The UK-based Farsi-language 
satellite television station Wesel-e Haq, for example, 
and other Islamic media available over satellite and 
the Internet are condemned as “Western intelligence 
operations” when they criticize violations of religious 
freedom in Tajikistan. State-sponsored respons-
es, such as a recent article in the government-run 
Jumhuriyat propose to combat these Western con-
spiracies, including ISIS, chiefly by efforts to increase 
“national pride” among Tajikistani citizens by adding 
national history courses in school and airing patriotic 
documentaries on state television. Overall, the state’s 
response to what it describes as a growing phenom-
enon of its citizens fighting and dying in the Syrian 
civil war has been to insist that there is only one rem-
edy: citizens must be “more Tajik” and “less Muslim,” 
largely turning a blind eye to the factors that inter-
national experts argue are truly fueling the flow of 
foreign fighters into Syria and Iraq. 

Public responses to ISIS and to State Policies 

Public responses to ISIS messaging and state poli-
cies that claim to counteract it are difficult to gauge 
through objective opinion polling or fieldwork, but 

social media provides an imperfect (but extreme-
ly valuable) window into discourse among citizens 
online – particularly because much of the ISIS mes-
saging and an increasing amount of the state’s count-
er messaging campaigns happen online and target 
Internet users. Social media users from Tajikistan 
– many of whom live and work abroad as migrants 
– have reacted very strongly against both ISIS mes-
saging and the Tajikistani government’s campaigns 
to police expressions of Islamic belief, organizing so-
phisticated campaigns to protest and mock state pol-
icies that many argue backfire and may in fact facili-
tate ISIS recruiting. The vast majority of users oppose 
the Islamic state and appear to take seriously rumors 
of imminent invasion from Afghanistan, but at the 
same time many practicing Muslims resent what they 
believe are the state’s insinuations that their faith and 
loyalty to their fellow countrymen are in necessary 
conflict to one another. 

The online protests began in early 2015, when 
security officials in Soghd province inadvertently 
poured gasoline on the brewing controversy over 
forced beard-shaving when they detained and cut 
off the beard of Rustam Gulov, one of the country’s 
most prominent bloggers, who attracted internation-
al attention when he wrote about his own experience. 
Anonymous social media activists began a campaign 
to mock the unofficial restrictions, creating a false 
rumor (spread by expertly-photoshopped memes 
like the one left) that the government had begun to 
register and tax beards via local police stations and is-
sue permits for facial hair. The story quickly evolved 
to cover hijab as well, as convincingly faked (or 
leaked, above) official beard and hijab “permits” al-
legedly slated for introduction by the Committee for 

Picture 2. State-Approval Certificate for Sermons  
in Mosques

Picture 3. Expertly-Photoshopped Meme with 
Rustam Gulov
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Religious Affairs began to circulate virally on Tajik 
social media, prompting embarrassed denials from 
the authorities after they created a storm of backlash 
online. 

It should be noted, however, that a significant 
number of social media users also accept and per-
petuate conspiracies that claim ISIS – and all other 
violent Islamist extremist organizations – are “fronts” 
created by the United States or Israel to win control of 
natural resources in the Middle East or create turmoil 
in the Islamic world. Russian media and state-owned 
information outlets play an important role in shaping 
public perceptions of ISIS and the U.S. 

Picture 4. A Typical Halimov Conspiracy Meme from 
Tajik Language Facebook Networks

A typical Halimov conspiracy meme from Tajik language Facebook net-
works – the fleeing figure at left is “the Muslims of Syria.” The puppet is 

captioned with a play on words with Gulmorod Halimov’s name “Colonel 
Immoral Traitor” (Polkovniki Gurmrohi Khoin). 

Responses to the Halimov defection, for exam-
ple, frequently interpreted it in the context of a global 
conspiracy controlled by the United States. In spite of 
Halimov’s own claims that his training in the United 
States only nurtured resentment toward the West and 
informed his decision to join the Islamic State, so-
cial media users and pundits cited his training in the 
US – and even his rumored longstanding interest in 
Salafi Islam – as evidence that he is acting only as a 
puppet of the United States. 

Russian state-controlled media sources and 
Russian pundits are frequently cited as sources of 
“evidence” for ISIS conspiracy theories, especially 
those that claim the group is a secret operation of 

the US government or Israel. Russian stories posted 
to Tajik public Facebook groups attempting to sway 
users with similar conspiracy theories frequently cite 
Islamic authorities or leaders from Muslim- majority 
countries in an attempt to portray the US specifically 
as an enemy of Muslims. Russian sources consistently 
cite unsourced rumors or “special intelligence” that 
report thousands of ISIS militants are preparing an 
invasion of Tajikistan just across the border between 
Khatlon province and Afghanistan – a southern bor-
der of the Collective Security Treaty Organization and 
a frontier territory for which the Russian Federation 
has long pressured the Tajikistani government to 
cede the authority over border security. 

other Voices: Independent clerics and 
repentant returnees

As discussed above, several of the most publicly re-
spected Tajik clerics have been pushed out of the 
state-sponsored system of registered mosques, in-
cluding former Kulobi imam Hoji Mirzo and Eshoni 
Nuriddin (Turajonzada), but continue to exert sig-
nificant influence on society, especially online. Both 
continue to work, preach, and teach without state 
approval or despite being forced into exile, and these 
and other prominent independent clerics have played 
an important role in discourses condemning ISIS – 
Hoji Mirzo is the only prominent Muslim cleric in 
Central Asia to engage with members of ISIS directly 
in debate. Social media users widely shared and com-
mented on a recording of a phone conversation be-
tween Hoji Mirzo and ISIS Tajik militant Abu Holid 
Kulobi, for example, in which Kulobi asks Mirzo to 
join jihad in Syria. Mirzo responds that the conflict 
in Syria is not a legitimate jihad, and encouraged 
Kulubi to return to his homeland and turn himself 
in an amnesty plea. He notes that Tajiks working in 
Russia frequently contact him to ask his advice about 
whether or not they should join the conflict in Syria, 
and to ask why the government conducts “anit-hi-
jab” policies that Mirzo says he cannot defend. Many 
social media users and independent commentators, 
for their part, question why the state forbids its most 
effective Islamic counterweights to ISIS’s messages 
from preaching in mosques or appearing on televi-
sion.

While no change appears to be forthcoming on 
these policies, the Tajikistani state has attempted to 
show a changed approach to returnees, granting at 
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least six Tajikistani citizens who had participated 
in the conflict in Syria amnesty from newly passed 
legislation criminalizing participation in a foreign 
conflict; several agreed to publicly speak out about 
their ordeal and mistreatment at the hands of ISIS. 
Twenty-two year old Rizvon Akhmadov and another 
young Tajik, Farrukh Sharifov, were among at least 
six currently reported Tajikistani citizens to take ad-
vantage of an amnesty offer for those who leave ISIS 
voluntarily and surrender to Tajik representatives in 
Turkey and other neighboring states. Sharifov and 
Akhmedov have told their story on television and 
in talks around the country, warning others of the 
brutality they witnessed inside the Islamic State that 
motivated them to leave after choosing to join while 
working as migrant laborers in Russia. In the view 
of many Tajikistanis at least on social media, allow-
ing returnees to speak for themselves and granting 
them amnesty may be the only effective response to 
the ISIS threat adopted by the Tajikistani government 
so far and one that appears to enjoy broad public sup-
port. 

Policy Takeaway

Tajikistan’s heavy-handed tactics that attempt to po-
lice religious devotion and external acts of expression 
in order to counter foreign-based terrorist organiza-
tions – particularly the ban on the IPRT and large-
scale closure of mosques and madrassas in Tajikistan 
– have the potential to be deeply counterproductive. 
These tactics alienate people of faith who otherwise 
have no dispute with the government of Tajikistan 
and undermine key local-level community institu-
tions that provided public goods and services the 
state in many cases lacked capacity to provide. 

Focus on domestic religious practices and poli-
tics similarly fails to respond to the known recruiting 
mechanisms that draw Tajiks into the Syrian con-
flict and into ISIS in particular. Tajikistan’s Institute 
for Strategic Studies as recently as January 2016 ac-
knowledged that at least 80% of successful recruiting 
targets migrant laborers living abroad, primarily in 
Russia. Economic and demographic pressures that 
have created the situation in which Tajikistan has be-
come the world’s most remittance-dependent econ-
omy therefore play a key (if not the key) role in the 
problem of ISIS recruiting of Tajiks – not because re-
cruits are financially motivated to join ISIS, but more 
likely because their economic troubles force them 
into a deeply precarious situation far removed from 
community and religious supports that might protect 
them at home, making them both vulnerable to and 
accessible for recruiters in Russia, Turkey, and other 
foreign states that lack the will or capacity to moni-
tor Tajik-language recruiting or protect Tajik migrant 
communities. 

Tajikistan’s media environment – particularly 
including social media – is deeply conspiratorial and 
ridden with deliberate misinformation from multiple 
actors. Although independent media is more robust 
in Tajikistan than in some neighboring countries, 
social media users in particular are conscious that 
they are told multiple and often conflicting versions 
of every story, but do not generally have sources of 
information that the broader public can agree on as 
objective. Non-state initiatives that could help the 
public discern fact from misinformation, and news 
from propaganda, could significantly help Tajikistani 
citizens organize themselves to act to defend their 
own interests and help counteract the attempts of for-
eign actors – including ISIS – to recruit or mobilize 
Tajikistanis. 
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Iran and Tajikistan: A Story of love and hate

A.S.1 (2016)

Muhiddin Kabiri, chairman of the Islamic Revival 
Party of Tajikistan (IRPT), labelled as a “terrorist” 
in his country since his party was officially banned 
in September 2015, ended the year visiting Iran and 
meeting the most influential Iranian political figure 
– Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei. Tehran’s move 
angered Dushanbe and was followed by an official 
protest, naming Iran a “supporter of terrorism,” as 
well as a sea of Soviet-style propagandist articles in 
official media aimed at vilifying Iran. At the same 
time, President of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon paid 
an official visit to the main rival of Iran in the region, 
Saudi Arabia, and returned with unprecedented busi-
ness contracts. This visit coincided with the escala-
tion of tensions in the Iranian-Saudi relationship. Is 
Iran going to bet again on the Islamic opposition in 
Tajik politics? Was it Iran’s answer to recent pressures 
over Islam in Tajikistan or to the visit of the Tajik 
president to Saudi Arabia? Or it is a simple strategy 
to avoid putting all their eggs in one basket as Russia 
does in Central Asia? 

Tajikistan, the missed ‘little Iran’

Iran has a history of both winning hearts and losing 
them in Tajikistan. The height of this love was in the 
end of 1980s, when perestroika in the Soviet Union 
gave a chance for Tajiks to look for their historical 
and cultural shared roots with Iran. At that time, 
many among the Tajik intelligentsia were looking 
at Iran as a country with a great culture. They want-
ed to change the name of Tajikistan’s national lan-
guage from Tajik into Farsi, as well as the script from 
Cyrillic into Arabic, but they had no clue about the 
confessional difference between Sunni and Shia. At 
that time, Iran was already marginalized on the in-
ternational scene and was still recovering from a de-

cade of war with Iraq. However, it was quick to use its 
linguistic and historical proximity with Tajikistan to 
its advantage. Tehran recognized the independence 
of the country and was the very first to open an em-
bassy in Dushanbe in January 1992. Tajik elites were 
generously invited to visit Iran as part of various ex-
change programs.

At the end of 1992, Tajikistan entered into a 
bloody civil war. Tehran gave refuge and support to 
the leaders of the Democratic-Islamic coalition of 
the Tajik opposition, and was therefore considered to 
be a pro-Islamic actor. However, it also contributed 
a critical role in helping peace discussions: Tehran 
hosted several rounds of the Tajik peace negotiations 
in 1994, 1995, and 1997, bringing both sides to the 
discussion table. President Rahmon paid an official 
visit to Tehran in 1995 and opened an embassy there. 
But seen from Dushanbe, Moscow was a more reli-
able ally than Tehran, and any kind of pan-Persian 
nationalism was rapidly shut down by the authorities.

Friendship Forever? 

Rahmon’s personal friendship with former Iranian 
president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad gave a new breath 
for Tajik-Iranian relations. During his visit to Iran 
in January 2006, Rahmon met Ayatollah Seyyed Ali 
Khamenei, who introduced Iran as “the sincere friend 
of Tajikistan,” and stated,  “The Islamic Republic will 
do its best to support the development and progress 
of Tajikistan.” After that, mutual visits at different lev-
els intensified; economic relationships were taken to 
a new, higher level. Iran started implementing giant 
economic and infrastructural projects in Tajikistan, 
such as building hydropower stations, roads, and 
tunnels, even if the quality of these construction proj-
ects was relatively low. Tehran also helped Iranian 
businessmen to conquer the Tajik market and open 
small and middle-scale factories. Iranian products 
and companies were widely represented in the Tajik 
business landscape. 
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The Iranian business sector rushed into Tajikistan 
not in the name of any kind of pan-Persian solidarity, 
but because the economic sanctions imposed on Iran 
were dramatically limiting the availability of foreign 
markets for Iranian businesses. 

In return, officials in Dushanbe raised their voice 
in support of the Iranian atomic program. Rahmon 
declared for instance: “We support Iran’s peaceful 
atomic program. All issues related to this case should 
be solved only through peaceful negotiations and 
using various diplomatic methods.” Dushanbe also 
started actively promoting Iran’s membership into 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. During that 
time, a younger generation of Tajiks, more Islamized, 
worried about the modest, but still perceptible, con-
version of Tajiks into Shi’a. Fear of Iran’s influence 
(Iranophobia), became intrinsically linked to fear of 
Shi’a propaganda (Shi’aphobia). 

For years, Tajik authorities played their rela-
tionship to Iran well. They benefitted economically 
from close relations with Tehran, but at the same 
time accused their own domestic opposition of wel-
coming Shi’a’s spread in Tajikistan. Emerging voices 
inspired by Salafi influences began vividly criticizing 
the Islamic Revival Party leaders as well as prominent 
Islamic clerics, such as the Turajonzoda brothers, for 
being too open to Shi’a. Here too, the Tajik author-
ities were able to play both cards; they imprisoned 
those who they identified as Salafi, but they kept their 
narrative against the IRPT and the Turajonzoda fam-
ily. The most recent example of this ideological weap-
on against the IRPT was a statement by the long-si-
lent former Tajik OMON commander, Colonel 
Gulmurod Halimov, who defected to become an IS 
fighter and accused Muhiddin Kabiri of converting 
to Shi’a.

Kabiri for Iran: A New Ally or Just a Pawn?

In December 2015, the IRPT leader was invited to 
participate in an international conference called 
“Islamic Unity” held by the Iranian authorities in 
Tehran. Seats allocated to Kabiri were right next to 
the official delegation from Tajikistan. This was a 
strange decision by the Iranian organizers because 
the IRPT had already been declared a terrorist orga-
nization by Tajik authorities.

Tajik authorities rapidly sent official protests 
against Tehran’s invitation of a “terrorist” party to an 
international conference. The Iranian ambassador 

to Dushanbe, Hojjatullah Fighani, was called to the 
Tajik Ministry of Foreign Affairs and given a letter of 
protest. The Tajik MFA declared: “The Ministry notes 
with regret that Muhiddin Kabiri, former chairman 
of an extremist and terrorist Islamic Revival Party of 
Tajikistan, who is under investigation by Interpol for 
a coup attempt, was also invited to the conference. 
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Tajikistan does not think that this move of the confer-
ence organizers is acceptable, and states that this type 
of approach to enemies of the Tajik state and nation 
can harm the good relations between the Republic of 
Tajikistan and the Islamic Republic of Iran.” 

Saidmukarram Abduqodirzoda, Head of the 
Council of Ulemas of Tajikistan has been ridiculed 
for sitting next to Kabiri and shaking hands with him 
during the conference. Upon return from Iran, he de-
voted the very first of his Friday prayers in Dushanbe 
to this case. On January 1, 2016 he stated: “Iran 
openly supports enemies of the Tajik nation. We nev-
er feuded with any state or nation, but we also want 
others to be friends, not only in words.” Abdughaffor 
Yousoufov, Head of the Analytical Department at the 
Tajik state religious committee, published a similar 
statement, asking, “Does Iran respect the position 
and laws of a brotherly country, calling Tajikistan a 
friend, a brother, sharing the same culture and nation 
and religion?” 

Tajik state and pro-state media were fueled by 
articles condemning Iran; the Tajik pro-government 
troll army in the social media published memes tar-
geting Kabiri and Iranian clerics. Surprisingly, former 
OMON commander, Colonel Halimov, who has been 
long silent since leaving Tajikistan for the Islamic 
State, appeared again joining the army of those who 
labelled Kabiri as Shia. 

The first response from Tehran to all these 
Tajik protests was a publication by the Iranian me-
dia of a picture showing Kabiri shaking hands and 
talking with the Iranian spiritual leader Seyyed Ali 
Khamenei. 

In recent years, Dushanbe has been skillfully us-
ing the West’s indifference to silence its opposition 
and build an artificial civil society, protesting some-
what spontaneously against Western policies. For 
instance, state media pressure turned into organized 
small-scale protests near the embassies of the United 
States for granting asylum to former prime minis-
ter Abdumalik Abdullojonov. The state media also 
criticized the United Kingdom when its ambassador 
travelled to the Badakhshan region after the 2012 
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Picture 1. Supreme Leader of Iran Ali Khamenei 
(Left)  with Muhiddin Kabiri, Leader of the IRPT

Source: Fars News Agency

military clashes, and Germany for allowing Tajik op-
position activists to hold protests there. But “young 
patriots” and “brave Tajik mothers” did not protest in 
front of the Iranian Embassy in Dushanbe for having 
invited Kabiri.

Iran-Saudi games in Tajikistan

Tajikistan mostly relies on Russia politically and China 
economically. However, it still needs Iranian support 
at times, especially to stand against Uzbekistan’s pres-
sures. But the Tajik authorities seem to understand 
that they can find other allies in the Islamic word, as 
seen with the official visit of President Rahmon to 
Saudi Arabia.

Iran and Saudi Arabia play against each oth-
er not only in the Middle East—Yemen, Syria, Iraq, 
Bahrain, etc.—but in other arenas too, such as 
Afghanistan and Tajikistan. Despite the official ban 
of the Saudi ideology of Wahhabism in Tajikistan and 
the limited economic and political interests of the 
rich Gulf Arabs toward Central Asia, the latest cable 
leaks by Wikileaks from the Saudi Arabian Embassy 
in Dushanbe demonstrated that most Saudi activ-
ities in the country are focused on decreasing the 
influence of Iran. Even if Riyadh does not enjoy the 
same cultural or historical closeness to Tajiks, it will 
not pass up the chance to cut Tehran from one of its 
close allies, especially when Iran does not have many 
friends to choose from. 

During his trip to Saudi Arabia, President 
Rahmon met King Salman, performed the Hajj, 
gained permission to enter Kaaba with all of his fam-
ily, and returned with several cooperation contracts 

and a promise from the Islamic Development Bank 
of $108 million to build highways in the east of coun-
try. This amount might be nothing for Saudis, but 
it means a lot for Tajikistan, both economically and 
politically. Economically, the country is in crisis due 
to the decrease in migrants’ remittances from Russia, 
and any additional money is crucial. Politically, 
Emomali Rahmon has shown to the Iranians that 
his trip to Saudi Arabia was fruitful, bringing back 
with him more money than the Islamic Development 
Bank has given Dushanbe since 2002 (slightly more 
than $80 million). 

dushanbe moves, dushanbe Wins?

The Tajik authorities reacted emotionally to Kabiri’s 
invitation from Tehran, and they might have regretted 
it if the Iranian leadership had decided to take a more 
open stance in supporting the IRPT. But Tehran de-
cided that it needs support from the Tajik authorities 
more than a weak Islamic opposition in exile. Two 
weeks after inviting Kabiri to Tehran, Iran’s Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Mohammad Javad Zarif sent a let-
ter to his Tajik counterpart noting that Tehran wants 
“to strengthen national unity in Tajikistan and is 
ready to cooperate in fighting extremism in the re-
gion.” The letter followed the Iranian’s parliament’s 
ratification of a security deal with Tajikistan. 

This little diplomatic victory of a small and poor 
Tajikistan over a regional power such as Iran is par-
ticularly remarkable, especially at a time when Iran 
is out of sanctions and getting a large array of new 
friends. Dushanbe has been able to benefit from the 
wars of influence between Iran and Gulf countries, in 
particular Saudi Arabia, over the region. Dushanbe 
can also now demand Tehran’s silence over contro-
versial Iranian businessman Babak Zanjani. 

 
Iran has a century-long past as a regional he-

gemon and has been willing to stand up against the 
West for decades. In the country’s small diplomatic 
tensions with Tajikistan, is Iran going to take one step 
back without the aim of taking two steps forward? If 
Tehran decided that Kabiri is useless, then the game 
is over for him. However, if the Tajik authorities’ 
emotional response to the Kabiri invitation has of-
fended Iran, or if the Iranian government does not 
get all it wants from Dushanbe, the show will go on.
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PArT III. YoUTh ANd mIgrANTS AT ThE corE oF ThE 
SocIETY

Together on the move. Tajik migrants in olympic Sochi1

Zamira djabarova, rut Perez-Studer,  
and Sheila Aminmadani (2012)

This paper is part of a project “Together on the Move,” 
which consists of two parts:

1. A traditional qualitative research that sought 
to identify existing organizing efforts among 
labor migrants from Tajikistan in Russia 
for the protection of their rights, and ways 
in which their efforts could be enhanced, 
specifically in Sochi. Being the location of 
the next Winter Olympics in 2014, Sochi is 
building massive structures within short pe-
riod of time, with such pressures it is para-
mount that migrants’ rights are protected. 
The research covered circular migrants in 
Dushanbe and Soghd regions as well as active 
labor migrants in Moscow, Saint-Petersburg, 
and Sochi. 

2. An action research, whose goal was to en-
hance opportunities for organizing com-
munity groups amongst Central Asian 
labor migrants in Russia, with a focus on 
citizens of Tajikistan, through the use of 
photography and graphic design. The proj-
ect also aimed at developing opportunities 
where migrants, through using their photo-
graphs, could express their views, interests, 
and needs. The project recruited eight mi-
grants who took photography classes over 
a course of three weeks, and who were then 
introduced to a number of non-profit and 
mass media organizations in order to pro-
mote their work. 

*****

In Sochi, where there were difficulties in getting ac-
cess to a larger number of migrants, we interviewed a 
smaller number of migrants, one of whom is Yusuf,2 
whose story is in many ways representative of issues 
that many Tajik labor migrants face in Russia and 
what they go through at a personal level.

Yusuf, a brigade leader who has been working in 
Sochi for two years (and ten years in Russia), tells me 
his migration experience as we walk along the river 
Sochinka. It’s an unusually cool day for Sochi in the 
middle of June. Yusuf is wearing classic jeans and a 
button-down white shirt which sets him apart from 
the majority of migrants who choose more colorful 
and elaborate outfits. A man-bag that he carries with 
him at all times is one of the traits that indicate that 
he is a migrant, having to always carry his documents 
with him. He proudly shows me his passport, regis-
tration card, and his “permit” (that allows him to 
work in Russia). 

“I am not afraid anymore,” he tells me, “if they 
stop me in the street I show them my documents and 
they let me go. Though there are some members of 
the police who either don’t know the new rules about 
permits or just choose to take me to the police station 
anyway. Well, they have a right to keep me for three 
hours … then they let me go.” 

Starting in July 2010, migrant workers from 
countries that have a visa-free system with Russia 
(including Tajikistan) can legally work for individu-
als on the basis of a permit. Initially it is issued for 
1-3 months, but can be extended for up to one year. 
Permits also provide the basis for the duration of time 
that a migrant can reside in Russia, in the absence of 
which they can only stay for a maximum period of 
90 days.
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3 “Praktika ispol’zovaniya patentov na rabotu u chastnykh lits inostrannymi grazhdanami – trudyashchimisya migrantami v Rossiyskoy Federatsii 
(rezul’taty issledovaniya),” IOM, Moscow, 2012.

4 Interviews with experts in Tajikistan and Russia, including representatives of IOM, Migration and Law Center in Moscow, and Trade Union of 
Labor Migrants in Construction Sector. 

Picture 1. Yusuf Showing His Documents 

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer in Sochi, Russia, 2012

 
Though permits are relatively new, they have 

already helped obtain documented work for over 
one million migrants. Tajik migrants hold the sec-
ond most number of permits (206,398) followed by 
Uzbek migrants who hold half of the total permits 
given out (478,691) since the law took effect in 2010.3 

I first met Yusuf at the office of a Tajik diaspo-
ra organization in the center of Sochi, where he had 
come to process permits for his fellow migrant work-
ers. Among other services the diaspora association 
‘Sodeistvie,’ for a fee, arranges the submission of doc-
umentation needed for permits to the local depart-
ment of the Federal Migration Service (FMS). When 
I asked Yusuf why he could not do it on his own, he 
said he could, but his co-workers could not, either 
because of language barriers or because they have to 
be at work during FMS office hours. 

The monthly fee for a permit is 1,000 Russian 
Rubles (about US$35), whilst the fee charged by var-
ious go-betweens (such as the diaspora association 
and others) is anywhere between 300-1,000 Rubles. 
The IOM (International Organization for Migration) 
reports, however, that there is a relatively easy pro-
cess of applying for and obtaining permits, which has 
allowed for the majority of them to be issued direct-

ly to migrants, thus eliminating the need for go-be-
tweens who, hitherto, had been essential in obtaining 
work permits in what was a complex process.4

Yusuf is 31 years old, and has spent the last ten 
years in Russia. He is one of eight children. Although 
he is not the oldest, he is unofficially the designated 
leader of his six brothers and sister. He looks much 
older than his age and has a natural charisma that 
draws people to him. In Sochi he has also taken on 
the role of leader/caretaker, whereby he looks after 
the nine men in his crew. He makes sure they all have 
jobs, documents, roofs over their heads, and that they 
save enough money to send home. Yusuf ’s advantage 
is that he speaks Russian quite well, which he soon 
learned after arriving in Moscow. Overall, many mi-
grants learn and understand Russian after spending a 
few years there, but many are too shy to speak it and 
are never able to improve their speaking levels to be 
able to express and defend themselves adequately. 

Picture 2. An Officer is Questioning a Migrant over 
His Documents 

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer in Sochi, Russia, 2012

For the past four months, Yusuf has been liv-
ing with nine co-workers in an unfinished cottage 
on the outskirts of Sochi, where two out of the four 
rooms are only just in habitable condition. “It’s a bit 
cramped,” he says, “but it’s good, we have a kitchen, 
a shower… it’s good. In the mornings, even if each 
person takes 15-20 minutes, the last person in line 
has to wait a couple hours for his turn. But we make 
it work.” Three of the guys in his group are his blood 
relatives.
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5 These workers are working on top of a six-story building with no tie downs for safety in the event of a fall. We witnessed various safety issues on 
construction sites.

Six years ago Yusuf married a beautiful tradi-
tional Tajik girl; the daughter of a mullah, who is, 
in Yusuf ’s words, “very modest and undemanding.” 
They now have two little girls, one and two years of 
age. They are all back in Tajikistan, and he visits them 
every winter, where he spends 2-3 months. “I miss 
the summers of Tajikistan, since 2002 I have only 
spent one summer there, and that was in 2006. I miss 
our summer fruits … I had to miss the births of my 
two children.” He talks to them every other day.

When I ask Yusuf if he could bring them to 
Sochi, he says it would be very expensive and diffi-
cult. “I could of course have my family in one of the 
rooms in the cottage, and have the rest of the guys in 
the other, but, then if one of the guys says something 
to her or looks at her differently, I’d have to beat them 
both up.” When I challenge that way of thinking and 
say that it would not be her fault, he responds: “well 
I know it would not be her fault because she is a very 
modest women, but that’s how it’s been done, and I 
would have to do it even if I didn’t want to.” 

Just like many others, Yusuf plans to go back to 
Tajikistan once he saves enough money to buy (or 
build) a house for his family and a few pieces of con-
struction equipment which he hopes would help gen-
erate income back in Tajikistan. He has given himself 
until he is 35 to achieve these goals. He sends money 
home on a regular basis. While we are out walking and 
talking, he quickly pulls out a receipt showing that he 
had transferred 70, 000 Rubles (over US$2,000) that 
very morning. This is the money from his entire crew 
he tells me. “I send it to my brother in Dushanbe 
who keeps the majority of the money and gives out 
what’s needed to their families. This way, when [the 
migrants] go back home, they have money saved—
otherwise their families will spend everything.” 

When asked about some of his most difficult 
moments in Russia, he tells me the story of when 
he and his brigade (a different crew at the time) had 
built an entire four-story house outside Moscow in 
just six months. He goes on to tell me that, “one day 
the go-between guy who was from Belarus disap-
peared, we refused to leave the premises, demanding 
our earnings … We went to the owner and he swore 
that he had paid the go-between and then called the 
security guard to kick us out. It was a lot of money, six 
months’ worth of work done by all ten of us… but we 
were new to Russia, so we had to let it go.” 

When meeting with diasporas the NGOs pro-
viding legal services and the Migration Service of 
Tajikistan all stated that one of the biggest cases of 
abuse is to do with unpaid wages, an issue that takes 
up the majority of their time. The primary reason 
this occurs is that migrants rarely work based on 
contracts. Therefore, labor relations are normally 
governed through verbal agreements. For a set fee, 
many of these organizations (except for some of the 
non-profit organizations who may do it for free) 
work on getting the money owed to migrants in or-
der to make a profit for themselves. They predom-
inantly utilize informal mediation practices where 
they call the employer/go-between/debtor, introduce 
themselves, and request payment. Russian legislation 
prosecutes anyone hiring undocumented migrants, 
which is why many of the employers, to avoid prob-
lems with the Russian Federal Migration Service, pay 
off their debt after a few calls/meetings. 

Picture 3. Working on Roof 5 

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer at Olympic construction site, 
Russia, 2012

While I was talking to the head of the diaspora 
association ‘Sodeistvie’ in Sochi, Midov Farrukh, two 
Tajik migrants in their early twenties came in and 
requested Farrukh’s help in getting their unpaid and 
overdue wages. Farrukh took down the employer’s 
and the migrants’ information and promised to call 
them back. I asked the migrants what the problem 
was and they told me that their employer (to whom 
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6 Interview with freelance journalist Dmitriy Doe. 

they referred to as the “Serb,” as there are many con-
tractors from Serbia active in Sochi) had initially 
been paying them on a normal basis, but then decid-
ed to withhold their last wages for no fault of their 
own, as they had carried out the work that was agreed 
upon. Farrukh did not even ask them if they had a 
contract or any other documents proving their labor 
agreements, as he already knew they did not. Cases 
of non-payment of wages are very common in Sochi, 
and even more so at the Olympic sites. The Russian 
state-owned company Olympstroy, solely created for 
the purposes of building and preparing the sites for 
the Olympics in and around Sochi, is responsible for 
coordinating the process of construction. 

Picture 4. Working in the Rain 

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer in Sochi, Russia, 2012

Officially, on its website it has enlisted 42 general 
contractors for building 400 of the Olympic projects. 
Each of these contractors has many partners as well 
as subcontractors, making it nearly impossible or ex-
tremely difficult to trace who the responsible party 
would be if such a labor dispute arose. Each entity 
starts pointing fingers at another and the case dies.6 
Officially registered organizations (such as diaspora 
and non-profit organizations) that try to go through 
official-formal routes take time to retrieve the lost 
wages (or lost earnings) and sometimes they cannot 
get them paid. At other times, agencies do not follow 
through, or even deceive migrants by keeping larger 
parts of owed payments than originally agreed upon. 
Those migrant workers who cannot or do not want to 
wait for help or have been “scarred” by deceit, go to 
gangs or informal networks, whose gang members, 
usually from the Caucasus, charge up to 50 percent 

of the money owed to the migrants. “They are expen-
sive, but they are fast, and guaranteed,” said a migrant 
worker from Tajikistan. Others, who do not want to 
pay such a steep fee, organize their own informal net-
works, where, upon need, they call each other up, and 
collectively threaten the debtor with destroying the 
work that has already been done, destroying supplies 
that still need to be installed, or by taking away their 
essential documents (passports, or car certificates) or 
keys, vowing that they will not release them until the 
migrant or migrants get paid their due wages.

Contracts for migrant workers are hard to come 
by, for several reasons:

•	 Russian legislation sets an annual quota for 
hiring a foreign workforce. While there are 
an estimated nine million migrant workers 
currently in Russia, the annual quota is about 
1.7 million, making it difficult for employ-
ers and migrant workers alike to obtain legal 
permits. 

•	 When having official labor contracts/agree-
ments, employers are obliged to pay taxes 
(including social security) for each employee 
they hire. Undocumented migrants become a 
much cheaper alternative. 

•	 Job opportunities in the informal sector pay 
much more than any formal contract posi-
tions that may exist.

Prior to that, he had had a work permit and a contract 
which had been arranged by the company that hired 
him. However, he had only been paid 50 Rubles an 
hour. With such pay he would only make US$400 a 
month, not enough to send home to his parents, wife, 
and four children as well as cover his living expens-
es while working in Russia. Given that people not 
working documented in Russia can only stay up to 90 
days, Iqbol’s employer pays for his ticket to Khujand 
every three months, where he spends a couple of days 
until the next flight back to Sochi. Even though he 
has now been in Khujand twice (as the tickets to this 
destination in Tajikistan from Sochi are the cheapest 
(US$150), he has not seen his family for three years. 
He cannot travel from Khujand to Khorog (the town 
where his family resides), because it requires both 
time and money, and his employer wants him back 
immediately. Tickets to Dushanbe (where he could 
potentially catch a quick flight to Khorog) are much 
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7 These are shipping containers stacked two high and serve as the living quarters (for winter and summer) of migrants working on some of the 
Olympic sites. There is only one window at the end of each container.

8 These shipping containers are lined with bunk beds, and house at least 10 people. These people often times sleep in shifts; rotating out of the beds 
for each work/sleep cycle.

9 It should be noted that such allegations were denied by the representative of Tajik Air in Saint Petersburg. Instead he noted that the high prices are 
due to the high fuel prices (export tariffs imposed by Russia) and airport fees (in Tajikistan). 

more expensive, and besides, his employer would not 
pay, and Iqbol himself cannot afford it. 

Picture 5. Living Conditions 17

Source: Picture made by Zamira Djabarova at Olympic site, Russia, 2012

For example, Iqbol, a migrant worker from 
the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region of 
Tajikistan, has been working for the past six months 
for 100 Rubles an hour at an Olympic site in Sochi. By 
working ten hours a day, and with hardly any days off, 
he makes 28-30,000 Rubles a month (about US$800). 

Picture 6. Living Conditions 28 

Source: Anonymous picture, Sochi, Russia, 2012

Flights from Dushanbe to Moscow are the most 
expensive (compared to all other Tajikistan-Russia 
destinations), at over US$500 one way. This is almost 
twice as expensive as flying from Bishkek to Moscow 
and at least 30 percent more expensive than flying 
from Tashkent, both comparable in terms of distance 
from Moscow. Even in a market where there are about 

twenty active airlines, Tajikistan manages to dictate 
the fares. According to a representative of a Russian 
airline in Dushanbe (who requested to remain anon-
ymous), Tajik airlines set a fare and the Russian air-
lines always need to be slightly higher. “The only 
time where we can sell cheaper tickets is when we sell 
them well in advance, because Tajik airlines can only 
set their flight times up to a month in advance (due 
to inability to plan).”9 Prices for tickets are also set 
seasonally; in the summer when the traffic is mostly 
incoming to Russia, the costs of Russia-bound flights 
are much higher than those incoming to Tajikistan. 

Many migrants cannot afford such fares, which 
has resulted in the setting-up of special microcredit 
programs in Tajikistan as well as in Russia. These pro-
grams provide loans for “migrant expenses.” Interest 
rates run as high as 20-26 percent. Depending upon 
the size of the loans, the applicant migrants can be 
approved in three ways: based on collateral, a collec-
tive group guarantee, or a guarantor’s letter. As noted 
by a representative of a microcredit organization in 
Saint-Petersburg, Mol Bulak, Tajiks are among the 
most favored customers as they are disciplined and 
mostly pay on time. One of the requirements for get-
ting a loan is having a job. Given that the majority of 
migrants only have informal jobs, the microcredit or-
ganization is satisfied with photos of the job site and 
confirmation (even made verbally) from co-workers 
and the management. When asked what strategies 
they have if customers are not able to pay, Rustam, 
who is also a deputy at the Tajik diaspora association 
‘Ajam’ grinned, saying “well, we have collection agen-
cies that will make sure they pay.”

We arrive at the beach, as our interview with 
Yusuf continues. It’s the high season in Sochi and 
the rocky beach is full of people. We sit at a café on 
the beach, and as we watch a group of young men 
(that appear to be migrants) having fun at the beach, 
we discuss how here in Sochi, due to a mixed na-
tive population, migrants do not stand out as much. 
The locals are much more open to inter-ethnic rela-
tions and coexistence, which is evident during dai-
ly encounters. Yusuf confirms that people are much 
friendlier toward migrants here, especially compared 
to Moscow where one feels watched all the time.
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10 Discussed in a number of blogs, including: privetsochi.ru/blog, maksportal.ru (July 2012). 
11 “Gastarbayteram zapretili gulyat’ bez starshego,” Sochi 24, July 3, 2012, http://sochi-24.ru/obshestvo/gastrabajteram-zapretili-gulyat-bez-starshe-

go.201273.51545.html. 

Picture 7. Playing in the Water 

Source: Picture made by Zamira Djabarova in Sochi, Russia, 2012

We are almost certain that the group in the wa-
ter are migrants, realizing that they maintain certain 
characteristics of migrants at the beach: they are 
usually in groups of 3-4, never bring any beachwear 
(suits, towels, etc.), go for a very short swim in their 
undergarments, dry themselves quickly while stand-
ing around on the beach in the sun, then dress and 
leave. 

Yusuf tells us that we should refrain from swim-
ming or going into the sea, but if we must, then we 
should go to the beaches where there are more waves 
and that are located further away from downtown 
Sochi. Apparently, the head of the general contrac-
tors on one of the sites Yusuf had worked on told him 
that sewage in Sochi has limited treatment and is re-
leased deep into the Black Sea. The sewage system in 
Sochi was built in the 1930s and is a subject of much 
discussion among locals and tourists who blame it 
for various infections.10 Modernization of the sewage 
system is one of the Olympic infrastructure projects 
currently underway. 

It is getting dark and we ask Yusuf if it is all right 
for him to be out this late because we have recently 
learned through the media that, based on the deci-
sion of the City Anti-terrorist Committee,11 migrant 
workers, after hours, are only allowed to be in groups 
and accompanied by a so-called leader. A new rule 
issued in late June 2012 limits migrants’ mobility, 
despite guarantees for freedom of movement given 
by the Constitution of the Russian Federation. Its 
enforcement is unclear, there also being confusion 

over what “after-hours” means exactly and who the 
“leader” is. Yusuf is not too worried about it, but says 
that once enforced it could be a serious problem for 
migrants and an additional source of income for the 
police and migration services. “Migrants work long 
hours and finish work late, after hours they can be 
just on their way home,” he says. 

On our way out we pass by the entrance of the 
Park Rivera, the central park of Sochi, where the po-
lice are conducting one of their raids, pulling aside all 
young men that look non-Russian. A few days after 
arriving in Sochi, we were invited by the Tajik dias-
pora to join them in a public “meeting” held by the 
city administration on migration issues. When we 
arrived in the late afternoon at the plaza, on the op-
posite side of the street, outside the newest commer-
cial mall, were a dozen “security” units ranging from 
the regular military and Special Forces, to local police 
and others. On the other side of the street was a mili-
tary band tuning their instruments. They began with 
what appeared to be a rehearsal for an official parade. 
We looked around for what was to be the public dis-
cussion on migration within the plaza, but saw no 
one. A quarter of an hour later on the southwest cor-
ner of the plaza we saw the arrival of a handful of 
state and media personnel following a group of what 
appeared to be state officials, as well as police officers 
of higher rank. Representatives of various diasporas 
were present as well. These new groups set them-
selves up with a microphone on the opposite side of 
the units and began to address the crowd. The chief of 
police gave a speech about the need for keeping Sochi 
streets safe from crime, which is especially important 
given the large numbers of migrant workers in town 
and therefore the higher crime rates. He then went 
on to enumerate crimes that had taken place over the 
past week. It should be noted that none of the named 
suspects had Central Asian names. When they were 
finished with their speeches, the captain of the police 
and deputy Mayor of Sochi asked the forces to follow 
through with their orders and keep Sochi safe.

The units began their previously rehearsed pa-
rade in front of the officials, saluted them, and then 
went away to conduct their duties in search of mi-
grants. For the rest of our stay in Sochi we were 
witnesses to the systematic singling out of migrants 
throughout the city. 
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12 These migrants have had their documents confiscated and are being led away to an unmarked minivan.

Picture 8. Deputy in Meeting. The Deputy Mayor, 
Nikolai Pelikh, Addressing the Chief Officers as a 

Member of the Tajik Diaspora Listens on

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer in Sochi, Russia, 2012

As an example, at a park entrance on a Friday 
evening, we observed that after a brief conversa-
tion with three migrants, police officers took their 
documents and walked toward a booth where the 
men were left standing outside. After a few mo-
ments the officers returned and had them escort-
ed to an unmarked minivan half a block down the 
street, away from the crowds coming in and out of 
the park.

We noticed the deputy mayor (who had given a 
speech on the day of the “public meeting” in the pla-
za) and the head of the department of cooperation 
with the law enforcement agencies, Nikolai Pelikh, 
present at the operation. They were wearing casual 
khaki pants and a red polo shirt and were speaking to 
the officers-in-charge.

Picture 9. Park Raid12

Source: Picture made by Rut Perez-Studer in Sochi, Russia, 2012

The next morning, local mass media proudly 
reported that 200 migrants were recorded as having 
committed violations of migration law and other leg-
islation during the city raid organized by the city ad-
ministration. 

Yusuf ’s story is representative of many of the is-
sues that Tajik migrants face in Sochi and other parts 
of Russia. Construction of the Olympic sites in Sochi 
is behind schedule, so more and more migrants are 
being brought in to speed up the construction pro-
cess. Yet, these same people are seen as a threat to se-
curity, to be expelled from Sochi in time for the open-
ing of the Olympic Games. One could not stop think-
ing of Sergio Arau’s film A Day without a Mexican, 
in which, one morning, all Mexicans disappear from 
California, a disaster that threatens the economic, 
political, and social well-being of the State. 
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From Pamirs to the outside World: Seeking decent Jobs

Kavikas Kuhistoni1 (2014)

migration, a dangerous rite of Passage

The remote Pamiri village of Pashor, situated in 
the Shugnan region, recently received its worst 
news about one of its migrant workers: 32-year-old 
Shohdzhon Rakhmatshoev was brutally murdered 
while abroad. This news has outraged people. The 
incident unfolded as follows: On the evening of 
December 26, the body of a murdered man was found 
on General Antonov Street in Moscow. As reported 
at the time in the Russian media, the murder was 
committed with extreme brutality. The man’s throat 
was cut and the body riddled with 25 stab wounds. 
During the investigation it was discovered that the 
victim was Shohdzhon Rahmatshoev, a citizen of 
Tajikistan. Unfortunately, Rakhmatshoev’s body and 
face were so badly mutilated that identifying him 
took quite some time. Further investigation revealed 
that the crime had been committed by a group of rad-
ical Russian nationalists. 

On December 28, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of Tajikistan, concerned by this brutal murder, hand-
ed a protest note to the Russian Embassy in Tajikistan 
demanding a thorough investigation into the murder, 
a speedy arrest, and swift punishment for the culprits. 
Moscow prosecutors did act by filing a criminal case 
over the murder, however four months have passed 
with no results. 

Pashor villagers say that when Shohdzhon’s body 
was returned home, they deliberately hid the cause 
of his death to his aging parents, opting rather to tell 
them that their son had passed away as a result of 
food poisoning. Shohdzhon had worked in Moscow 
for the past five years. He, along with his three broth-
ers, had been one of the thousands of migrant work-
ers from Badakhshan working in Russia. One month 
prior to his murder he was married to a girl from 
his village who had also come looking for work in 
Moscow. 

Shohdzhon’s brothers bitterly recall that his 
tragic death came at the end of his honeymoon. 

According to them, xenophobia is on the rise in 
Moscow, and there is particularly strong hatred 
toward Central Asian migrants. They also say that 
there is no escape: to sit at home without work is not 
an option. They need to work in order to support 
and provide for their families. Thus, they continue to 
leave home for Russia. 

The Migration Service of the Government of 
the Republic of Tajikistan recently stated that in 
2013 the bodies of about 600 Tajik citizens were re-
turned home, dead of various causes in foreign lands, 
mainly Russia. This is an average of almost two bod-
ies per day. Islam Rakhmatullaev, a chief specialist 
of the Migration Service, believes that this is a high 
figure. He says that the figure “includes 67 Tajik cit-
izens killed by violence, (and) 238 dead from dis-
eases.” According to Jafar Ozodbekov, deputy head 
of the migration service of the Ministry of Labor, 
Migration, and Protection in GBAO, there were 54 
individuals from Pamir killed in Russia in 2013. In 
the first two months of 2014 five bodies have already 
arrived from Russia, of which two are homicides. 

Referring to the increasing deaths amongst mi-
grant workers, Jafar Ozodbekov stated his belief that 
labor migration to Russia has become more danger-
ous for Tajiks. The number of migrants who are trag-
ically killed in Russian cities is increasing from year 
to year. However, the number of people migrating to 
Russia and other CIS countries is also increasing. 

In early March of this year, the Federal 
Migration Service of Russia published a memo 
on foreign nationals living on the territory of the 
Russian Federation. According to it, as of March 
2014, there were roughly 1,034,000 Tajik citizens 
in Russia (while Tajikistan’s total population is only 
about 8 million). This includes roughly 854,000 
men and more than 180,000 women. According to 
the Migration Service of Tajikistan, about 800,000 
Tajik citizens left the country in search of work in 
2013. Among them, about 33,000 are recorded as 
residents of Badakhshan, of which men constitute 
an overwhelming majority. However, according to 
unofficial data, the current total number of mi-
grant workers from Badakhshan is around 80,000 
people.
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main reasons for migration

Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO) 
is part of the Republic of Tajikistan. This is the only 
autonomous region in the republic. It was legislated 
into existence on January 2, 1925 by central decree of 
the USSR. Badakhshan borders three countries with 
different styles and levels of development and polit-
ical structures. It borders Kyrgyzstan to the north, 
China to the east, and Afghanistan to the south and 
to the west. The total area of Badakhshan is 64,200 
km² (44.9% of the territory of Tajikistan). The city of 
Khorog, an administrative center with a population 
of about 30,000 people, is located 527 km east of the 
capital city of Dushanbe.

The GBAO has a population of 200,260 people 
(according to the 2010 census) and is characterized 
by ethnic and religious diversity. According to the 
census, 94% of the population of GBAO is Tajik and 
5.8% Kyrgyz. Tajik Pamiri live mainly in the western 
part of the region (historical Badakhshan), subdivid-
ed into several ethnic and religious groups; the bulk 
of the Pamiri (about 60% of the population) speak 
ancient languages from the Eastern Iranian   branch: 
Shugni, Rushan, Ishkoshim, Wakhan, and Yazgulem. 
Most of the Pamiri who live in Shugnon, Rushan, 
Roshtqala, Ishkoshim, and partly those in the Darvoz 
districts, adhere to the Shia Muslim strand of Islam. 
Darvoz and Vanj people, as well as the population 
from the Ishkashim district of Badakhshan all speak 
local (Badakhshani) Tajik-Persian dialects. Vanj, 
most of Darvoz, Yazgulem, and Kyrgyz from Eastern 
Pamir adhere to Sunni Islam.

Today many people from Badakhshan live out-
side the region. Even in pre-Soviet times labor mi-
gration from Darvoz and Vanj to outside regions 
was high. In addition, during the Soviet era, people 
from Darvoz, Vanj, and Rushon were resettled by 
the regime in the valleys and cotton growing regions 
of southern Khatlon. As for Pamiri Ismaili, the bulk 
of their migration took place during the Soviet era 
when they constituted a significant part of the Tajik 
intelligentsia based in the capital. During the civil 
war (1992-7) many of them were forced to return to 
Badakhshan. There is a sizeable diaspora of Pamiri 
Ismaili that still lives in Dushanbe, Khujand, and 
Khatlon. 

Mamadou Alimshoev, head of the Department 
of History, Archeology, and Ethnography in the 
Humanities Institute of the Academy of Sciences in 
GBAO, believes that there are currently several fac-

tors that are forcing the Pamiri population to mi-
grate. According to him, Pamir, with its natural geo-
graphic and climatic conditions, is considered to be 
the “hardest” region in Tajikistan. Its available land, 
which is not arable, can feed a farmer for a maximum 
of six months. It is impossible to grow enough veg-
etables and fruits in the mountains to create a com-
mercial supply. Another reason that pushes people to 
leave is the complete absence of industrial and com-
mercial enterprises. During Soviet times Khorog was 
home to twelve manufacturing and industrial enter-
prises, while today none of them are operational. Due 
to the distance of the region from large industrial and 
cultural centers and the small market of the GBAO, 
private business is developing very slowly. 

According to Alim Sherzamonov, chairman 
of the Gorno-Badakhshan office of the Social 
Democratic Party of Tajikistan, migration growth is 
also affected by domestic political intrigues. During 
Soviet times the Pamiri worked in almost all regions 
of the country, but mainly in the capital, including in 
government institutions, former party organizations, 
and law enforcement agencies. After the Rakhmon 
clan came to power as a result of the civil war, the 
Pamiri was turned into a major ethnic group and 
thereafter largely denied access to positions in the 
central authorities and to employment in govern-
ment agencies. Additionally, there are only a limit-
ed number of job opportunities for them within law 
enforcement agencies. They do not have businesses 
anywhere in the country except in the territory of 
Badakhshan. Therefore, many good specialists in 
different sectors from Badakhshan have been forced 
to leave Tajikistan in search of decent work. The low 
salaries that government employees receive, and their 
express dissatisfaction with it, also accounts for the 
increasing migration of teachers from Pamir. 

remittances role in gBAo Economy

According to the main department of the Statistics 
Agency under the President of the Republic of 
Tajikistan in Badakhshan, about 1,000 new jobs were 
created in the region in 2013, which is a 5% increase 
as compared with the previous year. Most of the em-
ployment was created in small business, trade, and 
the service industries. Average monthly wages in 
these sectors range, according to the same source, be-
tween $200 and $300. However, given the very high 
unemployment rate in Tajikistan, this salary is not 
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enough to suspend voluntary labor migration, which 
continues to develop, mainly in remote, underdevel-
oped, and poor regions such as Badakhshan. 

According to the Federal Migration Service 
of Russia, men constitute almost 83% of the to-
tal number of those leaving the country. Asadbek 
Amonbekov, head of an independent community in 
Bidiz, in the Roshtqala district, says that today the 
migration of young women is a much more frequent 
occurrence than in the past. According to him, this 
can be explained by the fact that many young men 
leave home to work in Russia and forget about or 
neglect their families back home, or they indulge 
in alcohol and do not send money home to support 
them. Women then leave for Russia to “take control” 
of their husbands and at the same time take on small 
jobs to accumulate more savings. Many couples also 
migrate together to save money for their children’s 
education. 

Economists calculated that in 2013, thanks to 
an increasing number of migrants, the volume of re-
mittances sent by individuals to Tajikistan increased 
by almost 12% as compared with 2012. Remittances 
amounted to 49.6% of GDP in Tajikistan, which, 
according to the Statistics Agency, was just over 
40.5 billion Somoni. According to the Agency for 
Statistics under the President of Tajikistan, this same 
year individuals sent 20.1 billion Somoni, or about 
$4.2 billion to Tajikistan as compared to $3.7 bil-
lion the year before. According to a branch of the 
National Bank of Tajikistan in Badakhshan, in 2013 
local banks received $58 million from individuals 
working abroad, which exceeds the total budget of 
the region. 

The marriage Issue: looking for a “russian 
Woman”

One of the most important and pressing social is-
sues to have arisen with labor migration, is the high 
number of young people who choose not to return 
to Tajikistan because they get married to Russian 
and other non-Tajik women. Alidin Bakhtibekov, 
a father from the remote Bidiz village, says that all 
three of his sons who went to work in Russia married 
Russian women. “I have not seen my sons for a long 
time. They almost never come to visit us,” says Alidin. 
“I talk to them only by phone. Two of them already 
have children who attend schools, but we have not 
yet seen our grandchildren. I don’t know why they 

don’t come to us with their families. It may be very 
expensive or maybe their wives do not want to come.” 

Bidiz is a typical, small Tajik village. Most of its 
residents live on money that is sent to them by rela-
tives working abroad. Asadbek Amonbekov, a leader 
of the local community, said that out of the roughly 
3,200 residents, 763 individuals, or over 23%, are mi-
grant workers. According to him, to date, 26 young 
migrants are living in a civil marriage with Russian 
women. Of these, only six marriages are officially 
registered in Tajikistan. 

According to historian Mamadou Alimshoev, 
voluntary labor migration from Badakhshan has a 
negative impact on demographics. Not only is there 
an increase in marriages between Tajik men and 
Russian and other European women, but some Tajik 
women, including natives from Pamir, are increas-
ingly marrying Russians and men from other coun-
tries as well. According to him, such assimilation 
could have a terrible outcome for the nation’s future, 
particularly for Pamiri minorities. 

Hushvakt Aydarov, one of the leaders of the Tajik 
diaspora in Russia and chairman of the Sverdlovsk 
Oblast regional public organization “Didor,” affirms 
that men who marry Russian women prefer to stay 
in their wives’ homeland, and their children often 
forget their national identity. They completely accept 
the character, manners, and psychology of their host 
country, retaining nothing at all Pamiri. “These chil-
dren do not belong to us. They all are almost entire-
ly Russian: they have Russian culture, language and 
mentality. Only their names and color of their hair 
remain Tajik,” concludes Aydarov.

Simplified citizenship Procedures Will Favor 
migration

At the end of March 2014, the Russian State Duma 
ratified the protocol amending the Russian-Tajik in-
tergovernmental agreement, which envisages the is-
suance of a three-year work permit for Tajik citizens 
on the territory of the Russian Federation. A similar 
procedure for issuing work permits for nationals of 
other foreign states with which Russia has a visa-free 
regime provides a work permit for no longer than 
one year. 

Additionally, according to the memorandum 
on migration, signed by the leaders of Tajikistan and 
Russia in Dushanbe on January 14, 2014, Tajik citizens 
will have an extended period of up to fifteen days in 
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which to complete their registration in Russia. After 
recent events in Ukraine and Crimea, the Russian 
Federation also urgently announced plans to intro-
duce a simplified procedure for obtaining Russian 
citizenship. The Russian State Duma will soon review 
expediting procedures for obtaining Russian citizen-
ship by Russian-speaking residents of CIS countries. 
This review has become a subject of serious debate 
in many different circles in Tajikistan. Many experts 
believe that the adoption of these amendments will 
have a negative impact on the future of their country. 

Alisher Azizov, a former engineer and teacher 
who has worked in Russia for about ten years, says 
that many Tajik migrants were ready to pay as much 
as $5,000 to obtain a Russian passport. But these at-
tempts would often fail because there were too many 
interested parties, while the quota allocated by the 
Russian government for new citizens was relative-
ly small. Speaking about his own social, economic, 
and political situation, Azizov said it is easier to ap-
ply for jobs in Russia as a Russian citizen than as a 
citizen of Tajikistan. “I am sure that the majority of 
Tajik migrants in Russia, some of whom are quali-
fied specialists and for whom Russian language is 
like a second mother tongue, would be happy to get 
Russian citizenship,” he says. “For our Tajiks, who are 
temporarily or permanently residing in the Russian 
Federation, it is better and safer to be a citizen of this 
country. When you are a [Russian] citizen, you get 
higher salaries, decent social packages, and easier ac-
cess to schools for kids.” 

Many experts fear that a simplified procedure 
for obtaining Russian citizenship will trigger an out-
flow of many entrepreneurs, investors, and other rare 
specialists from the country. As a result, Tajikistan 
may also lose young and highly qualified cadres to be 
trained in Russian universities. 

Local analysts often believe that people from the 
post-Soviet countries who live in a Russian-speaking 
environment have a different “mentality,” wherein 
the social, economic, and educational characteris-
tics differ from those who speak and think in their 
national languages. Russian-speaking people, es-
pecially in Central Asian countries, are more loyal 
toward Russia and more critical toward their own 
government. Historian Mamad Alimshoev says that 
there are fears that if this law is adopted, the number 
of Russian-speaking migrants will double, causing 

more damage to country’s economy and potentially 
to its political unity. He believes that if previously 
there was an outflow of qualified Russian-speaking 
cadres, that number will now be increased at the ex-
pense of local cadres unable to find employment in 
their country. Moreover, by simplifying procedures 
for obtaining citizenship after the Crimean crisis, 
Russia will strengthen its geopolitical influence in 
many former Soviet republics, including Tajikistan. 
In this case, the increase of Russian citizens at the ex-
pense of its CIS neighbors will give Moscow greater 
political leverage in the future. 

It should be noted that the Pamir is one of the 
regions of Central Asia that in 1895 sought a volun-
tary union with Russia to protect it from continuing 
Afghan pressure. Another historical fact that con-
nects this remote mountainous region with Russia 
is that people from the right bank of Panj River 
(currently, GBAO) accepted Russian citizenship at 
the request of the governor-general of Turkestan 
in 1904. According to unofficial data, today around 
20% of the native people of this region live in the 
Russian Federation, and many speak fluent Russian. 
Most have lived and worked in Russia for over a de-
cade. Azizov says that for such people Russia, which 
provides them with work and a decent salary, has 
already become more of a home than their native 
country.

 Currently there is a tendency among Tajiks, in-
cluding those from Pamir, to settle in Russia, especially 
in the suburbs of big cities. According to Alimshoev, 
diasporas are officially beginning to form, whereas 
before they had acted aimlessly and erratically. In 
the cities of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Vladikavkaz, 
Novosibirsk, Krasnodar, Tver, Kemerovo, and so on, 
there are already many officially registered Tajik-
Pamiri diasporas. In addition to providing protection 
over the legal interests of their countrymen, these 
organizations are engaged in finding employment 
for migrants and schools and preschools for their 
children. Many of them have also become noticeable 
contributors to raising the socio-economic level of 
the Pamir region. According to the migration service 
of the Ministry of Labor, Migration and Protection, 
in 2013 these associations provided substantial finan-
cial assistance to the organization of cultural, educa-
tional, and sports activities as well as to the develop-
ment of local infrastructure in Badakhshan.
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Youth radicalization in Tajikistan:  
causes, consequences, and challenges to Address

Safovudin Jaborov1 (2013)

There are different factors that serve to make 
Tajikistan’s security vulnerable, not least the chal-
lenges in the wake of the international coalition’s 
withdrawal from Afghanistan in 2014. However, this 
paper argues that more attention needs to be paid 
to domestic issues, and in particular youth unem-
ployment. Rather than considering youth as a threat 
to stability in Tajikistan, this paper focuses on how 
youth mobilization could be of economic, political, 
and social benefit to the country through the creation 
of employment opportunities. 

A young person should be able to get a decent 
job according to his or her individual human cap-
ital. Indeed, society should be able to provide ad-
equate and equal opportunities for youth to find 
suitable employment according to their potentials 
and skills. Failure to provide such opportunities 
runs the risk of radicalizing a generation, and fu-
eling instability. 

While factors such as promotion of social justice 
and income equality, civil society and family, partic-
ularly the role of women, are important for stability, 
this paper emphasizes employment-based solutions 
to prevent so-called “youth radicalization.” It also 
highlights the importance of the provision of free-
dom of religious expression and adequate opportu-
nities for religious education within the country as 
measures that could mitigate the alleged religious 
radicalization among the youth. 

Research shows that while a large cohort of 
youth effectively engaged in the economic and polit-
ical life of society is considered an advantage, if ne-
glected and discriminated against, youth can become 
a source of instability and fuel insurgency under con-
ditions of political fragility.2 

This paper aims to demonstrate the following:

•	 Contrary to the narrative about spillovers 
from Afghanistan, domestic issues are the 
most pressing elements to be addressed by 
the Tajik authorities and international do-
nors; 

•	 Alleged youth radicalization is a complex 
phenomenon that cannot be analyzed solely 
from a religious angle: “radicalization” can 
also be secular, in the form of participating in 
criminal activities or street violence; 

•	 The youth bulge is a key issue for the future 
of the country; 

•	 Youth unemployment and lack of opportuni-
ties to receive a moderate religious education 
are the main drivers of youth radicalization. 

Tajikistan’s Socio-Economic Woes

Whilst many countries around the world, particu-
larly developed nations, are facing the problem of a 
quickly aging population, 70 percent of the popula-
tion of Tajikistan are under the age of 30. The aver-
age Tajik citizen is 25 years old; and about 2.7 million 
people, or 35 percent of the population, are between 
14 and 30 years old.3 

Economic decline linked to the dissolution of 
the Soviet Union, the subsequent civil war, the col-
lapse of the labor market, and the high population 
growth rate during the 1990s have all considerably 
contributed to rising poverty levels. According to 
the World Bank, in 1999 the national poverty rate4 
in Tajikistan was 96 percent of the population. Since 
the early 2000s the economy of the country has re-
covered somewhat and has started to show a positive 
growth rate. Indeed, by the end of 2012 the poverty 
rate had dropped to 40 percent of the population.5 
Despite these improvements, the country still has 
very limited economic resources. Most of the textile, 
food, and other heavy and light industries did not re-
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cover after the decline of the 1990s, while the only 
industrial giant in the country, the Tajik Aluminum 
Company, has very limited employment capacity—
around 10,000 employees.6 The agricultural sector, 
where more than half of the country’s workforce 
is employed,7 does not have the capacity to create 
enough jobs to meet fast growing labor supply and 
is in any case unattractive on account of the very low 
wages. 

Thus, despite Tajikistan’s steady growth over the 
last decade, the country is not creating sufficient jobs 
for its population. This is contrary to appearances. 
Indeed in 2012, officially registered unemployment8 
in Tajikistan stood at only 2.5 percent,9 ostensibly 
one of the lowest in the world, while most developed 
countries such as the United States, Germany, and 
Japan, and the majority of middle income countries, 
for example Russia, China, and Kazakhstan, have a 
much higher unemployment rate. Official unem-
ployment is low because only a very small fraction of 
unemployed persons undergo the official registration 
process, a real administrate burden. 

Registration does not help to find a decent job; 
many simply do not know that there is an unem-
ployment benefit package available; and, in any case, 
the amount of money is so low as to be considered 
worthless by the majority of people concerned. In 
fact, as of May 2013, out of 56,700 officially regis-
tered unemployed people in the country, only 1,500 
had received unemployment benefits.10 In sum, the 
official statistics on unemployment do not describe 
the reality, which consists of hundreds of thousands 
of unemployed and underemployed people seeking 
jobs. 

The other limitation of employment data is 
that official statistics do not take into consideration 

underemployment, which is a key dimension of 
Tajikistan’s socio-economic environment. This un-
deremployment manifests itself in two different ways. 
First, tens of thousands of doctors, teachers, engi-
neers, and others with secondary technical or tertiary 
education, are overqualified for the more menial jobs 
they are employed in. This category, which may feel 
humiliated by a lack of social recognition, has been 
among the first to emigrate, in the hope that another 
country would offer better prospects for social pro-
motion. The second group of underemployed people 
is comprised of the rural population working in the 
agricultural sector. They do not possess specific di-
plomas that could be useful on the job market, but 
the wages generated by the harvests are largely insuf-
ficient to live decently.

In most countries unemployment is greater 
among the younger than older generations. This is 
also true for Tajikistan where the unemployment 
rate among the youth is extremely high. According 
to the National Program on Social Development of 
Youth in the Republic of Tajikistan for the period of 
2013-2015, 55 percent of the youth in Tajikistan are 
considered as unemployed. This figure clearly sug-
gests that there is a large gap between the officially 
registered unemployment rate (2.5 percent) and re-
ality. This state program highlights the importance 
of promoting youth employment as a measure for 
preventing youth radicalization. Nonetheless, it fails 
to envisage concrete activities to address this issue, 
and does not offer realistic strategies to redress the 
following: the lack of opportunities available for 
preferential business loans; the absence of access 
to mortgage loans; the shortage of employment op-
portunities; and the lack of entrepreneurial capacity 
among the youth.11
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The socio-economic conditions afflicting the 
country have affected the majority of households. 
The only safety valve available for Tajik households 
has been found in emigration. Today, according to 
Tajik statistics, around 500,000 Tajiks work as labor 
migrants abroad;12 however, independent sources 
put this figure as high as one million, which would 
mean that between a quarter and half of the male 
workforce, with some regional variation and de-
pending on methods of calculation, are abroad for 
several months a year, or even several consecutive 
years. Tajik migrants predominantly head for Russia, 
where they face a difficult social situation, a lack of 
support from the authorities and the administration, 
and even violent xenophobia.13 Migrant workers can 
earn at least four times as much in Russia as back 
home, but also are often victims of racist attacks, po-
lice brutality, unsafe work conditions, and contracts 
made on false premises.14 According to the World 
Bank, the value of remittances received by Tajikistan 
in 2011 was around US$ 3 billion, which is equal to 
47 percent of the country’s GDP. This figure as a ratio 
of remittances to GDP is the highest in the world.15 

Labor migration thus plays a key role in pover-
ty reduction and social and macroeconomic stabil-
ity. However, underemployment is also part of the 
migration pattern, as many of the migrants work in 
jobs they are not qualified for, or only on a seasonal 
basis.16 Some migrants come back to Tajikistan with 
new skills acquired whilst abroad; such migrants are 
still only in the minority, however.17 Young people are 
more inclined to migrate as they have invested less 
in their home country, and have fewer family obli-
gations.18 Building a life back home, including pur-
chasing a house and raising a family, necessitate the 
acquiring of preliminary capital. Thus, migration is 
now considered almost as a rite of initiation to adult-

hood. Indeed, around two-thirds of Tajik migrants 
are between 20 and 39 years of age.19 

The youth in Tajikistan are worse off than their 
parents. They exhibit higher rates of illiteracy, un-
employment, and poorer health—and they are more 
likely to be victims or perpetrators of violence. The 
national average school enrolment rate was only 61.1 
percent in 2001, compared to nearly 100 percent 
before 1991. Many students enroll but fail to attend 
school for the majority of the school year. Measuring 
attendance is difficult, but in some areas as many as 
45 percent of pupils fail to regularly attend school. 
Experts suggest that there has been a large, albeit un-
recorded, surge in illiteracy.20 This directly impacts 
young people’s employability at home, and decreases 
their skills on the job market abroad.

Youth radicalization: religion and Beyond

While the socio-economic situation of the youth 
should be the Tajik authorities’ main concern, the 
official narrative prefers to focus on the risk of spill-
overs from Afghanistan and on so-called religious 
radicalization. 

These fears are based on several incidents of 
extremist action that have occurred over the last 15 
years—ranging from the incursions of the Islamic 
Movement of Uzbekistan in the summers of 1999 and 
2000, to the violence witnessed in the Rasht Valley in 
2008-2010. There have also been some isolated ter-
rorist activities, which have added to the picture of 
ongoing radicalization. In September 3, 2010, a car 
bomb was detonated at a garrison of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs in Khujand; this was the first con-
firmed suicide attack in the country, killing one po-
lice officer and injuring a further 25.21 On January 19, 
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2013, a terrorist suspect carried out a suicide attack 
in Istaravshan, also in the north of the country.22 

Another recent development pointing to Islamic 
radicalism in Tajikistan is related to the emergence 
of the hitherto unknown radical group “Jamoati 
Ansorulloh,” which seems to have links with gradu-
ates from Pakistani madrasas who have returned to 
Tajikistan. If previously only two main radical groups, 
namely Hizb ut-Tahrir and the Islamic Movement 
of Uzbekistan, were known, now Ansorulloh. The 
three groups call for jihad against the current gov-
ernment.23 

To deal with the alleged expansion of religious 
radicalism the authorities have adopted questionable 
policies that actually serve to exacerbate popular re-
sentment. The 2009 Religion Law establishes oner-
ous and intrusive registration requirements for all 
religious groups; criminalizes unregistered religious 
activity as well as private religious education; and sets 
strict limits on the number and size of mosques.24 A 
state license is now required to conduct religious in-
struction, and both parents must give written per-
mission for children aged between 7 and 18 to receive 
such instruction. Only registered central mosques 
can set up basic educational groups, but local 
mosques cannot.25 These measures therefore restrict 
accessibility of religious education for the majority of 
youths not living in proximity to a central mosque, 
particularly in rural areas. Furthermore, a 2011 Law 
on Parental Responsibility banned minors from any 
organized religious activity except in official religious 
institutions.26 All women, young men under the age 
of 18 are now forbidden to attend mosques. 

These measures are intended to prevent youth 
radicalism; however, they result in pushing youth un-
derground and turning them toward the Internet and 
other information spheres, where they can be em-
braced by radical groups.27 A lack of opportunities to 
obtain a religious education within the country also 

pushes young Tajiks to seek such education abroad. 
Schools with free religious education and board in 
Pakistan, where teaching is mostly Salafi, are attrac-
tive for those who cannot afford payment for their ed-
ucation. They train future mujahideen from not only 
Pakistan and Afghanistan, but also from Uzbekistan, 
Tajikistan, southern Russia, and Turkey.28 

However, while denouncing and flagging up the 
risk of the religious radicalization of the country’s 
youth, the authorities omit to give a precise defini-
tion of this so-called radicalization. Indeed, terror-
ist violence is very rare in the country and does not 
have the support of the vast majority of the popula-
tion. Pursuing an underground religious education is 
considered by the authorities as a sign of “radicaliza-
tion,” which means that the definition is very broad, 
blurred, and used as a political category. 

However, there are more cases of what could 
be called “secular radicalism.” Particular attention 
should indeed be paid to other forms of discontent 
expressed by Tajikistan’s youth. In September 2006, 
for instance, a planned concert in Dushanbe by the 
popular Iranian-Swedish singer Arash failed to go 
ahead, which resulted in a small group of young 
men spontaneously walking toward the presidential 
palace to demonstrate their discontent, while others 
started rioting in the stadium and later vandalized 
buses and shops and got into skirmishes with the po-
lice.29 Another vivid case of youth discontent and ri-
oting relates to the fans of the Kulob-based “Ravshan” 
football team. In June 14, 2011, after losing a game 
to the Dushanbe-based “Istiklol” club, Ravshan fans 
invaded the pitch and clashed with police, players, 
and officials; shortly thereafter in another incident in 
Dushanbe on June 23, Ravshan fans again took to the 
streets.30 

Violence at events—whether sport or music re-
lated—is not specific to Tajikistan and is frequent in 
some European countries. It does reveal, however, 
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a venting of frustration among certain elements of 
youth and a certain acceptance of collective violence. 
Youth violence should therefore be understood as 
more of a global phenomenon, one that could con-
tribute to destabilizing regimes and calls for political 
changes through street activism. 

Is the “Youth Bulge” Theory Applicable to 
Tajikistan?

The “youth bulge” theory refers to a combination of a 
sizeable male youth population with a lack of regular 
employment opportunities. Since the mid-1990s, a 
large body of research has confirmed the close sta-
tistical correlation between the likelihood of conflict, 
especially civil strife, and the size of a society’s youth 
bulge.31 According to Richard Cincotta, from the 
1970s through the 1990s, more than 90 percent of all 
societal conflicts broke out in countries whose pop-
ulations displayed a “youthful” age structure with a 
median age of 25 years or less. And wherever civil and 
ethnic wars emerged, they tended to persist.32 Henrik 
Urdal has also explored possible links between youth 
bulges and violent conflict through empirical tests, 
which attempt to model under what conditions and 

what kinds of contexts youth bulges can cause armed 
conflict. He posits that youth bulges increase the risk 
of domestic armed conflict, especially under condi-
tions of economic stagnation.33

The youth bulge theory seems to have been val-
idated by the Arab Uprising of 2011. Some research-
ers point to the roots of discontent in those countries 
which experienced unrest in their levels of poverty.34 
Others emphasize the high fertility rate and ratio of 
youths as a proportion of the population.35 While 
some analysts suggest that the lack of democracy and 
opportunities for social mobility is a threat to social 
and political stability, others suggest that specifically 
youth un(under)employment is a main threat—not 
only to authoritarian regimes, but also democratic 
governments.36 

What, therefore, are the possibilities of similar 
unrest occurring in Central Asian countries? This 
would be not so much a direct chain reaction from 
the Arab Uprising, but rather following a similar 
model stemming from an expression of discontent. 
Some advocate cultural and political differences, and 
argue that Arab Islam is portrayed in Central Asia as 
extreme, and any fundamentalist activity in the name 
of a literal reading of Islam as retrograde and dan-
gerous.37 However, there are close socio-economic 

Table 1. Selected Social Indicators with Relevance Concerning the Potential for Unrest

Total Population 
(Millions)

The “Youth Bulge” 
Share of 

Population 
Engaged in 

Labor Migration
(% of the 

Population)

Access to Information and 
Communications Technology

(% of the Population)
Population 

Share 
≤14 Yrs. Old (%)

Share of 
Adolescents (10-
19 Yrs. Old, %)

Internet 
Penetration Mobile Phones

Azerbaijan 8,411 25.8 18 15.9 35.99 99.4
Uzbekistan 26,593 33.2 22 8.1 20 76.34
Tajikistan 7.53 39 24 11.8 11.55 86.37
Tunisia 10,102 25.9 18 10.2 35.99 106,04
Syria 19,043 36.9 21 15 20.7 57.3
Egypt 74,033 33.6 20 3.7-5 26.74 87.11

Source: Bruno De Cordier, “Can an Arab Uprising Scenario also Happen in Southern Eurasia? A Cross-cutting Look at 
Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan,” Central Asia Research Papers, No. 2, October 2012
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parallels between these regions. For instance, Tunisia 
and Jordan, on the one hand, and Tajikistan on the 
other, heavily depend on labor migration and asso-
ciated remittances, and all three are experiencing a 
high population growth rate as well as a high level of 
unemployment.

Although in his paper De Cordier did not analyze 
specifically the effect of youth unemployment and its 
relation to possible unrest in Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, 
and Tajikistan, he has identified the pattern of youth 
bulge, a lack of employment and entrepreneurial op-
portunities, and associated labor migration in these 
countries as similar to several countries of the Arab 
Uprising (see the table above). 

The Youth radicalization/Unemployment 
correlation and Its mitigating Factors

Several factors help us to gain a more nuanced un-
derstanding of the relationship between the official 
narrative on youth radicalization and Tajikistan’s so-
cio-economic situation. 

First, youth radicalization is a convenient term 
used by the authorities to denounce what is seen as 
a possible threat to the regime’s stability. However, 
younger generations born after the fall of the Soviet 
Union will take over the reins of power within the 
next one or two decades. The youthfulness of the 
population is thus a source of political hope, of so-
cial change, and of technological and intellectual in-
novation in a globalized world. The country’s youth 
should also be seen as a positive harbinger of social 
change, not a challenge to security.

Youth’s capacity to revolutionize the current so-
cial order can be a constructive element in the future 
of Tajikistan as a whole, and be disruptive only for 
the ruling elites.

Second, alleged religious radicalization is a com-
plex phenomenon, which includes very diverse ele-
ments that are not necessarily linked to any kind of 
use of violence, for instance the adoption of more 
conservative mores, especially in gender relations 
and the status of women, or a more literal but apolit-
ical reading of Islam. That Islam will, in one way or 
another, become a more prominent cultural element 

in everyday life and the public space in Tajikistan is 
not linked to any “radicalization”: it may also arrive 
peacefully at the behest of the majority of the popula-
tion. Statistically only a very small minority of youth 
are interested in using religious arguments as the ba-
sis for an ideological legitimacy that challenges the 
current social order through espousal of violence.

Third, the lack of job prospects for the majority 
of Tajiks is a key issue for the future of the country, 
but it is not necessarily linked to any religious radi-
calization. A rise in unemployment makes it easier for 
“malleable” young people to be recruited to various 
causes.38 In the case of Tajikistan, this could include 
criminalized activities related to drug-trafficking and 
participating in private militias in the employ of local 
power brokers, rather than flocking to extremist reli-
gious groups as such. 

Fourth, even if the memory of the civil war is a 
mitigating factor serving as a reminder of the dan-
gers of collective violence, the youngest generation 
does not remember the extreme hardships and dif-
ficulties endured.39 Many “older” people remember 
the impact of violence on their everyday life and are 
ready to avoid new instabilities at any price—the 
specter of which the government plays to its advan-
tage. But Tajikistan’s youth have no direct, personal 
experience of violence, and therefore are more prone 
to use recourse to violence as a way of expressing so-
cial discontent, as evidenced by riots at football stadi-
ums and music events. 

And last but not least, labor migration is con-
sidered as a safety valve for youth discontentment.40 
However, the argument that large-scale emigration 
serves to dampen political discontent is false, as is 
shown by the case of Tunisia. Its large immigrant pop-
ulation in Europe, especially France, did not prevent 
resentment at home from spilling over into violence 
In any case, there are clear links between emigration 
and “radicalization,” as demonstrated by those young 
Muslims who become terrorists despite having lived 
or even grown up in Europe or the United States. 

Even if information is scare, it seems that reli-
gious groups such as Tabligh Jamaat and Hizb ut-
Tahrir, which espouses non-violence, are influential 
among Central Asian migrant networks in Russia. 
The way Russian politicians use anti-migrant rhet-
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oric for their own electoral purposes by playing the 
xenophobia card, as shown recently in the Moscow 
municipal campaign41 fosters resentment among mi-
grants, who may then resort to street violence (ri-
ots between young Russian nationalists and North 
Caucasians are recurrent, albeit not—yet—involv-
ing Central Asians). While this may feed into an-
ti-Russian nationalist sentiment, it may also spur 
an interest in Islamic rhetoric. Youth can therefore 
be “radicalized” politically and/or religiously during 
migration.

conclusions 

Tajikistan faces a broad range of security threats, of 
which several are linked to underdevelopment and 
poverty. The country has a huge youth bulge that rep-
resents a “demographic gift” because a high number 
of young people offers a solid human capital base on 
which economies can grow and prosper—provided 
that there is a positive enabling institutional and eco-
nomic environment in place.42 Neglected, youth may 
become a main source of political change, for better 
or worse. What is sure, is that the lack of educational 
and employment opportunities for Tajikistan’s youth 
can lead to instability, whether secular or religious in 
nature.43 

While the Arab Uprising has had no direct in-
fluence or impact on Tajikistan per se, the country’s 
political, social, and economic developments none-
theless require the serious attention of government 
officials, the research community, non-governmen-
tal organizations, and international organizations. 
Youth bulge and youth un(under)employment are 
definitely significant issues facing the country. In 
addition, existing policy toward religious activi-
ty should be revised—, at present, it suffers from 
“overregulation.” The combination of both political 
and economic causes, such as unemployment and 
restriction of freedom of religious expression, could 
push part of the youth to be more receptive to move-
ments that present Islam as an alternative political 
solution. 

recommendations

Consequently, based on the established argument 
that a well-educated and employed youth is less likely 
to join radical groups or to promote political change 
by force, this paper suggests that job creation and es-
tablishment of a sound system of employment secu-
rity within Tajikistan is the main tool to prevent the 
country from collapsing economically, and, in the fu-
ture, from religious or secular ideologies promoting 
instability. Accordingly: 

1.  The responsible government authority for 
youth affairs, namely the Committee for Youth 
Affairs, Sport, and Tourism under the Government 
of the Republic of Tajikistan, should develop a com-
prehensive long-term “National Youth Employment 
Promotion Program” which: 

•	 Focuses on improving the skills of youth, in-
cluding literacy and vocational skills;

•	 Promotes youth entrepreneurship by launch-
ing systems of public business incubators to 
encourage and assist young businesses es-
tablished by youth, including special funds 
to finance start-ups by young entrepreneurs 
and subsidized credit provision programs for 
youth; and, further, which promotes self-em-
ployment and small businesses, which should 
be backed up by adequate training and finan-
cial support;

•	 Establishes a system through which all state-
owned businesses and government agencies 
provide internship programs for young pro-
fessionals about to graduate from education-
al institutions, including setting up a manda-
tory percentage of youth to be hired during 
their recruitment processes.

2. The “National Youth Employment Promotion 
Program” should be properly integrated with the 
existing National Development Strategy and oth-
er macroeconomic and sectoral policies in order 
to avoid treating youth employment problems in 
isolation and thus neglecting the influence of na-
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tional socio-economic framework conditions. This 
Program could be developed with the assistance 
of development agencies such as the International 
Labor Organization, which has very valuable expe-
rience in this field, and supported by other donor 
agencies and countries. The Program should be pub-
licly discussed and developed through participatory 
methods engaging the government, public and pri-
vate sector, as well as NGOs and international donor 
organizations;

3.  International donor and financial institution 
policies, programs, and projects should not be rev-
enue centered, as they tend to create a rent which 
is captured by the ruling elites; rather this must be 
job-centered.

4.  Taking into account the magnitude and sig-
nificance of labor migration, the government and 
international development agencies should expend 
special efforts at establishing safer labor migration 
procedures and conditions for the country’s youth.

5. In order to mitigate religious tension and avoid 
religious radicalization, the government should dras-

tically revise its religious policy. In this regard, the 
Committee on Religious Affairs of Tajikistan should 
work on:

•	 Abolishing the recently adopted regulations 
that forbid private religious practice and 
ban youths under the age of 18 from visiting 
mosques;

•	 Increasing the number of officially regis-
tered religious schools in each region (Sogd, 
Kulyab, Kurgantyube, Khorog, and Rasht) as 
this will prevent youths from looking for the 
opportunity of religious study abroad;

•	 Creating/Assisting in the creation of addi-
tional Islamic Institutes (or branches of the 
Dushanbe Islamic Institute) with at least 
one in each major regional center (Sogd and 
Khatlon oblasts);

•	 Facilitating the revision and abolishment of 
the ban on women from attending mosques 
by the Council of Ulama (Supreme Islamic 
Council) of Tajikistan.
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PArT IV. A FrAgIlE EcoNomIc STrUcTUrE

Energy Policy options for the rasht Valley

Said Yakhoyev1 (2014)

This paper examines whether local rural govern-
ments in Tajikistan can develop their own energy 
policies that would address seasonal energy shortag-
es. There are three main barriers to local energy solu-
tions: 1) a lack of resources; 2) project management 
and service delivery systems; and 3) a lack of author-
ity. To overcome these obstacles local governments 
need to move away from reliance on centralized elec-
tricity generation and instead develop specific small 
scale solutions targeted at individual consumers. I 
argue for small, locally manageable projects that use 
modern technologies. I also call for a central role of 
the private sector - both in terms of early consumers 
of distributed energy as well as the implementers and 
drivers of the commercialization of distributed ener-
gy services. In this paper I review policy and financ-
ing options to promote the decentralization of energy 
in the Rasht Valley.

Seasonal energy shortages disproportionately af-
fect Tajikistan’s energy consumers in rural areas and 
small towns. Such shortages have profoundly nega-
tive impacts on the quality of life of people in these 
areas. The recurrent seasonal energy deficits are the 
result of the country’s over-dependence on hydro-
power. To overcome these systemic problems would 
require substantial capital investments and political 
decisions to change the energy governance structures 
in the country, both of which will be difficult to ac-
complish. In addition, those most affected by energy 
shortages - rural area populations - have very little 
say in energy management issues at the national lev-
el. This paper examines what local rural governments 

can do to develop local solutions that can respond to 
their seasonal energy shortages. 

I believe that the reason that solutions to the en-
ergy shortages in the rural areas have been so elusive 
is because decision makers operate within a narrow 
set of options in terms of technology, economics 
and the organization of energy services delivery. 
Emphasis on hydropower as well as donor dependen-
cy has limited opportunities for local authorities. The 
primacy of centrally state-led energy policies may 
have discouraged the development of smaller, locally 
appropriate solutions. 

Although current efforts at the local level to in-
vest in large hydropower plants are economically, 
technically and environmentally justified, such ef-
forts should not crowd-out other technologies, and 
sources of energy. This paper examines such alterna-
tive energy solutions and policies, and focuses on the 
role and capabilities of district level authorities. 

The State of Energy in Tajikistan

Due to its mountainous topography, Tajikistan has 
historically concentrated its energy producing assets 
around hydropower electricity generation. Over 94% 
of the country’s energy is produced by hydropow-
er.2 Unfortunately, hydropower plants are vulnera-
ble to seasonal changes in water flows and between 
October and April suffer great capacity reductions 
due to reduced flows as high-elevation mountainous 
creeks, which feed hydropower reservoirs, freeze. 
In addition, it is precisely during those months that 
there is a great demand for electricity (up by 300-
400%), mostly for heating purposes. The supply-de-
mand mismatch results in energy deficits. Hence, in 
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response to these deficits the government instituted a 
load shedding regime which limits electricity to rural 
areas, certain energy efficient businesses, and smaller 
towns to 5-7 hours per day. 

In most situations, hydropower-dependent states 
use fossil fuels to generate power when hydropower 
cannot meet its demand. Tajikistan lacks substantial 
natural gas and oil reserves and needs to import elec-
tricity and natural gas from Uzbekistan. However, 
since 2013 Tajikistan and Uzbekistan have not been 
able to agree on prices of gas delivery. 

In addition, political decisions guide energy dis-
tribution in the country and explain energy shortages 
in the rural areas. For example, the Tajik Aluminum 
Company (TALCO), which consumes around 40% 
of generated electricity, does not face power limita-
tions during the winter months and, until July 2014, 
enjoyed one of the country’s lowest electricity prices 
(1.7 c/KWh). It is clear that electricity allocation in 
Tajikistan favors urban consumers and big, state-run 
firms, while rural residents and smaller commer-
cial consumers face regular power cuts. In addition, 
many irrigation pumps, the third largest power con-
suming group, pay only a very nominal price at 0.37 
cents/kWh during summer seasons. Finally, the gov-
ernment determines electricity prices. Unfortunately 
this is a non-transparent process which does not re-
flect true market prices, or the true costs of electricity 
production. 

ongoing Efforts to Address Energy challenges 
and Their limits

1. National State-Led Solutions and Donor-
Supported Local Solutions
A review of energy projects recently prioritized by 
the government clearly points to favoring large hydro 
and coal-fired power plants, including capital repairs 
to existing capacities. A 2010 World Bank study also 
prioritizes capital repairs at existing plants, followed 
by the building of a number of medium-to-large hy-
dro and coal power plants. Both the government and 
the Multilateral Development Bank prioritize, and 

eventually fund, infrastructure projects that can ex-
port surplus electricity as part of a World Bank spon-
sored Electricity Transmission and Trade Project 
for Central and South Asia, or CASA-1000 project. 
There is wide-spread recognition of the necessity to 
reduce losses in the electricity industry (currently 
over 15%, twice the industry average) as well as to 
increase efficiencies at TALCO. The World Bank has 
also urged an increase in electricity prices to cover 
the cost of electricity, fund proper maintenance, and 
attract investments.3

So far, solutions to the energy needs follow six 
main strands: 

1)  Staple solutions. The creation of additional 
mid- and large scale hydropower plants, because of 
the efficiencies of scale they offer, from domestic, 
renewable, and abundant resources. Some priority 
projects have already been realized: Sangtuda 1 (670 
MW installed, 273 MW operating) and Sangtuda 2 
(220 MW designed, 70 to 120 MW operating) hydro-
power plants (HPP).

2) Loss reduction measures. State programs target 
increasing efficiency, and some loss reduction mea-
sures have been adopted. In 2011, a national program 
on effective use of hydropower and energy efficien-
cy called for gradual repairs, upgrades, and efficien-
cy measures in the electricity industry, and for the 
immediate transition to energy efficient light bulbs 
and standards.4 TALCO in particular needs to reduce 
waste from transmission and consumption. 

3)  Mini-hydropower. At a local level, UNDP, 
Islamic Development Bank,5 Swiss Development co-
operation, and the government have made progress 
with community scale mini-hydropower projects in 
rural areas.6 To meet the basic needs of the poor inex-
pensively (in per project terms) and quickly, UNDP-
funded mini HPPs directly benefit underserved 
communities and are managed by them. Many mini-
HPPs continue to operate in winter. However, due to 
their small size (ten to hundred kW), such HPPs can 
only effectively provide illumination and other small 
power needs. The World Bank estimates that gener-
ally hydropower plants operate only at 30% and for 
smaller ones at times only at 10% of summer capac-
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ity.7 Although very small hydropower is not a com-
plete solution for rural consumers, they nevertheless 
remain affordable, environmentally sound, practical 
solutions.

4)  Revitalize the coal industry. The lack of gas 
imports has compelled the government to look for 
ways to re-start the coal industry and re-tool plants 
for coal operation.8 Coal allows the decoupling of 
the heating service from the power grid. Many large 
industries are also switching to coal gasification. 
Tajikistan inaugurated a 200 MB coal-fired thermal 
power plant (currently operating at 50 MW capac-
ities) in Dushanbe in 2013. Although controversial 
because of its location and environmental impacts 
(based in residential area near a botanical garden and 
public parks) the plant should add firm generating 
capacity and heating. Another much larger plant, the 
Shurob 600 MW coal-fired power plant, is sched-
uled to start operating near coal deposits in Shurob 
in northern Tajikistan with the funding of Malaysian 
investors. The development of new coal power plants 
marks a diversification from hydropower and begins 
to address heating needs of consumers in urban ar-
eas. 

5) Import natural gas or discover and develop do-
mestic resources. Natural gas is vital for industry and 
can supply electricity and heating effectively. In terms 
of the development of domestic resources, Canadian-
British Tethys Petroleum declared a potential find at 
Bokhtar concession area in the southern Tajikistan in 
2011. It sold its rights to the much larger French Total 
and Chinese CNPC companies to verify the discov-
ery, and, if possible, develop the area. Negotiations 
also continue on natural gas and electricity imports 
from Turkmenistan, and on a natural gas pipeline to 
China through Tajikistan. 

6) Policy measures to promote renewable energy. 
In 2007, a law was adopted to recognize the potential 
of renewable energies, and allow national utilities to 

purchase electricity generated by new generating ca-
pacities. 

Overall, the exploration and import of hydro-
carbons are implemented either with the state’s own 
resources and capacities or by foreign companies 
under contract with the state. Tajikistan’s main part-
ners in this regard are China, Russia, and Iran. Major 
investments have been made including Sangtuda 2 
(BOT arrangement by Iranian company), Sangtuda 
1 (joint venture with Russia UES), and Dushanbe 2 
coal plant (engineering and construction arrange-
ment with Chinese Tebian Electrical Apparatus Stock 
Co.).9 Such arrangements are not always purely com-
mercial. For instance, Sangtuda 2 produces power at 
prices above current average tariff.10 

Mini-hydropower projects are predominantly 
state and donor funded.11 That said, there have also 
been some micro-plants built with local resources. 
The most famous example of this is Pamir Energy, 
a public-private partnership built by the Aga-Khan 
network in the autonomous Gorno-Badakhshan 
province. The company establishment was in essence 
a cross between a commercial and donor financed 
project. Reportedly, Pamir Energy operates in a more 
commercially sustainable and transparent manner 
than Barki Tojik, the state-run utility. 

2. Barriers for Local, Sustainable Energy 
Generation: No Market Environment 
Despite the many actors involved, the energy indus-
try in Tajikistan is not financially self-sustainable. A 
careful review of projects and programs reveals that 
the energy industry depends heavily on external fi-
nancing, for several reasons.

2.1 Lack of Competitive Energy Market
International Financial Institutions and other experts 
that have analyzed the energy sector in Tajikistan 
point out that the industry is severely underfunded. 
Investments are unlikely because the electricity pric-
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es are (intentionally) kept low. Funds are inadequate 
even to ensure adequate maintenance of existing as-
sets. This situation also makes the sector unattractive 
for commercial investments. The average tariff in 
2013 was 27% below the cost of generation,12 at 2.1 
cents/kWh for residential users and at 4 cents/kWh 
for commercial users (depending on the currency 
exchange rate). At these rates, Tajikistan’s electricity 
prices are among the lowest in the world. This com-
pares to non-expert estimates of average power pric-
es of 8 cents/kWh in China, 10 cents/kWh in Russia, 
12 cents/kWh in the United States, and even higher 
prices in Europe.13 For foreign investors, Tajikistan’s 
low electricity prices make investment in new gener-
ation plants unattractive. 

In addition to historically low power prices the 
Barki Tojik plant manages to collect only 85% of its 
bills and receives cash only for 63% of energy sup-
plied.14 Due to its poor financial state, the utility 
occasionally falls behind on payments to indepen-
dent power producers, such as the Tajik-Russian 
Sangtuda 1 power plant. While the average resident 
of Tajikistan may feel the burden of high electricity 
prices, for investors that possess funding and tech-
nology the current prices are unprofitable. 

2.2 Regulatory Challenges
Apart from fundamental market conditions, inves-
tors currently cannot reliably estimate the long-term 
feasibility of projects because the government deter-
mines electricity prices in an ad-hoc and non-trans-
parent manner. Electricity prices are kept low to 
shield the population from sudden cost burdens but 
also to subsidize TALCO and pumped irrigation 
needed for agriculture. While theoretically hydro-
power could be economically viable and competitive 
if there were a gradual increase in prices and con-
sumption, the inability to predict prices on a 10-20 
year horizon discourages investment from the pri-
vate sector.

In addition to relatively low and unpredictable 
prices, any potential investor considering generating 
electricity will have to sell it to the national utility, 

which has a poor payment history to power produc-
ers and hence makes such investments risky. The 
two privately operated hydropower plants continu-
ously face non-payment from the national utility. As 
of March 2014, the Sangtuda 1 plant indicated that 
it had payment arrears of $82.7 million on the $207 
million-worth of electricity supplied to the utility.15 
The jointly funded Iranian-Tajik Sangtuda 2 power 
plant operates at half the capacity and had to seize 
operations for three months in 2014 citing ‘technical 
issues’ and non-payment from Barki Tojik. 

Furthermore, those investors considering mid- 
to larger hydropower projects (which are encouraged 
by the state) bear the risk of considerable upfront 
sunk cost in civil works and infrastructure. Unlike 
more common gas-fired power plants that are cheap-
er and faster to put into operation, large hydropow-
er plants take years to build before they can produce 
power. Other important barriers reported by busi-
nesses are security of investor rights, the state of the 
infrastructure, management capacity, and the avail-
ability of partner institutions to work with.

One implication of these regulatory peculiarities 
and market-limitations is limited access to finance 
(investments), arguably the largest impediment to 
increasing generation. Foreign financiers are loath to 
finance high risk, long-term investments, while local 
banks shy away from long-term projects and typical-
ly charge interest at 22-30%.16 These risks and conse-
quently the high cost of capital make many potential 
projects economically unfeasible in the current envi-
ronment.17

A closer look at rural challenges: The rasht 
Valley

During the winter energy season (October - March), 
the Rasht Valley districts (Nurabad, Tavildara, Rasht, 
Tajikabad, and Jirgital) are officially allocated around 
6-10 hours of electricity daily, much like other rural 
areas and smaller towns in the country. In practice, 
in the winter of 2014 5 hours were provided on aver-
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age.18 Independent reports on actual power availabil-
ity, including citizen produced reports, indicate that 
in the especially cold months electricity availability 
is only between only 1.5 – 4 hours a day.19 Power is 
allocated in certain amounts and local authorities de-
termine its distribution within their districts and the 
specific hours when it will be available to consumers. 
As a result, with the onset of the cold weather and giv-
en the power limitations, people turn to coal, wood, 
and other biomass, which brings with it environmen-
tal (deforestation among others) and health-related 
problems.

The price of coal fluctuates substantially 
throughout the year and ranges between $70 in early 
fall to $160 per ton at the end of the heating season in 
February. An average household consumes between 
2 – 4 tons per heating season. Firewood therefore is 
a primary heating fuel at $350 per truckload. Local 
residents generally report that heating and energy ex-
penses in the winter can consume up to 50% or more 
of a household’s monthly income.20 

Furthermore, due to lack of reliable electricity, 
and especially during daylight, many small business 
suffer because they are not viable unless fully produc-
tive. Mercy Corps reports called attention to business 
closures in winter when power was available only 
for 1 or 1.5 hours a day. Hence, local banks are less 
likely to loan to businesses, which may suffer from 
poor productivity.21 In addition to the general chal-
lenges facing energy investments outlined earlier, ru-
ral communities are further constrained by limited 
resources and decision-making authority. 

1. What Is Local Government Authority over 
Energy Matters?
Local level governments usually rely or assist on en-
ergy solutions provided by the central authorities. 

Local officials have no authority over large hy-
dropower plants or electricity imports. They have a 
limited authority with regard to loss reduction strat-
egies on their territory and often lack the funding to 
implement such measures. They can request financial 
assistance or donor funding for mini-hydropower 

projects and distribute power over the grid to target 
poor households, however, they cannot own or in-
dependently develop coal resources. They can only 
allocate coal for heating purposes to public entities 
such as schools, hospitals, and government build-
ings.22 Districts also have no authority in changing 
power allocations at the national level, or influencing 
electricity prices. Finally, they do not have the oppor-
tunity to purchase power from independent produc-
ers for lack of IPPs and their reliance on the national 
utility for grid access. 

Thus, local governments have a limited abili-
ty to influence the overall investment climate in the 
country. Since they do not set electricity prices, they 
cannot raise or adjust them to attract businesses, nor 
can they change how electricity is distributed at the 
national level. Their local budgets are insufficient to 
invest in energy projects in any significant way, even 
if they are free to attract additional resources. 

As a result, the Rasht Valley remains heavily 
dependent on foreign assistance. Donor or central 
government help is by far the predominant way to 
address problems, including energy shortages. As a 
result, attempts to find local solutions to energy will 
have to circumvent or mitigate the following main 
obstacles: economic-financial barriers, (which in-
cludes access to upfront capital, low tariffs, and in-
terest rates); limited organizational models (includ-
ing lack of business to actually implement projects, 
lack of financing, supportive environment, etc.); and 
a limited authority to exercise their initiative.

2. Uncovering Opportunities at Local Level: 
Revisiting Needs and Constraints in Energy 
Services
A reason why it has been difficult to make greater 
progress in addressing energy shortages is the nar-
row focus on hydropower by state authorities and 
foreign donors. The centralized energy policy means 
that local needs are not prioritized or effectively met. 
In addition, the absence of an independent energy 
industry limits the variety of technologies employed 
to meet these different energy needs. Finally, the pri-
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macy of the government in dealing with investors in 
the energy industry also limits the variety of service 
providers and restricts awareness of alternative ener-
gy opportunities at the local level. 

2.1 Focusing on Heating Needs
One area where local officials can make a palpable 
difference within their area of authority is in heating 
services. They would benefit from focusing on heat-
ing because winter power demand surges are primar-
ily due to use of power for residential heating. The 
fluctuating fuel costs are a significant financial bur-
den for Rasht Valley households. 

Local governments are well placed to improve 
heating energy needs. Amendments to the Law on 
Self-Governance of Townships and Villages give 
responsibility over communal services, including 
seasonal heating services, to local governments. 
According to the amendments, community struc-
tures and district governments now have the au-
thority and legal right to arrange or manage district 
heating services at the township and village level. 
Furthermore, unlike electricity services, local stake-
holders are allowed to regulate the terms of service 
delivery – including fees, ownership and rules. These 
rights should allow local authorities to better match 
service to local needs and realities. In addition, the 
Laws on Investments, the Law on Concessions and 
the Law on Public-Private Partnership created a legal 
basis for local governments to foster private invest-
ments in service delivery, and to outsource these ser-
vices to independent operators.

Furthermore, unlike electricity, fuel for heating 
can be sourced locally. For instance, the Rasht dis-
trict boasts the anthracite deposit from Nazar-Aylok 
(whose resources supply coal for retail consumers); 
biogas, wastes, and other organic fuels can also be 
obtained locally. Additionally, unlike electricity, coal 
can be imported either from other parts of the coun-
try or from neighboring Kyrgyzstan if a shortage or 
price-advantages exists. Since in many ways combus-
tible energy resources are amenable to local manage-
ment, it thus makes sense to focus on heating needs 
at the local level. 

Technical implementation of heating systems 
are localized and often managed by local govern-
ments. District heating, which consists of communi-
ty or town-scale boilers that circulate water to con-

sumers through pipes, is a standard heating solution 
elsewhere, but currently not practiced in the Rasht 
Valley. 

The most compelling argument for action on 
distribution level is the opportunity to produce elec-
tricity together with heating in Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) generation technologies. CHP tech-
nology relies on combustible fuels to generate elec-
tricity and utilizes waste heat for industrial process-
ing or residential heating. CHP technology can be 
60-70% efficient, compared with 30% efficiency for 
the production of power or heating separately. CHP 
technology considerably economizes fuel when both 
heat and electricity are required, such as during the 
winter. Unlike small hydropower plants that suffer 
from reduced flows in cold seasons, CHP plants’ out-
put matches energy demand in form and in time: in 
winter, CHP produces more power as well as more 
heat, better satisfying seasonal residential demand. 
Modern small CHP plants and micro-turbines also 
enable regulating output for increased power or in-
creased heat generation. 

Tajikistan’s municipalities and entrepreneurs 
may also benefit from widespread use of syngas- 
and biogas- fired technologies. Such generators can 
range from tens of KW to low-MW in power range 
and costs starting below $100,000. Of course, small-
er technologies and their deployment in rural areas 
will likely be expensive relative to local income lev-
els. Biomass fired power generation can be costly. 
The International Renewable Energy Agency’s world 
survey found biomass fired plants to cost between 
6 to 21 cents per KW/h of electricity produced.23 
The average electricity cost was in the low-teens per 
kW/h, which is double the current rate in Tajikistan. 
However, for Tajikistan’s commercial users who will 
pay about 6 cents/kW for national grid electricity 
from mid-2014, the cost of biogas energy approaches 
feasible levels.

Arguments against spending resources on dis-
trict heating in rural areas, such as the Rasht Valley, 
merit consideration. District heating is not common-
ly used in rural areas because of economic inefficien-
cies. Due to the dispersion of consumers over larger 
territory, the expense of pipe laying and heat loss may 
not be justifiable. District heating works well in com-
pact, multistory energy efficient buildings in urban 
location. Furthermore, incomes of consumers and 
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budgets of municipalities in rural areas are limited 
for costly infrastructure investment.

Finally, generating local electricity by means of 
small, distributed CHP plants produce electricity at 
a significantly higher cost – several times more ex-
pensive than what residents are currently paying, 
and they may not be able to afford the increase. A US 
brand micro turbine producer, Capstone, provides 
gas turbines at an investment of $2,000-2,500 per 
each kW installed, or more than double the invest-
ment required for a hydropower plant, not counting 
the cost of fuel.24 To be economical, CHP technolo-
gies need to provide power and heat to industrial us-
ers with extensive year-round heating needs. 

Although these limitations are true, there is a 
lack research on district heating in rural and subur-
ban areas in Tajikistan. This prevents a balanced eval-
uation of the different options. For instance, limited 
districted heating may be viable in Rasht townships 
and villages given the dense, compact, and narrow 
layout of the villages in this valley, unlike the more 
expansive villages in the rural northern countries. 
Moreover, higher costs of CHP supplied electricity 
may be acceptable for some consumers when no al-
ternatives are available, or when higher cost of power 
is justifiable, for instance for commercial users. 

2.2  Promoting a Variety of Technologies by 
Catering to Different Consumer Groups
Promoting energy solutions separately for each con-
sumer category is another way to find opportunities 
for local solutions. Few small energy-generating 
establishments exist in rural Tajikistan, largely be-
cause the power they produce will have to feed into 
the national grid at prices standardized for all con-
sumers. This renders small energy generating plants 
impractical and uneconomical. Although the energy 
distributed by generation plants is more expensive, 
businesses may be willing to pay higher rates in order 
to keep running. Today, Tajikistan’s centralized elec-
tricity policy does not provide for such an option. 

On July 1, 2014 power prices increased 15%; for 
commercial and industrial consumers it reached 6.2 
cents/kWh adjusted to the exchange rate (from 4.5-5 

cents/kWh). At 6 cents per kWh the price approach-
es the lowest US commercial user rates: 5.5-6.6 cents 
per kW/h.25 It is likely that electricity tariffs will con-
tinue to increase, at 10-15% every two to three years 
as has been the trend thus far. As rates increase, new 
technologies become more attractive. If selling pow-
er directly to commercial users was possible, many 
technologies would be feasible. Smaller hydropower 
plants would be commercially feasible and attractive. 
Diesel generators, syngas micro turbines, and small 
coal-fired thermal power plants would be justified in 
terms of cost of electricity produced as well as in the 
reliability they offer during cold winter months. Their 
small size and modularity would allow for the sale of 
power only to the highest paying consumers, as op-
posed to being designed for grid scale application. 

Newer, distributed technologies such as mini-Or-
ganic Rankin Cycle (ORC) turbines can be imple-
mented to produce electricity from waste or low heat, 
as low as 80-90 C, such as the heat by-product of boil-
ers or industry. In the Rasht Valley, mini- ORC tur-
bines can be installed in the proposed cement plant, 
allowing it to operate throughout the year. Mini-ORC 
turbines of only 10-30 kW can be used with biomass 
or/and coal-fired distributed district or building boil-
er plants. ORC turbines best match rural needs: they 
produce more electrical output with greater heating 
ability. Clearly ORC turbines are a more expensive 
option than the alternatives and would require long-
term, concessional financing to be viable. However, 
where alternative electricity sources are lacking and 
waste heat is available from small industry and heating 
needs, ORC turbines merit a serious consideration.

Another distributed technology deployable with 
limited funding, scale, and risk is solar photovoltaic 
systems (PV). Solar PV could become appropriate for 
commercial consumers, particularly as business’ abil-
ity to pay higher rates converge with falling PV prices. 
In 2014, Chinese and South-East Asian firms made 
photovoltaic systems that cost $0.6 - 0.8 per watt per 
module. Considering 30-50% average module share 
in total system costs (work, wiring, batteries, invert-
ers, etc.), solar PV would cost between $1.6–2.6/
watt.26 Even today, the lowest cost grid-connected PV 
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system approaches the costs of more expensive small 
hydropower plants.27 

Solar PV is a feasible option for individual busi-
nesses to deploy independently as needed. Unlike all 
other energy technologies, the cost of PV (at least in 
the United States) was falling precipitously at 14% 
per year. If such price trends continue, the least ex-
pensive South Asian PV systems would cost $0.5 per 
watt, while high-efficiency US-made modules around 
$0.6-0.7 per watt in just 4 years, or around $1,000-
1,500 per kW of capacity for the entire system. At 
such price levels, solar PV will rival small hydropow-
er plants in terms of deployment affordability.

Solar power is not entirely new for Central Asia. 
In 2013, Uzbekistan and Asian Development Bank 
commenced an assessment for a 100 MW, utility-scale 
Samarkand Solar Power project. Results of the study 
and success of the project should inform similar proj-
ects in Tajikistan. Yet, solar energy’s promise requires 
an adequate supportive environment. Without state 
tax and duty waivers, streamlined and inexpensive 
grid connections and permitting procedures, compe-
tition, and access to finance it will remain an exotic 
technology. For decision-makers in the Rasht Valley, 
now is the time to advocate for state subsidies and 
streamlining permits to lower the solar affordabili-
ty threshold, and make sure that the region benefits 
from solar first. 

Another locally deployable, distributed, and low-
cost technology for agricultural water users is wind 
power. Wind technology may have the potential to 
meet irrigation needs when grid-powered irrigation 
pumps are inoperable. Due to its elevated topogra-
phy, Tajikistan relies heavily on pumped irrigation 
to lift water to higher lands and foothills. However, 
in Rasht Valley, swaths of land have been abandoned 
due to inoperable pump stations, or unreliable supply 
due to the limited supply of electricity. Farmers may 
lose up to 30% of potential income due to late or in-
consistent irrigation in early spring when electricity 
rationing is still in force. 

Wind electricity has been neglected in Tajikistan. 
Feasibility assessments relied on 1989 wind data for 
speeds of over 5 m/s at 30m heights. These parame-
ters are now outdated: modern commercial wind tur-
bines are built 60-90m tall, and can start operating at 
speeds as low as 3.5 m/s. A single modern 80m high 
turbine can deliver 1.5 MW of power in good wind 

location, or could supply power to over 1,000 Rasht 
Valley households. Although more costly and more 
intermitted compared to hydropower, the cost of 
wind energy has been falling, and now is the cheap-
est and fastest growing renewable energy technology. 

Although wind generation may be feasible in 
certain areas of the country, seemingly wider and 
more accessible than wind generated electricity is us-
ing wind for water pumping. Unlike more expensive 
and sophisticated wind generators designed to pro-
duce electricity, wind pumps are much simpler and 
operate at lower wind speeds, starting at just 2.5 m/
sec, the average yearly speed for Rasht district. Wind 
pumps are typically shorter at 9-10m, simpler, and 
considerably more affordable at $3,500-6,000 for a 
standard multi-blade wind pump. In addition, unlike 
electricity, water can be economically stored or inter-
mittently supplied for irrigation. Despite these bene-
fits, and the fact that wind pumps have been instru-
mental in agriculture in the US, Europe, Australia, 
Kenya, and China, Tajikistan does not employ wind 
power to irrigate its high lands. 

overcoming organizational Barriers and 
Financing limitations

1. The Need for Energy Services Companies
Many of the community or municipal-scale energy 
solutions are unrealistic without locally based ener-
gy service companies (ESCOs) to assume technical 
maintenance and financial management over many 
years. The lack of energy companies prevents in-
vestment (even when funding would otherwise be 
available), as financial institutions expect to deal 
with established, technically experienced, financially 
healthy, and transparent companies. Experts and fi-
nanciers familiar with energy in Tajikistan have been 
pointing to the lack of established ownership struc-
tures. The European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development specialists concede that investment in 
rural energy is often not possible due to the lack of 
suitable private sector enterprises. 

The state monopoly in electricity distribution, 
and to a large extent the monopoly in energy gen-
eration, inhibits local energy services. The electricity 
supply is monopolized by the state utility Barki Tojik 
and the heating services in rural areas are managed by 
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state communal service Khojagii Manziliyu Kamunali 
(KMK). Both services are financially unsustainable 
without continuous budgetary support from the cen-
tral government and they are unable to deliver ser-
vices effectively in rural areas. KMK has now focused 
only on water and to a limited extent sewage man-
agement and has cast away its space-heating func-
tion.28 Due to their precarious financial health, these 
utilities are unable to offer tailored services in every 
community, and to secure financial stability. On the 
other extreme, consumers left to generate their own 
electricity or heating are forced to become their own 
bankers, engineers, and regulators. 

Apart from technical management and ability 
to attract capital (better than state enterprises or in-
dividuals), ESCOs also play a crucial role in helping 
consumers spread the costs of accessing energy. The 
best example is the rapid spread of solar panels, in 
large part, due to lease models, or zero-down pay-
ments expected from the consumer. In such ‘ze-
ro-down payment’ models, an energy service com-
pany or a third-party investor installs solar panels 
on a consumer’s property at no cost to the consum-
er; the company or the investor than sells power to 
the consumer (under a long term Power Purchasing 
Agreement) or arranges a long-term lease of the pan-
els. The arrangement allows consumers to pay only 
for the electricity consumed as they would a utility 
bill, or pay a pre-determined monthly lease fee. With 
no upfront cost, or need to offer collateral, many 
more consumers can access renewable energy and 
thus expand the size of the potential renewable en-
ergy market. 

The remarkable speed and spread of residen-
tial solar panels around the world (but not yet in 
Tajikistan) over the last five years can be attributed 
to state incentives and above mentioned business 
models that spread out the upfront cost to the con-
sumer. Although there are a limited number of re-
newable energy companies in Tajikistan, the country 
currently lacks integrated energy service providers, 
which would offer energy as well as access to finance, 
marketing, and maintenance services. Irrespective 
of technology, it is apparent that for localized, small 
distributed energy solutions, entrepreneurship is a 
prerequisite. Recognizing the broader conditions 

(business, regulatory) necessary to achieve energy se-
curity in their communities, local authorities should 
not only attempt to launch security specific energy 
projects through donor assistance, but also work to 
enable the emergence of ESCOs. It is through them 
that access to finance and technology can be secured. 

2. Regulatory and Fiscal Options for Local 
Authorities
Municipalities or local authorities could apply sever-
al policy and regulatory mechanisms to promote dis-
tributed energy services.29 These can be fiscal incen-
tives, direct budgetary investments, and establishing 
amendable regulatory norms, including mandatory 
standards that facilitate adoption of distributed gen-
eration. 

Championing Concessions
A common way for a government to implement a 
public energy project is by attracting business in 
Built-Own-Operate (BOO) and Built-Own-Transfer 
(BOT) arrangements. The investment arrangement 
implies foreign (in the case of Tajikistan) or joint 
companies investing in and operating energy ser-
vices for a set number of years for profit or fee. In 
theory, such arrangements would be used to deploy 
a modern district heating system. For instance, the 
Nurabad district capital Sarband, as well as the city of 
Garm, the administrative capital of the Rasht Valley, 
has population densities that would be amendable for 
district heating. Economically, district heating would 
be most feasible in Sarband, where rapid residential 
construction is occurring and the town’s emerging 
multi-story buildings may offer efficient population 
densities to justify district heating. 

However, the small size and weak economies of 
the localities will make it hard to attract investors, 
especially foreign investors. Social services and mu-
nicipal heating are always among the least profitable 
of the municipal services. Hence the government 
should consider implementing projects directly with 
borrowed money or with its own financing. This 
option would be most challenging to arrange in the 
short term since EBRD market studies indicated high 
costs of energy for consumers, at around 300-400 
Tajik somoni (US$60-80) per heating month, a rate 
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few residents could afford.30 Despite disappointing 
studies by EBRD, the cost of heating using simpler, 
coal technology should be more affordable and be 
considered by the district administrations.

Regardless of whether local authorities wish to 
borrow funds or to attract businesses, they will need 
to put in place a clear, predictable and economical-
ly justifiable regulatory framework to offer heating 
services on a commercial basis, and they have to put 
regulatory frameworks into place.

Regulatory Measures: Price Regulation
District governments may be in better positions to 
broker predictable prices for heating services. Local 
governments can make an effort and spend resourc-
es to create an enabling regulatory framework for 
private participation in heating services. To foster 
private initiatives and to assist independent energy 
service providers, authorities will have to meet the 
following key pre-requisites:

•	 Assure long-term licenses or concessions to 
operate a service (10-15 years).

•	 Facilitate regular collection of fees (combin-
ing with power bill collection to reduce costs, 
allowing disconnects, protect low- income 
families).

•	 Ensure non-interference in business in a dis-
cretionary manner by removing mechanisms 
by which individual public servants can in-
fluence businesses, now common in the 
Rasht Valley.

•	 Help potential businesses secure fuel by facil-
itating or pre-arranging long-term coal pro-
curement and contract mine operators. The 
four district heads, especially the head of the 
Rasht District, can support heating or CHP 
initiatives by collectively securing long-term 
coal and coal-dust purchase contracts from 
the Nazaralok deposit. A long-term coal pur-
chase agreement will be essential to encour-
aging independent heat-providers, whether 
simple boiler stations or more advanced CHP 
projects. 

•	 Set and communicate tariff formulas. Local 
authorities will need to offer a flexible frame-
work for price setting. Research on heating 
prices in post-Soviet Russia with similar po-
litical and economic conditions to Tajikistan 
offers guidance. Z. Zakharova identifies sev-
en principles of price setting – agreement 
between stakeholders, non-politicization, 
cost-recovery and economic justification, 
consistency and predictability, uniformity of 
price for similar types of users, and transpar-
ency in price setting.31 Terms of service pro-
vision, state assistance, information on the 
public’s willingness to pay, and price setting 
will have to be determined and clearly com-
municated to attract local entrepreneurs into 
the heating service delivery sector. 

Regulation: Incentives and Quotas for Renewables 
and Building Codes
Local authorities can opt to require hybrid fuel-solar 
heating designs to reduce long-term costs to consum-
ers and environmental impacts when public monies 
are involved. They can further uphold the primacy of 
overuse of the solar fuel heat supply by subsidizing 
solar collector capital costs. Predictable, long-term 
price structures should offer energy service com-
pany’s incentives to reduce use of coal to maximize 
their own profits. 

Local government involvement in solarization 
is also justified. Solar heating is arguablly the second 
most appropriate, and one of the least utilized renew-
able technologies in Tajikistan.32 The Rasht Valley’s 
government offers favorable conditions for solar 
technology: high elevations (Gharm is 1,200 meters 
above sea level) and high-insolation (300 sun days/
per country average, fewer in the Rasht Valley). Solar 
collectors can deliver water heated up to 50 °C from 
low temperatures, which is suitable for hot water re-
quirements. Finally, solar water heating is a simple 
technology, with a high potential to generate local 
employment.

Local governments can foster widespread adop-
tion of solar heating units either by subsidizing ac-
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quisition costs ($300/standard unit), or by creating 
artificial demand paired with incentives to benefit 
from economies of scale. In China, Rizhao offers an 
example of a city driven by the universal adoption 
of solar and other renewable technologies through 
mandatory measures and subsidies for manufactur-
ers. Although, forcing residents to acquire a partic-
ular technology may not be the right approach for 
Tajikistan, Rizhao’s experience nevertheless demon-
strates that with concerted efforts municipalities can 
reduce costs of energy-efficiency and renewable tech-
nologies. 

Local authorities can also institute building 
codes favoring future adoption of renewable ener-
gy, starting with solar water heating compatibilities 
and building efficiencies. Such building codes should 
necessarily be first applied to public and commer-
cial buildings. Local authorities’ immediate priori-
ties would be to request that international financial 
institutions fund preliminary feasibility studies for 
modern hybrid district heating systems. A proactive 
approach is essential as investors and central govern-
ments are unlikely to consider such district heating 
for the Rasht Valley as a priority. The nascent EBRD 
and World Bank initiatives to re-habilitate central-
ized heating services will also prioritize larger towns. 
In this light, local authorities’ key contribution is one 
of vision and championship.

Tax Incentives
A Waiver of the Value Added Tax (VAT), and the im-
port duties would make energy equipment imports 
more affordable by around 18%. At present, only 
imports of hydropower equipment and parts enjoy 
VAT and duty-free treatment. Other types of renew-
able technologies do not enjoy specific tax incentives. 
The Rasht Valley governments can lobby national 
authorities to introduce similar incentives for oth-
er renewable technologies, as well as for small con-
ventional distributed energy equipment. This can be 
done through a proposal to the Parliamentary com-
mittee on the environment in charge of promoting 
a green economy. In addition, local authorities can 
push the agenda through the Consultative Council 
on Investment on Improvement of Climate to which 
they have been recently admitted.

State Investments 
State-funded energy projects in hydropower are 
planned and implemented by the state utility Barki 
Tojik and the Ministry of Energy and Industry. To 
promote private investment in local energy produc-
tion, local governments may consider offering match-
ing investments or one-time capital expense subsi-
dies to lower the entry barrier for independent power 
producers. At present, local authorities do not have 
funds available for such purposes. Local officials may 
request that central authorities institute subventions 
- targeted matching grants for independent power 
producers which demonstrate feasibility and finan-
cially sustainable energy delivery. The policy should 
encourage private participation in energy projects 
and lower state expenses to delivery. However, rules 
and prices for the energy produced have to be set de-
finitively and in advance. In the short-term, match-
ing subventions may work only for micro-hydro 
(non-grid electricity) or heating services as striking 
attractive power prices with the national utility is un-
likely at current national prices. 

Bonds 
Bond issuing is not feasible. Public bond issuance is 
not practiced in Tajikistan and low public trust in 
government would likely prevent voluntary bond 
purchases.33 

Equipment Leasing
Leasing smaller equipment can be more affordable 
and appropriate and is recommended for smaller 
municipalities with limited financing or investments 
needs.34 Around the world, lease purchasing and ven-
dor financing was instrumental in the spread of resi-
dential solar power. The leasing market in Tajikistan 
is predominantly in services with high-cost imported 
equipment such as construction machinery, while 
market for low-cost equipment and consumer goods 
is undeveloped. Leasing may be feasible for deploy-
ment of micro-turbines, diesel and other bio- or syn-
gas fired generators. Leasing would also be amenable 
for renewable distributed technologies such as solar 
water heaters and solar PV as such systems are com-
monly deployed through such instruments. Local 
governments can either benefit from leasing to im-
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plement projects directly, or champion and arrange 
for streamlined access to leasing services for entre-
preneurs. They can facilitate the spread of small en-
ergy equipment leasing by offering or requesting that 
national authorities offer sovereign guarantees for 
leased equipment. 

Revolving Funds
Revolving funds are set up by municipalities and 
governments to provide sustainable, long-term re-
investment in energy technologies and energy ef-
ficiency. In Tajikistan, the United Nations and sci-
ence community has advocated for the creation of 
a National Trust Fund for Renewable Energy and 
Energy Efficiency, but funding has not yet been pro-
vided. The Rasht Valley authorities would benefit 
from a national fund, rather than instituting their 
own funds. 

Creating Space for Local ESCOs
To help local entrepreneurs offer energy services, 
the district governments could help remove known 
barriers for private energy providers, especially eas-
ing access to long-term financing. District govern-
ments’ policy support could focus on specific targets: 
spreading the cost of investment for companies and 
investors, and reducing the cost of energy equipment 
through import waivers. To help spread the cost the 
governments may request that the banking sector 
and international financial institutions introduce 
consumer lease financing. Governments may also 
petition for tax waivers on imports of small, decen-
tralized energy equipment. For instance, importation 
of solar panels would benefit from VAT and duty 
waivers that would make panels 20% less costly for 
the end consumer. 

Long Term Vision: Leveraging Extractive 
Industries
In terms of capital involved, mining is likely the larg-
est business and tax-payer in the Rasht Valley. If in-
vestments are secured, mining companies are likely 
to play a critical role in the local economy. Mining 
operations often choose to generate their own elec-
tricity, motivated by the desire for independence and 
because of cost considerations. In such cases, local 

authorities can partner with mining companies to 
save on energy-related investments. A mine operator 
can reduce costs, while communities benefits from 
(supplemental) access to power. 

Offering incentives to the mine operator to in-
vest in greater electricity production than necessary 
for the mine and to allow for the sale of excess power 
to communities would be important in this regard. 
This approach works when transmissions from the 
generating unit to the local communities are avail-
able and justifiable. Local communities benefit if they 
are in mini-grids, or if the mine operator supplied 
power benefits to important users in the communi-
ty.35 The mine can be an anchor customer for inde-
pendently produced or state-owned power projects. 
Mine owners can purchase electricity via a long-term 
power purchasing agreement, with rest capacity sold 
to community consumers.36 A single large customer 
such as a mine can justify and speed-up investments 
in power generation that would be difficult to im-
plement otherwise. This approach also works when 
transmission lines to the mine and consumers are 
available and justifiable. There are also joint invest-
ments, or one of the variations of public-private part-
nership, where state and mine owners jointly invest 
in a shared energy project. Naturally, such arrange-
ments work best if mine projects are in their early 
stages, to allow joint planning of infrastructure in-
vestments. 

Fortunately, there is an ongoing, but limited, op-
eration at the Nazar Aylok anthracite deposit in the 
Rasht district, and potential investment in the Rumri 
gold mine in the Tavildara district. These early stage 
projects offer an opportunity to explore a partnership 
or a joint investment around electricity generation. 
Considering the mountainous topography, mines 
in the Rasht Valley are likely to self-generate power 
(e.g. Nazar Aylok is at 2,000-4000 meters of altitude). 
It is likely therefore that coal-based or run-of-the-
river hydropower generation will be used. In both 
scenarios, a public partnership may be beneficial: a 
mine-located, coal fired power plant would offer win-
ter supply reliability, at least for critical customers; a 
hydropower’s long-life is likely to operate even after a 
mine is decommissioned, and will continue to benefit 
the local economy. 
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Earmarking Mineral Royalties for Renewable 
Energy
In a more ambitious, forward looking initiative, the 
Rasht Valley’s local legislative councils may propose 
to the Parliament’s Environment Committee and 
Energy Committee legislation providing for a partial 
earmarking of 1% of the (national) government’s take 
from mining projects taking place in the districts for 
renewable energy needs of local communities. The 
earmark must be partial and not exclude other state 
investments in renewable energy. Such funds can be 
hosted at the National Renewable Energy and Energy 
Efficiency Trust Fund as proposed by the govern-
ment and the United Nations, but earmarked for the 
Rasht Valley’s needs. 

Such a territorially-binding allocation structure 
should be justified on the basis of compensating for 
the localized environmental impacts from mining 
(air and water pollution, risk of cyanide contami-
nation, etc.), and applying non-renewable resources 
for local productivity gains through access to energy 
services. Territorially-bound funding allocations pri-
oritize the energy needs of the most disadvantaged 
mountainous communities. Finally, coal-royalty ear-
marked funding helps to balance the growing use of 
coal with proportionate funding for renewable tech-
nologies. 

This may be an auspicious moment to propose 
the initiative for Parliament’s deliberation as its com-
mittees consider ways to foster growth of a green 
economy in the country. 

3. Financing Options for Local Authorities
Regardless of policy options or choice of projects, 
public officials in the Rasht Valley government ad-
ministration also face the challenge of arranging for 
funding for policy measures. Limited funding, or 
awareness of other investment or funding resources, 
limits options available to local decision makers. This 
section reviews financing options for local govern-
ment officials. 

Competitive Grants
The Global Environmental Facility (GEF)’s Special 
Climate Change Fund (SCCF) is one of the lesser 
known resources available for climate change miti-
gation. Local governments can approach national 
GEF teams to jointly prepare proposals to implement 

CHP projects where applicable. Projects that increase 
efficiency and autonomy of irrigation would likely 
be eligible for GEF co-financing. GEF small-grants-
funding can be used for feasibility studies and local 
planning activities that demonstrate conservation 
and adaptation to climate change. In the Rasht Valley 
activities that reduce deforestation would be eligible.

 
Commercial Investments

 The Dutch development bank FMO invests in emerg-
ing and developing markets, including in small ener-
gy projects. Its portfolio includes renewable energies 
as well as rural, off-grid projects. FMO offers rela-
tively long-term (up to 12 years) equity and debt in-
vestment. It also manages special funds, for instance 
the Dutch government-administered Infrastructure 
Development Fund, which invests in infrastructure 
projects in developing countries, including in the en-
ergy sector. The Fund invests up to €15.5 million and 
half that amount in equity. Long-term financing for 
up to 20 years is available. Grants may be available to 
prepare and enable new projects. 

The Islamic Development Bank (IBB), which 
has already invested in hydropower in Tajikistan, 
invests in private and public entities such as district 
governments. It offers leasing and installment sales 
products, which are well suited to purchase genera-
tors or other energy equipment. Leasing would allow 
deployment of bio- and syngas generators with limit-
ed upfront investments. Leasing or installment sales 
would be suited for commercial and residential pho-
tovoltaic. ISD has already financed rural solar sys-
tems through micro-lending schemes in Bangladesh. 
IDB’s installment sale allows purchase of generating 
equipment from the bank and subsequent repayment 
over a period up to 20 years. The mark-up (equiv. of 
interest rate) rate is 5.1% per year, significantly lower 
that Tajikistan’s current interest rates. However, IDB 
requires sovereign or other high-creditability guar-
antees.37 

Main international financial institutions like 
the World Bank, International Finance Corporation, 
and EBRD have policies that prevent or limit invest-
ment in coal-fired projects. For example, in 2014, 
the Dutch government decided not to fund new coal 
power plants abroad anymore. Most realistically, coal 
energy projects will be either financed or exchanged 
for resources by Chinese companies, following the 
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model of Tebian Electric’s CHP plant implementa-
tion in Dushanbe. 

Export Promoting Agencies
The Export Import Bank of China, EXIM, offers 
two products which may be relevant for stakehold-
ers in the Rasht Valley: Preferential loans – a part of 
China’s official development aid, and Export Buyer’s 
Credit – loans to companies or governments pur-
chasing Chinese products or services. EXIM Bank 
usually finances large projects, but offers lower than 
average market interest rates and thus can be suitable 
for capital intensive projects. One study comparing 
EXIM Bank with international financial institutions 
and US Exim Bank (albeit focusing on Latin America 
and Africa) found that the former offered lower in-
terest rates, no policy conditionality and fewer indus-
try and social-environmental requirements. China 
EXIM Bank’s conditions were mandatory purchase of 
Chinese manufactured goods. In 2012, China EXIM 
Bank’s annual interest rates for large loans were at 2-4 
percent.38 

Considering that other international financial 
institutions are unlikely to sponsor coal projects, the 
widespread use of coal gasification and small scale 
generation in China and the fact that Tajikistan will 
most likely procure equipment in China – EXIM 
Bank is the best candidate for coal projects in the 
Rasht Valley. Chinese concessional loans require of-
ficial bilateral agreements, so local governments are 
limited when it comes to investigating opportunities 
and proposing projects to national authorities.

Buyers of energy equipment and services can 
also take advantage of an exporting country’s as-
sistance program. In the United States, the Small-
Business Administration extends favorable credit 
guarantees for American companies that export en-
ergy equipment or services to Tajikistan. The agency 
guarantees up to 90% of the amount a US company 
will borrow to complete a deal with Tajikistan. US 
Trade Development Agency (USTDA) offers condi-
tional grants for feasibility studies of particular en-
ergy projects. However, such grants are reserved for 
larger investments and US companies need to be in-
volved.

The Swiss government offers technical assis-
tance and assessment funding for sustainable infra-
structure projects through the Asian Development 

Bank. Local governments can request such resources 
to evaluate feasibility of CHP, solar, and other inno-
vative technologies. Islamic Development Bank also 
offers technical assistance, in the form of grants or 
long-term (up to 16 years) interest free loans. Heads 
of governments may begin to develop and narrow 
options for more diversified and localized energy 
solutions by requesting assistance with technical as-
sessment. While most international financial insti-
tutions may not support coal-based solutions, ISDB 
and China’s EXIM bank may be less stringent when it 
comes to coal projects.

Table 1. Technology and Policy Measures vs. 
Financing Sources

Heating 
(Coal)

Solar and 
Wind

Mixed Projects 
& CHP

Feasibility 
Studies

China EXIM
IDB

IFIs *
KfW
MFO*
IDB

IDB
ECAs / China 
EXIM
Manufacturers

IDB
Swiss Fund 
GEF
IFIs

Future Opportunities
Vendor Fi-
nance

Possibly:
local 
banks
and MFI

Possibly: 
IFIs
GEF

Large Pro-
jects:
USTDA
IFIs

International financial institutions have further 
practical limitations on where they invest and this re-
stricts the possibilities for them in the Rasht Valley:

 
•	 Most IFI no longer finance coal related 

projects. Competitive grant financing from 
UNGEF and World Bank Climate Finance 
are mostly targeted at Least Developed 
Countries.

•	 EBRD restricts investments to urban areas 
with populations over 15,000. Most urban 
areas of the Rasht Valley as delineated in this 
paper would not be eligible for EBRD public 
financing.

•	 Direct private sector investment from IFC or 
EBRD requires stringent financial transpar-
ency, solvency, and experience of the compa-
ny, significantly limiting or rendering ineli-
gible newer companies interested in offering 
energy services to the Rasht Valley.
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recommended measures 

Local authorities should focus on heating as a key 
need and service that lies within their area of com-
petency. For local power generation, in addition to 
hydropower, other technologies should be explored 
that present lower costs and risks to investors, that 
are modular for small-scale deployment, and that 
are adaptable for a local private sector so as to allow 
for commercial sustainability. Small combined heat 
and power, coal gasified generation, and solar tech-
nologies should be considered. Wind power should 
be considered in water pumping, rather than for its 
power generating application.

To support the development of heating services, 
local governments should focus on developing regula-
tory frameworks to enable investment in heat supply. 
They will have to formulate and facilitate licensing 
procedures, minimum service quality requirements, 
formulate policies that ensure state non-interference 
and property rights, and propose predictable, flexible 
price structures. Based on local conditions, authori-
ties can propose a standard model Energy Purchase 
Agreement that would govern heat sales to residen-
tial, commercial, and public consumers. As part of 
this effort, governments should promote the use of 
co-generation of power in heating application. They 
can do that by facilitating the sale of power, and re-
ducing risks through local guarantees and arrang-
ing access to favorable financing. Local authorities 
should facilitate a predictable supply of coal.

The Nurabad and Rasht districts should consider 
centralized district heating. Following work on the 
regulatory frameworks for heating, both local gov-
ernments may request that national authorities and 
development agencies fund initial feasibility studies 
for small-scale district heating systems under BOT 
and BOO arrangements. The Islamic Development 
Bank, Swiss Infrastructure Fund, and internation-
al financial institutions should be requested to fi-
nance feasibilities studies. If feasible, the districts 
should propose the preparation for tender process. 
The district administration’s tasks is to champion 
the need for district heating in their communi-
ties; organize broad-based consultation with their 
constituencies to ensure that the project addresses 
energy needs at affordable prices; to propose and 
support technical solutions that integrate co-gen-
eration of power. Coal-based solutions will require 
administrative measures to develop relations with 
the Chinese export import bank and other agencies 

(through national authorities), as well as the Islamic 
Development Bank.

Beyond their authority, local government should 
advocate for national incentives. Local authorities 
should outline a package of local incentives, in the 
form of land concessions and infrastructure conces-
sions or co-investments. A separate request to na-
tional authorities should propose economically and 
socially justified packages of incentives and subven-
tions that could aide investments in heating services; 
these may include duty-free imports for small boiler/
CHP equipment, accelerated depreciations, and as-
signing heat supply as a form of production activity 
to benefit from existing tax breaks. In addition, to 
support the diffusion of decentralized electricity gen-
eration, local governments should advocate for state 
incentives and energy-specific financial products 
for energy projects on behalf of and together with 
the private sector. The strategy should focus first on 
meeting commercial consumers who can afford the 
higher costs of distributed technology.

The five districts of the Rasht Valley should 
request that parliament, the national consultative 
council, and national government consider duty 
and tax waivers for solar technologies, with the idea 
of reducing costs of Solar PV for rural consumers. 
Simultaneously, they should request that develop-
ment agencies fund a study of the economic impacts 
and effects on the commercial-adoption of solar PV 
given state subventions. In partnership with oth-
er national stakeholders the district administration 
should approach state banks and multilateral devel-
opment banks about putting in place concessional 
lease finance programs for solar, and other distributed 
energy technologies. The Islamic Development Bank 
is the most likely partner where installment sale and 
lease finance are core financial products. Introducing 
lease models in Tajikistan will likely be the govern-
ment’s biggest benefit of decentralized solutions for 
their districts and the nation at large. 

Local authorities need to demonstrate their wish 
to benefit from potential mining energy infrastruc-
tures, and to propose appropriate budget planning. 
Local governments can also pro-actively consider 
potential models and feasibility assessments in part-
nership with Pamir Energy, potential mine develop-
ers, the Ministry of Energy, and the national utility. 
International Financial Corporation can advise how 
to arrange power purchase agreements or joint in-
vestments in ways that would benefit the public and 
be attractive for private mine developers. Ultimately, 
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it will be up to each district head’s prowess and ini-
tiative to convince mine operators and national au-

thorities to make power sharing with local customers 
possible.

Table 2. Policy Activity Map

Seek Assistance Technical & Policy 
Assistance 

Centralized 
$$$ Projects

Mid-range 
Decentralized

Decentralized 
$ Projects

Local Gov.
Responsibility

Immediate term
National govern-
ment, Parliament

Solar duty and tax 
waiver

National govern-
ment, MFA

Sovereign guarantees Request support 

IDB, IFIs 
local banking in-
dustry

Long-term lease Propose policy.
Negotiate. 
Request sovereign 
guarantees.

Local and Nation 
businesses.
Consultative 
Council

Regulatory improvements for ESCO Assume responsi-
bility. 
Convene
Propose policy

Mid term
Own resources,
IFI and develop-
ment agen. 

Local regulatory 
framework for 
heating 

Assume responsi-
bility

IFIs, ECAs BOT/concessions 
for heating and power projects

IDB, China EXIM 
private banks

… involving coal Decentralized CHP 
Power co-generation at boilers, in-
dustry

Propose policy

IFIs through local 
banks, MFI*

Long-term loans 
for solar and wind 
(to ESCO) or res-
idents

Propose policy

Long term

Government, Par-
liament

Mining proceeds 
earmarking

Propose policy
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Policy and Institutional change for Economic Performance 
and Social Justice in Pasture management:  

comparing Experience in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan1

Safovudin Jaborov,2 Asyl Undeland,3 and Altynai 
Achilova4 (2016)

Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan face similar development 
challenges as the two poorest post-Soviet countries 
and share many geographical and socioeconomic 
similarities. Both are rural, agricultural, mountain-
ous and landlocked, with underdeveloped economic 
and social infrastructures. Agriculture is a significant 
contributor to the countries’ GDPs as well as an im-
portant source of income and subsistence for rural 
populations. Livestock husbandry is a critical source 
of income for rural households and holds specific 
cultural and traditional value for both nations, as it 
is a measure for prosperity as well as part of all tra-
ditional and sacral celebrations and events. However, 
weak governmental policy, ineffective institutions, a 
lack of appropriate knowledge and skills among rural 
residents on animal husbandry practices, a shortage 
of cultivated fodder and combined feedstuff, and fast 
growing livestock numbers place enormous pressure 
on natural pasture resources in both countries. In ad-
dition to the environmental degradation of soil and 
vegetation of grasslands, poorly managed pasture use 
can lead to land grabbing by powerful and wealthier 
individuals while fueling conflicts in communities 
over access to the resource. 

While both countries have implemented pasture 
management reforms, Kyrgyzstan was first to adopt 
a pasture law and has progressed in the institution-
al establishment and development of legislation. 
Tajikistan’s reform path pursued the same objectives 
but has been slower to improve conditions. In this 
regard, the objective of this study is to understand 
the role policy and institutions play in pasture man-
agement in Tajikistan, and to support ongoing re-

forms based on the lessons learned in neighboring 
Kyrgyzstan. While the countries have differences in 
political economy and their social and cultural envi-
ronments, Tajikistan can evaluate Kyrgyzstan’s expe-
rience to help implement better results. 

Tajikistan has not yet successfully formulated a 
policy vision for pasture management, developed ef-
ficient legislation, or established appropriate institu-
tions at the local and national level that could lead to 
change and ensure it is achieving increasing livestock 
productivity and thus incomes. The sustainability 
of reforms in Tajikistan in such a poor governance 
setting is also risky. To advance reforms, the country 
needs to have a clear vision of the pasture-tenure sys-
tems, strengthen the legislative base, and build rele-
vant institutions to implement the reforms effectively. 

methodology

The study is based on a desk review of data and docu-
ments available on livestock and pasture management 
in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. All three co-authors are 
deeply engaged in advancing pasture management 
reforms in both countries, and have first-hand expe-
rience and a deep understanding of the underlying 
challenges for reforms. The co-authors compared in-
formation in databases of surveys conducted by the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD) projects in both countries. IFAD livestock 
and pasture development projects in these countries 
are not nationwide but operate in only livestock-in-
tensive areas. The projects share objectives of facil-
itating livestock-based economic growth by using 
resources sustainably, through improved manage-
ment at the national level, transferring knowledge, 
and building users’ institutions to empower them in 
responsible governance of the resource. The projects 
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also facilitate pasture management reforms in both 
countries to ensure social justice in pasture manage-
ment. Surveys were conducted in 2014 with sampling 
of 510 households in the Naryn and Issyk-Kul regions 
of Kyrgyzstan and 500 households in the Khatlon re-
gion of Tajikistan. 

context

The Kyrgyz Republic and the Republic of Tajikistan 
share many similarities. These are small, mountain-
ous neighboring countries landlocked in Central 
Asia, with populations of 6.1 million and 8.3 million 
respectively in 2015. The economies of both coun-
tries are underdeveloped, largely agrarian, and highly 
dependent on other countries and remittances from 
labor migrants. Various anecdotal data suggest that 
more than a million people left their respective coun-
tries looking for labor migration, heading mostly to 
Russia. Both are in the 10 top remittances-receiving 
countries, with migrant transfers of about US$3.7bln 
in Tajikistan and US$1.7bln in Kyrgyzstan in 2015. 
They also rank high in terms of remittances’ share 
in GDP: remittances make up the equivalent of 41 
percent of GDP in Tajikistan and 31 percent of GDP 
in Kyrgyzstan in 2015,5 making these countries ex-
tremely vulnerable to external factors, especially to 
recessions in the migrants’ destination countries.

Poverty levels in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are 
pervasive, reaching 30.6 and 32 percent respective-
ly according to 2014 World Bank data. Both coun-
tries were part of the Soviet Union until 1991, and 
since then are trying to build independent econ-
omies. Tajikistan suffered a civil war from 1992 till 
1997, which delayed the country’s development. 
Kyrgyzstan had two major political unrests, which 
resulted in ousting the presidents in 2005 and 2010.

Both countries rely on agriculture not for eco-
nomic growth (agriculture contributes less than a 
third of GDP6), but as a source of income and food 
security for about 65 percent of population who 
live in rural areas. Agriculture production is largely 
concentrated in smallholder farms, which are most-
ly subsistence and semi-subsistence family-based 
farms with small surplus productions sold at mar-
ket. In Kyrgyzstan in 2013 about half of all meat and 
dairy products were supplied to the markets by rural 
households and another half by farms (Figure 1A). 
In Tajikistan, households are responsible for the pro-
duction of over 80 percent of livestock (Figure 1BB), 
which shows that livestock is more oriented towards 
commercial purposes in Kyrgyzstan, compared to 
its subsistence nature in Tajikistan. The process of 
transforming household farming into real farming—
where agriculture is a major source of income and 
not a supplement to other incomes—is happening in 
Tajikistan as well, but in a slower pace.

Figure 1. Livestock by Type of Farm, 2013 (%)
 Kyrgyzstan Tajikistan
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Livestock in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan is still based 
mostly on grazing natural pastures. Very limited num-
bers of farms, usually large commercial farms, supply 
livestock in winter with compound feed. Farmers in 
both countries prefer to graze livestock on natural 
pastures starting from April-May until October and 
then keep then in sheds with supplemental hay. Even 
in the winter months livestock graze around villages. 
This is a cheap but unproductive way of rearing live-
stock for consumption. Mountain agro-pastoralism 
occupies the largest area of land use and has the com-
parative advantage in an extensive mountainous land-
use setting.7 As Table 1 shows, permanent pastures in 
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan constitute 87 percent and 
69 percent of total agricultural land, respectively. With 
limited arable land—in both countries it constitutes 
less than 7 percent—high fragmentation, as well as a 
shortage of irrigation water, livestock plays an import-
ant role in the countries’ and households’ economies, 
serving as a coping mechanism.

At the same time, traditional livestock systems 
are different in areas targeted by the IFAD projects. 
Kyrgyzstan’s northern provinces of Naryn and Issyk-
Kul are traditionally livestock communities, where 
livestock is a mandatory part of all traditional and re-
ligious celebrations and events, giving it special cultur-
al and traditional value. The livestock system there is 
based on mobility, with vertical transhumance grazing 
not only an economic activity but a lifestyle of nomadic 
people. Tajiks in the Khatlon and Kulob zones are more 
sedentary and traditionally engaged more in cropping 
and gardening and less in livestock. Livestock rearing 
is mostly for consumption purposes there, with few 
farmers focusing on it as commercial activity.

However in terms of land ownership, in 
Kyrgyzstan about 88 percent of interviewed house-
holds own farming land, but less than 30 percent of 
interviewed households own such land in Tajikistan. 
Households in both countries own or rent an average 
of 2 hectares (ha) of arable land. At the same time 
the maximum land owned in a Tajik household is 135 
ha, while in a Kyrgyz one it is 16 ha, showing that 
the land-privatization process has been implemented 
more evenly in Kyrgyzstan, where every household 
received about the same land share per person.

In Tajikistan, remnants of old Soviet collective 
farms are reorganized into cooperatives or associa-

tions, with Soviet operational arrangements: members 
of cooperatives work for the farm, receive payment in 
kind (in flour, vegetables, fruits), but in no way par-
ticipate in the decision-making process. Since the end 
of the Soviet period land ownership in Tajikistan has 
evolved, with new sets of regulations regarding the 
formal possession and use of pastures, but traditional 
informal practices continue. Our analysis shows that 
influential and wealthier villagers can gain more con-
trol over the more valuable pastures, arable lands and 
water resources.8 Moreover, the pasture law stipulates 
that pasture-land use certificates are issued based on 
the type and number of livestock. However, in real-
ity there are many cases when, despite of the owned 
number of livestock, individual households obtained 
pasture use rights for large pasture plots while other 
smallholders have no opportunity for fair access to 
the pastures that their ancestors used for centuries. 
This is one of the main challenges for social justice in 
pasture-management practices in Tajikistan.

The number of livestock held by households in 
targeted communities of the two countries shows 
important differences in the livestock systems: 
Tajikistan’s households own half less livestock than 
households in Kyrgyzstan in general, with 3.8 ani-
mals per household (Figure 2). The data shows that 
Tajik households prefer cattle, which mostly graze 
around villages and are kept in the home shed. The 
Kyrgyz prefer sheep, which they take to the remote 
summer pastures for 5-7 months. Even when overall 
ownership of various households’ assets is lower in 
Tajikistan, there are significantly more cases of barn 
and shed ownership than in Kyrgyzstan (Figure 3), 
because livestock are held in the backyard, partially 
due to poor access to pasture resources. 

The productivity of livestock seems to be sig-
nificantly lower in Tajikistan than in Kyrgyzstan. 
According to the IFAD projects’ surveys, the lacta-
tion period of cows in target districts is low, with 94 
percent of interviewed households reporting cows’ 
lactation period at less than 180 days. At the same 
time, about 45 percent of households in communities 
of Kyrgyzstan targeted by IFAD reported higher than 
180 days of lactation. The majority of Tajik house-
holds in IFAD communities interviewed reported a 
yield of about 2 liters of milk per day, while the ma-
jority of Kyrgyz households gain about 6 liters a day.
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Though there is steady growth in the number 
of livestock in both countries, livestock and pasture 
productivity remains the main concern in Tajikistan’s 
agricultural sector. A shortage of winter feed forces 
smallholders for early grazing practices, which ul-
timately threatens pasture productivity. Decreasing 
land area size and yields caused a collapse in the 
production of cultivated feed crops in Tajikistan. 
Between 1991 and 2000 the total cultivated feed 
available to livestock in Tajikistan fell by 79 percent.9

The major finding in regards to livestock in 
both countries is that livestock in Kyrgyzstan has 
been quickly becoming a commercial activity, while 
in Tajikistan it is still more for subsistence. This can 
be partially explained by a shortage of land owner-
ship by Tajik farmers and limited access to pastures. 
While the overall context in the target areas for de-
velopment of livestock is similar in both countries, 
in Kyrgyzstan households tend more towards graz-
ing natural pastures, while in Tajikistan households 

tend to prefer to keep livestock in pastures near their 
houses.

Figure 2. Average Number of Livestock per Household 
in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan

Source: Baseline survey in LMDP (Kyrgyzstan) and LPDP (Tajikistan) 
funded by IFAD, 2014

Table 1. Land Use by Agricultural Type

Total Area 
(sq km)

Agricultural Land 
(% of Total Area)

Arable Land 
(% of Total Area) Permanent Pastures

2008 1992 2000 2007 1992 2000 2007 sq km
% of 
Total 
Area

% of 
Agric. 
Land

Kyrgyzstan 191,800 52.6 55.9 55.9 6.9 7.1 6.7 93,650 49 87
Tajikistan 139,960 32.1 32.7 32.7 6.1 5.6 5.1 31,980 23 69

Source: Kerven, C., Steimann, B. Ashley, L., Dear, Ch. and Inamur Rahim, Pastoralism and Farming in Central Asia’s Mountains: A Research Review 
(Mountain Societies Research Centre, University of Central Asia, 2011).

Table 2. Livestock in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan (In Thousands)

Year/Livestock 1990 2000 2004 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Kyrgyzstan
Cattle 1,711 1,470 1,583 1,701 1,860 1,942 1,965 2,022 2,066 2,122 2,202
Sheep and Goats 9,996 3,799 3,773 4,046 4,502 4,816 5,038 5,288 5,424 5,641 5,829

Horses 313 354 347 347 362 372 378 388 399 407 432
Tajikistan
Cattle 1,351* 1,062 1,304 1,423 1,799 1,830 1,897 2,011 2,044 2,099 2,262
Sheep and Goats 3,355* 2,222 2,816 3,161 4,147 4,200 4,395 4,003 4,733 4,923 5,057

Horses 52 72 75 76 77 76 76 77 77 77 78

Source: Compiled from data of National Statistical Committees of Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan

* Data from Report of The Tajikistan Emergency Agriculture and Livestock Rapid Assessment, 2008, based on data of Tajik Ministry 
of Agriculture.
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Figure 3. Ownership of Assets by Households in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan

Source: Baseline survey in LMDP (Kyrgyzstan) and LPDP (Tajikistan) funded by IFAD, 2014

The tendency in Tajikistan to keep animals in 
sheds year round can be partially explained by the 
limited access to pastures. Thus, the LPDP survey in 
both countries revealed huge differences in access to 
pastureland: more than 96 percent of interviewees 
said that they do not have the right to use pastures, 
while less than 15 percent have limited access to pas-
tures in Kyrgyzstan. Pasture access in Kyrgyzstan is 
easier and seems to contribute to the commercializa-
tion of the livestock sub-sector.

Figure 4. Use of Pastures or Acquired Rights to 
Pastures
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Source: Baseline survey in LMDP (Kyrgyzstan) and LPDP (Tajikistan) 
funded by IFAD, 2014

Pasture reforms overview

Kyrgyzstan
To boost livestock productivity, provide fair access to 
pastures, mitigate conflicts among users, and ensure 
environmentally sustainable use, the governments 
of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan revised existing man-
agement policies and pasture-tenure systems. These 
reforms have been launched with support from the 
World Bank, IFAD, and bilateral donors. As a result 
of several years of piloting and stakeholders’ discus-
sions, Kyrgyzstan adopted a new pasture law in 2009. 
Tajikistan followed in 2013, with similarities aimed at 
decentralizing pasture management to the lowest ad-
ministrative level and to pasture users’ associations. 
However, the pace and outcomes of the reform pro-
cesses in two countries have been different. 

With the collapse of the collective farms in 
Kyrgyzstan in early 1990s, arable land was privat-
ized by their members’ households, when individuals 
employed earlier in collectives received equal land 
share. Each member of former collective farms was 
entitled to land share and assets share in the form of 
livestock, machinery, facilities and other equipment. 
All arable land in Kyrgyzstan was privatized by the 
end of the 1990s and each household received a share 
of irrigated, dry lands and hay land. The size of plots 
varied depending on availability of land in the area. 
Pastures remained state owned and have been man-
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aged by state authorities at three levels: regional state 
administrations managed remotely from villages’ 
pastures, which were used for grazing in summer pe-
riod; district authorities managed pastures that were 
in the middle belt of the mountains and were used 
in spring-fall; and local governments (aiyl okmotu) 
managed village pastures that were grazed during 
winter period. 

Pastures by law were supposed to be leased by 
these authorities for 5-10 years through competitive 
auctions and subleases were not allowed. Payments 
for pasture use were based on land area leased and 
paid to the respective authorities. Such a fragment-
ed management system was not conducive for ef-
fective and sustainable use and created many issues 
with corruption and uneven access. Pastures all over 
the country were leased by wealthier people who 
were equipped to participate in auctions and then 
subleased these pastures informally to communi-
ties. Payment based on land area led to overgrazing 
of pastures, because people leased a small area and 
grazed livestock beyond its carrying capacity. Such 
overgrazing and degradation of pastures was espe-
cially severe near villages, and pasture fees were not 
collected properly.

The pasture law adopted in 2009 completely 
changed the management structure. Though pasture 
resources remain under state control, the manage-
ment function devolved to local governments. The 
law went even further, giving communities the right 
to form users’ unions to manage pasture resources. 
To ensure sustainable use, pasture users have to elab-
orate and enforce pasture management plans for 3-5 
years, and payment based on number of animal heads 
to promote mobility and avoid resource degradation. 

Pasture management reforms in Kyrgyzstan 
were led by the Pasture Department under the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Melioration, which 
elaborated policies, formulated legislation and mon-
itored work on the ground. It played crucial role in 
the changes. These reforms are still at the initial stage; 
pasture users’ unions are still young institutions and 
need long-term support to strengthen. However, 
there are already results, such as an increase in the 
collection of pasture fees, in investments in pasture 
improvements and infrastructure, and the number 
of conflicts has dramatically decreased. According 
to the Pasture Department collection of pasture-use 

fees significantly increased between 2009 and 2014. 
In 2014, collection of pasture-use fees reached 130 
million Kyrgyz soms which is more than 15 times 
higher than in 2009 when the reforms were launched. 
Significant investments in pasture infrastructure were 
made from 2010 to 2014: more than 1,000 bridges for 
moving cattle to distant pastures were built and/or 
renovated, more than 7,000 km of roads were built 
and/or renovated, and more than 400 water points 
(interceptor ditches) were built and/or rehabilitated. 

Figure 5. Collection of Pasture Fees in Kyrgyzstan (In 
Million Kyrgyz Som)

Source: Pasture Department under the Ministry of Agriculture of Kyrgyz 
Republic Tajikistan

Despite of the recognized importance of the role 
of livestock husbandry for both poverty alleviation in 
rural areas and for natural resource protection, sus-
tainable pasture management until recently was not 
included in the policies, strategies or plans for natural 
resource use and forest management in Tajikistan.10 
Tajikistan only started pasture reforms a few years 
ago following Kyrgyz model, with an aim to devolve 
management to the local level. However, these re-
forms suffer from a piecemeal approach and have not 
yet brought expected outcomes.

Pastures in Tajikistan during Soviet times were 
also managed by the state and collective farms. With 
the arable land privatization and restructuring of 
these farms into smaller units, many pasturelands 
were left de facto outside of any oversight and have 
been grazed on an “open access” basis. Following the 
experience of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan’s government 
decided to adopt a pasture law in March 2013. The 
initial draft of the law was quite similar to the 2009 
Pasture law in Kyrgyzstan that gave more power, 
functions and responsibilities to users’ groups at the 
village level with the intention of empowering them 
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to sustainably and efficiently manage this resource. 
However, this policy met significant opposition from 
vested interests and high-level politicians.11 Thus the 

law was significantly revised from the Kyrgyz proto-
type after reviews in the government and parliament 
(Table 3).

Table 3. Key Differences in the Pasture Legal Framework in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan

Kyrgyzstan Tajikistan Implications
Pastures are state owned and the state 
has the responsibility to develop policy 
and legislation and oversee manage-
ment and use. The Ministry of Agricul-
ture, specifically the Pasture Depart-
ment, is the authorized state body.

Pastures are state owned and the 
state has the responsibility to develop 
policy and legislation and oversee 
management and use. On August 
2015, the State Committee for Land 
Management and Geodesy of Tajik-
istan was assigned as an authorized 
state body responsible for the pasture 
management and the Ministry of Ag-
riculture of the Republic of Tajikistan 
was assigned as an authorized state 
body responsible for the pasture use.

Though recently the government 
has assigned responsible bodies for 
pasture management and use in Ta-
jikistan, there is ambiguity with two 
agencies managing one resource, and 
no capacity in these agencies to ad-
vance pasture-management reforms 
in the country. Projects lack owner-
ship and thus sustainability.

The pasture management function 
devolved to the lowest level of govern-
ment: rural municipalities, which have 
the right to devolve it further to users’ 
groups. No direct individual access to 
pasture allocation is allowed; it is done 
only via users’ groups to ensure trans-
parency and equity.

Pasture management was devolved to 
the commissions at the district level, 
which do not exist. These commis-
sions are to be established but there 
are no clear regulations about how 
they should be formed.

Committees to be established at the 
district level in Tajikistan have no 
supplemental regulations on deci-
sion-making powers and processes, 
functions, responsibilities, or rights. 
They have to be funded to develop 
comprehensive pasture-management 
plans. This did not happen and they 
do not exist outside of the projects’ 
areas, making the pasture-manage-
ment arrangement unsustainable.

Pasture Users’ Unions (PUU) are made 
up of all members of the communi-
ty by law. Access to pastures is only 
through the membership in the PUU. 

Access to pasture use can be either 
through Pasture Users’ Unions as a 
community based group of users, or 
individually: any user within or out-
side of the community can apply for 
a pasture lease.

The condition in the pasture law of 
Tajikistan undermines the incentive 
to establish community groups, and 
better-off farmers continue to get 
better access directly. The PUU as an 
institution does not work because of 
a lack of incentives or requirements 
for users to access pasture-lease rights 
through that institution.

PUU are responsible for pasture man-
agement and collecting fees. PUU 
collects pasture use fees to be directed 
towards implementation of the pasture 
management plans.

PUU can apply to district commit-
tees to obtain lease rights to pasture 
land. The pasture land tax goes to 
district level authorities. No pasture 
use fees are required.

PUU in Tajikistan have no financial 
basis to manage or improve pasture-
lands.

The new pasture law as it was adopted by 
Tajikistan’s government in 2013 is confusing: it does 
not provide stakeholders an institutional framework 
or mechanisms. Implementing agencies, stakehold-
ers and beneficiaries face uncertainty about imple-
mentation strategies and mechanisms and the func-

tions and responsibilities of partners and beneficia-
ries. At the same time, the Ministry of Agriculture 
faces challenges in developing a policy and legal 
framework of regulations and guidelines to support 
implementation of this Pasture law.12 IFAD and the 
government of Tajikistan’s funded a Livestock and 
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Pasture Development Project aimed to provide tech-
nical support to the Ministry of Agriculture to review 
and revise the Pasture law and introduce relevant and 
necessary changes to strengthen the bases of fair and 
sustainable pasture management in the country. The 
project’s proposed amendments mainly addressed 
the role of the Pasture Users Unions (PUUs) with the 
ambition of strengthening their role in pasture man-
agement and in the decision-making process, and 
attempted to clarify ambiguous clauses and articles 
of the existing version of the law. In total, more than 
twenty amendments, including the establishment of 
a National Pasture Development Fund to generate 
and accumulate finances for pasture improvements, 
were proposed to the Tajik government and parlia-
ment for review. 

The experience of the LPDP implemented only 
in a limited part of the country shows that due to 
the government’s weak commitment, vague policy 
and institutional framework, pasture management 
reform in Tajikistan is progressing extremely slow-
ly and is under the risk of halting due to the lack of 
a clear policy and inexistent regulatory and norma-
tive foundations. The reforms are mainly driven by 
the international donor organization’s projects and 
programs. However, donor-initiated reforms usually 
slow down when reaching the offices government of-
ficials. Furthermore, the proposed establishment of 
the National Pasture Development Fund, if approved 
by the government and parliament, may require a 
long time to develop the legal and implementation 
arrangements, since it needs budget allocations ei-
ther from the state budget or from donor organiza-
tions. Both potential funders’ procedures require 
substantial time. For instance, allocating funds from 
the state budget requires at least one year after estab-
lishment of the entity. Support from the international 
donor organization also requires undergoing a long 
process of design and approval. In this regard, dedi-
cated capable and operational institutions for pasture 
management would play a great role in expediting 
the reforms. 

To highlight the slow progress of pasture reform 
in Tajikistan, according to the Article 9 of the pasture 
law, the government of Tajikistan listed an “autho-
rized state body” as responsible for pasture manage-
ment and use, which is critical for further reforms. 

However, it took more than two years to adopt rel-
evant legislative acts and to assign authorized state 
bodies responsible for pasture management and 
use. Thus, only in August 2015, as part of ongoing 
pasture management reform, the government of 
Tajikistan adopted Decree #509, which assigned the 
State Committee for Land Management and Geodesy 
of Tajikistan as an authorized state body responsi-
ble for pasture management, and the Ministry of 
Agriculture as an authorized state body responsible 
for the pasture use.13 However, until now no further 
instruction has been adopted, nor has coordination 
been established between these agencies in order to 
define the roles and responsibilities of each in detail. 

Investment policies and practices are bottlenecks 
for sustainable pasture management in Tajikistan. 
In 2015, the government of Tajikistan adopted the 
state Pasture Development Program for 2016-2020. 
The Program envisages allocation of 300,000 Tajik 
Somoni (US$ 38,000)14 annually, which is a negligi-
ble amount to have a real effect on pasture improve-
ment. Thus, the Program aims to improve only 1,420 
ha of pastureland out of 3.85 million ha in the course 
of this five year program.15 The Program also takes a 
piecemeal approach to addressing the improvement 
of pasture infrastructure largely in the summer pas-
tures, which are mainly used by the state breeding 
farms and large, better-off individual farmers. 

On the other hand, the collection mechanism 
for pasture use fees by the users and PUUs at the lo-
cal level has not yet been elaborated or reflected in 
legislation, though there are enormous efforts by the 
IFAD project to establish a pasture use fee collection 
system in the limited districts of the Khatlon region 
of the country. By contrast, in Kyrgyzstan collection 
of pasture use fees has increased and, according to 
the community pasture management plans, pasture 
use fees are used for construction, rehabilitation and 
maintenance of the pasture infrastructure as well as 
for the improvement of pasture conditions and pre-
vention of degradation. 

Another outstanding issue to be addressed is 
pasture demarcation at the local level. With growing 
attention to the legal status on pasture land tenure, 
conflicts around pasture demarcation will increase 
in the local level. There are many cases when land 
use certificate holders occupy more pasture areas 
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than they have been entitled to, according their cer-
tificates. Therefore, the process of establishing pas-
ture management commissions at the district level16 
should be accelerated. Though more than three years 
has passed since the adaptation of pasture law, there 
has been no commission established and operational 
at the district level. 

The process of the formation of PUU is extreme-
ly slow due to a lack of state support for their devel-
opment, as well as institutional capacity at the na-
tional level to facilitate their formation. So far forma-
tion of the community based pasture management 
in Tajikistan has been supported by the international 
donor community, including three international fi-
nancial institutions, such as the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB), which initiated the formation of the first 
pilot PUUs through its Rural Development Project 
even before the pasture law was adopted. ABD has 
established 10 PUUs in the districts under the 
Republican Subordination in 2013. Following ADB’s 
experience, within the framework of the LPDP, IFAD 
supported the formation of 203 PUUs in five districts 
in Khatlon in 2014 and 2015. IFAD announced the 
expansion of LPDP to another 5 districts in Khatlon 
in 2016. However, these activities have not yet been 
initiated.17 The World Bank’s Environmental Land 
Management and Rural Livelihoods Project has sup-
ported the formation of 8 PUUs in four districts of 
the Rasht area in 2015. Other bilateral donors, such 
as the Swiss and German governments, have been 
also active in formation of the several PUUs at the 
district levels.

PUUs established by donors’ projects regular-
ly report on improvements in livestock and pasture 
productivity. Particularly, PUUs supported by IFAD’s 
and the World Bank’s projects regularly report on the 
improvement of pasture conditions, due to the im-
plementation of pasture rotation, and on increases in 
livestock productivity.18 19

Thus, as of today, around 220 PUUs have been 
established through the support of donor agencies. 
However, though more than three years have passed 
from the date when the pasture law was adopted, 
there is no data on established PUUs by local com-

munities themselves. Moreover, the analyses show 
that the majority of communities, where internation-
al donor’s projects do not work, are not aware of the 
Pasture law or about their rights to establish and run 
PUUs.

The state Pasture Development Program for 
2016-2020 does not include any community devel-
opment activities to support smallholder farmers for 
formation of PUUs at the local level per se. It also 
does not envisage any pasture improvement works or 
construction/rehabilitation of pasture infrastructure 
that is located in the near-village pastures and used 
by smallholders. Instead, the Program is focused 
on Soviet-style activities, such as improving access 
to summer pastures through reconstructing access 
roads, including bridges. Because the summer pas-
tures are mainly used by state breeding farms and big 
individual farmers, the smallholders do not benefit 
from the implementation of the Program.

conclusions

Support to livestock husbandry and fair and efficient 
access to pasture resources for smallholder farmers 
plays a crucial role in poverty reduction and food se-
curity in both countries.20 However, pasture manage-
ment reforms in Tajikistan have not yet established 
a coherent or effective management and use system. 
The law adopted in 2013 was a piecemeal approach, 
which created more confusion than a clear, effective, 
fair and sustainable pasture management system. 
The Ministry of Agriculture initiated a revision of 
the pasture law in 2015, establishing a working group 
where representatives of responsible government 
ministries and agencies such as the Land Committee, 
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice, and the Tax 
Committee were included, but improvements have 
not yet been made.

In addition, weak institutional framework re-
mains one of the biggest bottlenecks to successful 
pasture reform in Tajikistan. The outdated institu-
tions only hamper the change that could bring eco-
nomic growth. 
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Public discussions and awareness-raising cam-
paigns initiated in Tajikistan by international donor 
organizations and their projects during the last three 
to four years have started effecting both high level 
politicians and the general public. More people are 
concerned about fair and equitable pasture land allo-
cation in country. Thus, in the process of ratification 
of a new financial agreement between the govern-
ment of Tajikistan and IFAD on LPDP II, Shukurjon 
Zuhurov, the Head of the lower Chamber of the Tajik 
Parliament, stated that “Currently some of the pas-
ture land is on the hand of strangers who have noth-
ing to do with livestock but unilaterally define unfair 
pasture use fees by themselves, and we should put an 
end to such practices.”21

The process of non-merit based pasture privat-
ization by individuals is an emerging urgent issue 
for contemporary mountain agro-pastoralism.22 
Due to unfair pasture land allocation and quickly 
increasing numbers of livestock, many smallholders 
face shortages of pasture land in nearby pastures. 
In this regard the government of Tajikistan should 
consider pasture land reallocation based on the 
number of livestock as stipulated in the pasture law. 
Pastureland reallocation should be considered as an 
urgent and important issue, otherwise the policy 

orientation to support livelihoods of poor people 
will continue to increase the wealth of the influen-
tial and wealthier group who has better access to 
the financial resources. Mobilized and empowered 
PUUs at the community level can also actively de-
fend and promote their own pasture use rights at 
different levels.

The Kyrgyz experience demonstrates that users’ 
institutions established on the ground can foster pas-
ture improvements if empowered with the collection 
of revenues and knowledge on how to spend these 
funds. Such improvements made by local commu-
nities benefit the productivity of pastures, as well as 
prevent further pasture degradation, through organi-
zation and implementation of rotational grazing, as 
well as seeding pastures and fodder cultivation. The 
government of Tajikistan should take urgent steps to 
adopt relevant changes in the legislation to support 
and encourage an official collection and use of pas-
ture fees by PUUs. 

There is a lack of data on the effectiveness of 
PUUs as an efficient tool for the promotion of sustain-
able pasture management in Tajikistan. Therefore, 
sustainability of PUUs as community-based organi-
zations and their role on sustainable pasture manage-
ment should be investigated further.
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Somoni devaluation: An Assessment of measures Taken by 
the National Bank of Tajikistan

Nozim Ishankulov1 (2015)

The sharp decline in world oil prices from about $100 
dollars in September 2014 to $50 in January 20152 
has seen the status of the Russian economy worsen. 
This factor has significantly affected the stability of 
the ruble, as well as the execution of the revenue part 
of the Russian budget, half of which comprises oil 
and gas revenues. The West’s exertion of political and 
economic pressures on Russia has further caused a 
decline in the country’s economic growth. It grew a 
mere 0.6 percent in 2014, down from 1.3percent the 
previous year.3 The IMF and the World Bank predict 
a further decline in the country’s economy in 2015 
to negative 3.4 percent4 and negative 3.8 percent re-
spectively.5

The economic crisis and new labor migra-
tion legislation in Russia, which came into force in 
January 2015, have complicated procedures for mi-
grants to get work permits, the result being a negative 
impact on Tajikistan’s economic growth. A reduction 
in the remittances sent by Tajik migrants, most of 
whom work in Russia, will have a direct influence 
on Tajikistan’s economy, as the annual amount of 
remittances equals almost 50 percent of its GDP. 
According to the World Bank, this made Tajikistan 
the most dependent country on remittances in the 
world in 2014.6 Due to these factors, in the first quar-
ter of 2015, economic growth in Tajikistan stood at 
5.3 percent as compared with 7 percent the previous 

year.7 By the end of 2014, exports had decreased by 
7.3 percent and remittances by 8 percent.8 The sharp 
depreciation of Russian ruble and reduction of for-
eign currency earnings of Tajikistan caused growing 
deficit of the US dollar in the country. The National 
Bank of Tajikistan’s (NBT) attempts to stabilize the 
situation have so far proved futile.

On May 5, 2015, President Emomali Rahmon 
dismissed all the heads of the National Bank of 
Tajikistan, essentially due to the administration’s in-
effective monetary policy, which led to a sharp deval-
uation in the national currency, the somoni. 

Verbal Interventions

Verbal interventions by Central Bank executives con-
stitute the easiest and cheapest way to influence the 
currency market. This method is used all over the 
world and is usually issued in the form of a statement 
by central bank and senior government officials de-
signed to reassure the population and companies of 
the stability of a currency market and its controllabil-
ity by regulators.

Tajikistan followed this practice as alarming 
news emerged of the ruble depreciation. The NBT’s 
first verbal intervention took place in November 
2014, as the depreciation began to affect the value 
of the somoni. The population panicked and started 
to exchange their rubles for US dollars in order to 
avoid losses due to the plummeting exchange rates—
the first sign of the somoni devaluation. The second 
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way to influence the currency market has to do with 
Tajikistan’s banking system. Local banks receive re-
mittances in rubles, which the NBT uses to purchase 
US dollars through the Moscow Currency Exchange. 
As a result, if the value of the Russian ruble falls, the 
value of the US dollar grows not only in Russia but in 
Tajikistan as well. 

The Central Bank of Tajikistan released an of-
ficial statement, according to which “The NBT is 
constantly present in the foreign exchange market 
and ensures its liquidity and stability,”9 implying that 
the NBT kept the market under control and sold US 
dollars from their reserves to avoid a shortage and a 
sharp exchange rate fluctuation. In a less volatile eco-
nomic situation, such an intervention by the regula-
tor would usually have been sufficient to stabilize the 
national currency, but the conditions in Tajikistan 
have only continued to deteriorate.

The next pointed verbal intervention took place 
earlier this year, in January 2015, at a press confer-
ence held to announce the results of 2014. The state-
ments issued were more cautious, as if to warn the 
public that “exchange rate fluctuations in the Tajik 
market will continue for as long as it takes the world 
oil prices to stabilize,”10 thus indicating that the NBT 
would permit the somoni to fall further. Another 
public announcement from Tajik officials came at 
a press conference held unexpectedly on March 12, 
2015. The First Deputy Chairman of NBT, Jamshed 
Yusufiyon stated that, the “NBT will not allow abrupt 
fluctuations in the dollar.”11 However, the statement 
created confusion among the population, since the 
somoni had already depreciated by 15percent since 
the beginning of the year. 

Verbal interventions work effectively in coun-
tries with developed securities markets and curren-
cy exchanges because such countries are endowed 
with a central bank that, by opening so-called short 
positions, are able to strike fear into speculators’ bet-
ting on a further decline of the national currency. 
Speculators out to make a profit by pushing the rate 

of national currency down can suffer losses if a bank 
suddenly enters the market and begins selling US 
dollars. Such an intervention can disrupt speculators’ 
plans to sell US dollars at a higher price because a 
sharp increase in supply reduces the price of US dol-
lar, and hence strengthens the national currency ex-
change rate for a short period. In Tajikistan, a coun-
try with an underdeveloped banking system and an 
absent currency exchange market, verbal interven-
tions bring little success, especially during unstable 
economic times. The authorities thus were obliged to 
engage less in words and more in deeds.

currency Interventions

Along with verbal interventions, the NBT decided 
upon a currency intervention, which was the only 
effective way to maintain the stability of the somoni. 
While foreign exchange interventions are preventive 
in nature and are used to a greater extent to protect 
against speculative attacks, in financially underde-
veloped countries like Tajikistan, the use of currency 
intervention mechanisms can be justified on other 
grounds—the shortage of currency in circulation. 
Incidentally, in Tajikistan this measure has been used 
very successfully to date.

However, these kinds of currency infusions are 
temporary and covered by the limited foreign ex-
change reserves of a central bank. The purpose of 
foreign exchange interventions is not to maintain the 
exchange rate at an artificial level, as has been done 
in Tajikistan; rather, the intervention presumes that a 
national currency will soon collapse, making the re-
duction of the exchange rate more smooth and stable. 
In total, the NBT spent $998 million in 2014 on cur-
rency intervention measures.12

At the end of February 2015, the amount of 
Tajikistan’s international reserves (gold and currency 
reserves) amounted to $531 million, of which 70per-
cent was monetary gold weighing about 11 tons.13 
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This level of NBT reserves is very low, and satisfies 
only two of the five criteria that indicate adequate 
levels of international reserves, as described below.

Central Bank Reserve Adequacy
Experts use many different indicators to assess the 
adequacy of international reserves. However, in in-
ternational practice, there are five main indicators 
used, all of which are recognized by economists of 
the International Monetary Fund.14 Those indicators 
are 1) Import coverage; 2) the Greenspan-Guidotti 
threshold; 3) the ratio of international reserves 
to deposits in foreign currency; 4) provisions for 
money supply; and 5) the composite indicator of 
Lipschitz, Messmacher, and Mourmouras. Despite 
the fact that each of the indicators has clear guide-
lines for complying with the values   of comparative 
analysis, for the current report the same calcula-
tions have been carried out of the indicators for the 
Kyrgyz Republic, which has similar economic condi-
tions to Tajikistan’s. The international reserves of the 
National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic stood at $1.82 
billion at the end of February 2015.15 This amount is 
several times greater than the NBT’s, despite expe-
riencing the same difficulties with the national cur-
rency and repeatedly conducting foreign exchange 
interventions. 

Let’s look now at these five indicators.
1) Central banks need to have international re-

serves in order to cover balance of payments deficits 
and, in particular, balance of trade deficits. Due to 
this, the easiest and most common method for as-
sessing the adequacy of international reserves is 
the requirement that central banks possess reserves 
amounting to a value of at least three-month’s worth 
of imports. Tajikistan’s imports totaled $4.34 billion16 
in 2014, resulting in an average of $1.08 billion per 
quarter. The reserves of the NBT are thus far below 
the minimum required threshold, as they are able to 
cover the cost of less than 1.5-months’ worth of im-
ports.17 The situation in the Kyrgyz Republic is a little 
better. Performing these same calculations shows that 
the country has reserves of 3.8 months, which safely 

exceeds the threshold.18 Moreover, at more than $1 
billion the Kyrgyz Republic’s volume of imports is 
higher than Tajikistan’s in absolute terms.19

Figure 1: Import Cover, Months
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2) Another crucial function of international re-
serves is to ensure the performance of international 
settlements and payments. The Greenspan-Guidotti 
threshold used for this purpose assesses the adequacy 
of reserves for covering short-term external debt (for 
up to a year). According to economists, the safe value 
indicator is a ratio of reserves/debt of no less than 100 
percent. According to the World Bank, the amount of 
such debt in Tajikistan is $124.54 million for 2013. 
Assuming that the debt has not changed much in 
2014, the ratio of reserves/debt for Tajikistan is 426 
percent.20 This means that Tajikistan has more than 
enough reserves to cover short-term external debt. 
Even so, the Kyrgyz Republic shows a much higher 
ratio of reserves/debt, which stands at 591 percent for 
the same period.21

3) The next indicator, the ratio of international 
reserves to deposits in foreign currency, characteriz-
es the ability of a central bank to be ready for unex-
pected situations, such as excessive closing of deposit 
accounts or demanding to return of foreign curren-
cy deposits in case of a panic among the population. 
The NBT, as regulator of all Tajikistan’s commercial 
banks, has to be able to insure and cover their lack of 
funds in foreign currency when caused by a sudden 
increase of requests of depositors to return their sav-
ings. According to the NBT, the volume of deposits
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Figure 2: Greenspan-Guidotti Threshold,  
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in foreign currency in Tajikistan was $829.1 mil-
lion as of the end of February 2015.22 Calculations 
reveal that the ratio of international reserves 
to foreign currency deposits   for Tajikistan and 
Kyrgyzstan stands at 64 percent and 226 percent, 
respectively.23 Given that the safe level of the ratio 
of international reserves is no less than 100 per-
cent, the NBT risks failing in case the unexpected 
situations described above should occur.

Figure 3: Ratio of Reserves to Deposits in Foreign 
Currency, Percentage
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4) The provision of money supply or so-called 
currency board principle is another tool that is used 
to assess the adequacy of reserves. The tool represents 
the ratio of reserves to broad money, which assesses 

the ability of a central bank to convert all outstanding 
cash and securities from national currency into for-
eign currency. In Tajikistan such “broad” money was, 
according to the NBT, estimated at about $1.64 bil-
lion as of end of February 2015.24 This amount reveals 
that the ratio of reserves to broad money is 32 per-
cent, well above the safe level of 20 percent. On the 
other hand, the ratio of the Kyrgyz Republic stands 
at 94 percent.25

Figure 4: Provision of Money Supply, Percentage
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5) In 2006, IMF economists Lipschitz, 
Messmacher, and Mourmouras decided to modify 
the all above indicators to create a more thorough 
assessment of reserve adequacy. “The new threshold 
takes into account the need to finance import con-
sumption in the event of a drop in revenues. It looks 
at reserve coverage relative to the sum of 100 percent 
of the prospective external debt service—10 percent 
of broad money and 20 percent of imports.”26 Under 
the new measure, the safe level is identified at no less 
than 100 percent, up from 20 percent. Applying this 
methodology for Tajikistan reveals alarming figures 
for the country—46 percent, while Kyrgyzstan stands 
at 110 percent.27

The above analysis clearly gives points to an un-
favorable conclusion concerning the NBT’s interna-
tional reserves. The comparison between the situa-
tion of the central bank in Tajikistan and that of the 
Kyrgyz Republic reveals stark differences. The Tajik 
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Figure 5: Lipschitz, Messmacher and Mourmouras 
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regulator has recognized the complexity of the situ-
ation, by stating that, “In the long-term, if the given 
level of reserves and external pressure upon the rate 
of exchange remains, it can entail negative conse-
quences for the exchange rate.”28 Clearly, considering 
the deplorable conditions of NBT reserves, there is 
not much hope they will increase in the long term. 
This is why it is necessary to look for other possible 
solutions. 

Possible mitigating measures

Refinancing Rate
One of the powerful instruments a central bank can 
have at its disposal is the so-called refinancing, or 
discount, rate. This rate represents the cost of cred-
it, which is expressed as the percentage a regulator 
can issue for commercial banks. The rate increase en-
tails a rise in the price of credit that, according to the 
market rules, would lead to a reduction in demand 
of funds from commercial banks. In turn, banks are 
forced to take loans elsewhere, but at a higher rate. 
This increases the rates of loans for their customers. 
As a result, when the flow of money in the economy 
is shrinking, a competition for holding money ensues 
between banks, companies, and people. More and 
more people start to demand access to their money 

held in banks in order to pay taxes or repair homes, 
thereby increasing the exchange rate.

Unfortunately, the refinancing rate tool has had 
almost no effect due to Tajikistan’s weak financial sys-
tem and economic problems of a structural nature, 
epitomized by the country’s unfavorable business 
climate and high level of dollarization. It is worth 
noting that as of December 2014 the refinancing rate 
in Tajikistan stood at 8 percent per annum. During 
2014 the rate changed four times, gradually increas-
ing from 4.8 percent.29 This confirms the measure’s 
inefficacy in the Tajik context, because such fast 
growth of the refinancing rate in other developed 
countries would have led to economic crisis as a re-
sult of a sharp increase in loan rates. Most likely, if the 
NBT allowed this to occur, it was in order to restrict 
price growth in the country. 

Reserve Requirements on Deposits in Banks
Reserve requirements for banks have a much great-
er impact on the circulation of money in a country 
as compared to the refinancing rate tool described 
above. Commercial banks are obligated to save part 
of their attracted deposits in central banks in order to 
create a “safety cushion.” In Tajikistan, these require-
ments were slightly modified last year. For deposits 
in the national currency, the requirement was re-
duced by 3 percent and currently stands at 2 percent. 
Foreign currency deposits, by contrast, increased 
from 7 percent to 8 percent.30

As mentioned earlier, this requirement has a di-
rect impact on the amount of money in circulation, 
of both national and foreign currencies. By slightly 
reducing the requirement for foreign currency de-
posits, the regulator leaves this part of foreign cur-
rency at the disposal of the banks. As of February 
2015, the amount of deposits in foreign curren-
cy in all the banks of Tajikistan was about $829.1 
million.31 Were this requirement to be reduced by 
5 percent for example, it would be possible to free 
up the required reserves of $24.8 million,32 which 
could then be used by banks for lending and sell-
ing on the cash market. The “immobilized” reserves 
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would then be released to cover the current curren-
cy shortage.

This solution has a downside, however. These 
reserves are created precisely in order to hedge the 
bank against risks, while meeting their obligations 
to depositors. By reducing their volume, the bank 
threatens its financial stability. The NBT is thus un-
likely to make such a risky move. Reducing the man-
datory reserve at the current low level of capital in 
banks is dangerous. Otherwise, the regulator would 
have nothing to cover the already critical level of li-
quidity. At the end of last year, the World Bank is-
sued an economic development report that included 
a statement on the overestimated figures of Tajikistan 
banks, according to which “the deteriorating situa-
tion in the banking system continues to cause con-
cern, due to the problem of governance and compli-
ance with prudential norms.”33

Exchange Restrictions
If the situation in the currency market spins out of 
control and the exchange rate of the national curren-
cy goes down abruptly, and if the central bank’s eco-
nomic mechanisms do not work, the regulator then 
has the right to impose emergency administrative 
measures. The purpose of such measures is to prevent 
the population from worrying about the devaluation 
of the national currency, which would mean it starts 
buying currency en masse and heads to the banks to 
reclaim its deposits. Depending on the situation and 
the seriousness of the regulator, various options for 
currency restrictions can be imposed either one by 
one, or all at once.

In light of the difficult political and econom-
ic situation in Ukraine, for example, the monetary 
authorities initiated a number of emergency mea-
sures to stop the collapse of the Hryvnia exchange 
rate. The government initially required exporters to 
sell 100percent of their foreign currency earnings, 

but then lowered the stake to 75percent. Also, the 
government sharply limited remittances abroad, in-
cluding payments for imports. Ordinary citizens also 
faced restrictions, including withdrawal limits for 
foreign currency were introduced at ATMs and limits 
on purchasing foreign currency in exchange offices.34

Another element of the currency restrictions is 
the introduction of a fee for currency purchases. This 
measure, introduced by the National Bank of Belarus 
immediately following the collapse of the Russian ru-
ble, was made in order to prevent panic among the 
population. Now every person who wants to buy a 
currency is obliged to pay 30 percent tax. As expect-
ed, those previously wishing to do so were discour-
aged.35

The “Efficiency” of Administrative Measures
Given the lack of effective monetary mechanisms, 
the NBT has started to apply currency restriction 
measures. The first signal of stronger foreign ex-
change control appeared when the Interior Ministry 
of Tajikistan announced in March the detention of 
about ten citizens in connection with the unlawful 
conduct of payments in foreign currency during a 
car sale deal.36 According to the legislation, all pay-
ments and transactions in Tajikistan must be done in 
the national currency somoni. Although this rule has 
been in place for many years, strict control over its 
implementation has only just begun.

The next step was to ban the operation of pri-
vate currency exchange offices. This unexpected de-
cision was taken by the NBT without any discussion 
or appropriate warning on April 16.37 Tajik officials 
and people often blame private exchange offices for 
allegedly causing the artificial deficit of the US dollar 
in order to increase its exchange rate. The NBT has as 
much as admitted that the exchange offices acted as 
unscrupulous speculators, in decreeing that all pri-
vate exchange offices close the next day. The regulator 
explained that the aim of the decision was to ensure 
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the sustainability of the domestic foreign exchange 
market, the stability of the somoni, and to protect the 
interests of clients of credit institutions.38

According to NBT management, the owners of 
private exchange offices can continue to operate by 
joining commercial banks. Although half of them 
have done so, the situation has changed little in the 
currency market. Instead, closing more than 800 pri-
vate exchange offices across the country has led to a 
sharp jump in the value of the dollar—from 620 to 
640 somoni per $100.39 Nevertheless, due to its ab-
sence, it is extremely difficult to get US dollars even 
with such a high rate. This situation complicates the 
work of importers, who are forced to postpone goods’ 
imports owing to a lack of US dollars. Borrowers of 
foreign currency have similar issues. In addition to 
the lack of dollars, high rates make it more expensive 
to repay loans.

conclusion

Frequent inspections of currency exchange offices by 
law enforcement agencies out to prosecute any unjus-
tifiably high exchange rates for US dollars, as well as 
the recent participation of the General Prosecutor’s 

Office in the campaign, has only served to provoke 
anxiety among the population of Tajikistan. The for-
eign exchange restrictions in place have a big draw-
back, which is that they lead to the emergence of a 
black market on which any amount of money can be 
bought and sold, thus circumventing official restric-
tions and violating law. While the NBT is trying to 
stabilize the situation and satisfy claims, the govern-
ment should also share the responsibility for what is 
happening.

The falling exchange rate of Tajikistan’s nation-
al currency is a reflection of the general state of the 
country’s economy, which is burdened by bureau-
cracy and corruption. To solve this gridlock, diffi-
cult and painful reforms must be carried out. These 
include deregulation, privatization, and liberaliza-
tion aimed at improving the investment climate. 
Tajikistan should change the course of the economy 
toward gaining foreign currencies through foreign 
investment and export income, rather than by relying 
on migrant remittances.

39 “Dollar rose sharply in Dushanbe after closing exchange offices,” Ozodagon, April 20, 2015, http://catoday.org/centrasia/19361-v-dushanbe-rez-
ko-vyros-kurs-dollara-posle-zakryti-obmennyh-punktov-valyuty.html.
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causes and consequences of the dysfunctionalities of the 
housing market in dushanbe

Xeniya mironova1 (2016)

In the beginning of 2015, the UN Committee on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) ex-
amined the implementation of the corresponding 
treaty in Tajikistan. The committee assessed the prog-
ress made by the country in regards to the protection 
of economic, social and cultural rights in Tajikistan: 
it put on record the progress Tajikistan made and ex-
pressed concern and recommendations with respect 
to different disadvantaged and vulnerable groups.2 
The next country review will be in 2020; again, it will 
be a critical moment for the Tajik authorities to show 
some commitment toward the most pressing eco-
nomic, social and cultural issues the country faces. 
The housing market, as a part of the right to adequate 
housing, will be one of them. 

According to international human rights law, 
everyone has the right to an adequate standard of 
living, including the right to adequate housing, 
which the United Nations describes as “the right to 
live somewhere in security, peace and dignity.”3 This 
right covers a number of defined freedoms and enti-
tlements, such as: protection against forced evictions 
and the arbitrary destruction and demolition of one’s 
home; the right to be free from arbitrary interfer-
ence with one’s home, privacy and family; the right 
to choose one’s residence, to determine where to live 
and to freedom of movement; security of tenure; 
housing, land and property restitution; equal and 
non-discriminatory access to adequate housing; par-
ticipation in housing-related decision-making at the 
national and community levels.4 

Offering an adequate standard of living to its 
citizens is among the most important challenges for 
Tajikistan and its capital city, Dushanbe, in particu-
lar. The city’s housing market is severely ineffective: 
it lacks general housing-related infrastructure, has an 
inadequate supply of social housing, excessive real 
estate prices compared to significantly low wages, de-
pendence of real estate prices on remittances sent by 
labor migrants, and gives preference to the construc-
tion of luxury estate, and to patronal relations.

How is it possible to account for these dysfunc-
tions? Are they structural or conjectural, political, 
economic, social, or purely technical and logistical? 
The dysfunction of Tajikistan’s housing market has 
not been studied before. The statistical data provided 
by the Agency of Statistics of the Republic of Tajikistan 
is incomplete and therefore unreliable, and thus infor-
mation has to be collected from other sources. To offer 
a first take on this issue, I collected and analyzed real 
estate and rental prices in the capital city, interviewed 
local experts on micro-credit, another expert on legis-
lation in Tajikistan, and a Social Service Centre work-
er, and looked at social media discussions around this 
issue and at cases of expropriation. 

After a short history of the capital city and its 
population, I explore several causes and conse-
quences of the housing market’s dysfunction, such 
as population growth, civil war, internal migration, 
privatization, homelessness, the mortgage system, 
social housing, infrastructure, luxury housing, rental 
and real estate prices and remittances. Eventually, I 
conclude with some policy recommendations, which 
governments, civil society and international orga-
nizations may consider for the improvement of the 
housing market in Dushanbe. 
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A Short history of the capital city and Its 
Population

Tajikistan is a landlocked country with a territo-
ry of 143,100 km2, 93% of which is covered by high 
mountains.5 Because of this challenging geography, 
the country is complex for urban design; most of its 
cities, towns and villages are located in valleys, can-
yons and plateaus. Dushanbe is located in the Hissar 
Valley in the south of Tajikistan. Some archeologi-
cal evidence confirms the first human settlement as 
early as the 5th century BC. However, Dushanbe is a 
young city. It was only in 1924 that the Soviet regime 
decided to transform the small village of Dushanbe 
into the capital of the new Tajik Republic, then called 
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. The village 
was known for its Monday market that gives its name 
to the city, and marked by “one-storied, clay, red and 
raw-brick houses with crooked back streets.”6 

Dushanbe is the embodiment of a Soviet city. 
Its main urban features—governmental buildings, 
initial housing, factories, and municipal infrastruc-
ture—were built during the Stalin era. This fact is 
symbolized by the change of name of the city, which 
was named Stalinabad from 1929 to 1961. The rail-
way reached the city in 1929, and a first hydroelec-
tric power station, located at Varzob, provided it 
with electric power. The style of Dushanbe in the 
late 1930s and early 1940s “was characterized by 
European neoclassicism in accordance with the di-
rectives of the then-current Soviet architectural the-
ory,”7 built by architects and designers coming from 
Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev and Odessa. The main city 
street, Rudaki Prospekt, reflected this neoclassic style 
with its Presidential Palace, Parliament Building, 
Avicenna Tajik State Medical University, Sadriddin 
Ayni State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre, 

Chaihona Rahat (Tea House), “Vatan” Cinema and 
other Stalinist style buildings. 

Without any major historical cities located on 
its territory,8 Dushanbe embodies and highlights 
Tajikistan’s urbanization. At the Soviet census of 
1926, only 10 percent of Tajikistan’s inhabitants lived 
in cities, and Dushanbe was hosting only 5,600 peo-
ple. In 1959, the urban population rose to 33%, and 
in Dushanbe it constituted 224,242 people.9 As Glenn 
E. Curtis noted, “Between the 1959 and 1979 census-
es, Tajikistan’s urban population more than doubled, 
while the rural population increased almost as rapid-
ly. However, by the 1970s the rate of rural population 
growth had begun to outstrip that of urban areas. 
After reaching a peak of 35% in the 1979 census, the 
proportion of the urban population declined.”10 

Table 1: Dushanbe Population Growth, from 1926 to 
the Present

Year Population
1926 5,60011

1939 82,597
1959 224,242
1970 375,744
1979 493,528
1989 595,82012

1993 528,600
2010 728,84413

2014 788,70014

11 12 13 14

Dushanbe’s population evolved dramatical-
ly during Soviet decades, both in terms of num-
bers but also in terms of its ethnic composition. 
The city was truly cosmopolitan. According to the 
Soviet census of 1970, the number of urban eth-
nic Tajiks was only 99,184, compared with 157,527 
ethnic Russians, out of a total of 375,744 people.15  
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Picture 1. Soviet Architecture Icons:  
Sadriddin Ayni State Academic Opera and Ballet 

Theatre

Source: Asia-Plus News Agency

Map 1. Dushanbe’s ‘Ethnic’ Districts at the Soviet 
Period

Sources: Information compiled by the author. ©Rhys Young and Xeniya 
Mironova

Ethnic Germans alone numbered 50,000.16 Tajiks, 
Russians and Ukrainians resided all across Dushanbe, 
but some groups tended to live within their own com-
munities; for instance, Koreans lived in the Sovetskii 
poselok (former central district and now, the Firdavsi 
district) and Bukharan Jews lived in the Putovskii 
rayon (now the central district). 

Like all Soviet cities, Dushanbe experienced a new 
trend of housing construction in the 1960s and 1970s, 
when the Khrushchev and Brezhnev regimes decid-
ed to solve the lack of individual housing with mas-
sive construction programs. Communal apartments 
(kommunalki) began to be replaced by small-scale, 
five-story buildings with high ceilings (khrushchevki), 
panel buildings (panel’nye doma), brick houses (kir-
pichnye doma) and cast-in-place concrete buildings 
(monolitnye doma). This new housing emerged in the 
neighborhoods around the main street Lenina (now 
Rudaki) and Aini Street, which were the first streets 
in Dushanbe connected to the railroad. 

Picture 2. Cast-In-Place Concrete Buildings 
(Monolitnye Doma) in Dushanbe, 1974

Source: Asia-Plus News Agency

Housing has always been a critical social issue 
for the population. One of the factors leading to the 
civil war was a rumor about providing new housing 
to Armenians who arrived in Dushanbe in 1989, 
after the 1988 earthquake in Armenia. “Moscow 
was trying to accommodate thousands of homeless 
Armenians throughout the Soviet Union. Thus, the 
Armenian refugees were intruding on the rights of 
the native inhabitants [Tajik residents – X.M.] who 
had been waiting for their turn.”17 The disintegration 
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of the Soviet Union and Tajikistan’s independence at 
the end of 1991 dramatically impacted the future of 
the country and its capital. The entry into a bloody 
civil war, which began in Dushanbe in 1992 before 
moving to the rural regions, effected population 
flows. People fled the regions at the outset of the war 
and emigrated to neighboring countries, especial-
ly Uzbekistan. The civil war thus accelerated what 
would become a critical feature of Central Asia’s pop-
ulation mobility—labor migrations in the direction 
of Russia. The number of migrants has been steadily 
growing after the civil war, and in 2014 it reached the 
official number of 834,000 people.18 

In a quarter century of independence, Dushan be’s 
population has evolved dramatically. It stagnated in the 
1990s at around 500,000 people, but hosted 300,000 
more people in the 2010s, reaching almost 800,000 
people. This dynamic demography is an element of 
concern for housing. “The 1989 census recorded that 
the average family size was 6.1 persons, which was the 
largest in the Soviet Union. The average Tajik woman 
gave birth to between seven and nine children, with 
higher birth rates in rural areas. The 2000 census re-
corded a slight decrease in family size, down to an av-
erage of 5.8 persons. The MICS 2005 data indicate that 
59.4 per cent of households have between four and 
seven members. One-member households remain ex-
tremely rare at 3 percent. At the other extreme, 10.9 
percent of households have more than 10 members.”19 

The rapid growth of Dushanbe’s population in 
the last decade was due not only to demographic fac-
tors. It can be also explained because the capital city 
works like a magnet. When labor migrants come back 
to their home country, some of them do not want to 
return to difficult rural conditions but hope for build-
ing a new life for their family in the capital city. There 
they can find new temporary jobs during the months 
when they are not in migration, in the markets and 
bazaars, cafes and small restaurants, shops and car 
washes of the capital, or work as taxi drivers. 

Moreover, there is still a significant flow of rural 
migrants coming to Dushanbe in search of a better 

life. If they have enough money, they rent apartments 
for themselves and/or their families, mostly in the 
suburbs of the city. If not, they share apartment with 
relatives or extended family. “The newcomers should 
obtain propiska—a record of their official place of 
residence—at their local police station. The propiska 
is stamped in passports and is essential to accessing 
legal employment, schooling children, and accessing 
social services. The lucky ones can re-register if they 
have relatives in town prepared to offer them a per-
manent home, or if they can afford to buy a property. 
But many others live and work in town while their 
propiska shows them as residents of some faraway 
village. Failure to have the right propiska counts as 
an offence, and police are authorized to conduct ID 
checks to identify people with the wrong residence 
papers, or none at all.”20 

Last but not least, some key elements to under-
stand the current dysfunction of the housing market 
are not social or economic, but political. The privat-
ization process, which was launched at the end of the 
civil war, did not create a so-awaited free market that 
would have resulted in “property rights … [to be – 
X.M.] respected and … [to – X.M.] be freely trans-
ferred through sales.”21 In Tajikistan, the whole pro-
cess of privatization was not transparent, as “when 
donor engagement began in 1996, no semblance of 
accountability and transparency existed over the dis-
tribution and redistribution of resources in Tajikistan. 
Yet the IMF and World Bank loans—US$22 million 
and US$50 million respectively—set out to de-regu-
late and privatize state-owned enterprises, many of 
which were already controlled by wartime elites, and 
therefore legalized their ownership of these assets. 
Commanders of armed groups and district author-
ities took agricultural farms by force and used prof-
its from cotton production to buy properties made 
available through privatization, such as apartments, 
shopping centers and restaurants.”22 Moreover, a 
deeply embedded patronage culture contributed to 
accentuate the distortion of the housing market, as 
demonstrated below.
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All the above-mentioned issues resulted in a 
deep transformation of the city’s social landscape and 
the relationship between its inhabitants and the evo-
lution of its urban design. I will now discuss several 
consequences of the dysfunction of the real estate 
market in Dushanbe. 

Unrecognized homelessness

There is no single, legal definition of homelessness in 
Tajikistan, no official data or statistics on the number 
of homeless people, and no special shelters for home-
less people. 

Homelessness became obvious after the begin-
ning of the privatization process in the 1990s and 
early 2000s. Some vulnerable populations—mostly 
old, single people—lost their houses because they 
were cheated by acquaintances who made them sign 
documents to register someone else in their apart-
ment. Others were kicked out by their relatives. 
Some homeless people do not have internal pass-
ports or IDs; the lack of these official documents pre-
vents them from solving their housing problems.23 
According to the head of one of the agencies of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs, there are more than 500 
beggars in the capital city and the half of them are not 
residents of Dushanbe.24

Another side of homelessness in Dushanbe, 
which can be associated with “hidden homelessness,” 
is when people come from rural areas and stay in 
Dushanbe in the houses of their relatives or friends. 
They live packed in small spaces, which are often de-
void of infrastructure such as access to clean water or 
heating systems. The Rom people—known in Central 
Asia as lyuli or djugi—is perceived by general popu-
lation as homeless, but they often live in the Hissar 
Valley, not far from Dushanbe, and have houses in 
their community of origin while continuing their tra-
ditional mobility.25 

In 2010, the City Territorial Social Service 
Center for Older People and Adults with Disabilities 
started functioning in Dushanbe within the frame-
work of the European Union program of Technical 
Assistance to Sector Policy Support Program in the 

Social Protection Sector. Now the center is managed 
by the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection and 
financed by the local administration, the khukumat. 
Homeless people are among the beneficiaries, but ac-
cording to one of the center’s workers, in 2015 only 
a small number of them (not exceeding 20 people) 
received support services there. Many do not know 
about the center or are afraid of going there, as they 
do not want to be sent to the homes for elderly people 
located outside Dushanbe, or they do not have pass-
ports or pensioner IDs, which are obligatory to ben-
efit from the center. According to the same worker, 
the center can help homeless people with passports 
by preparing a covering letter and providing required 
forms for an official request. However, he indicated 
that often homeless people fail to answer correctly 
their last place of residence registration (propiska). 
Those who do not benefit from the center can be sent 
by force to a detention center (spetspriemnik), where 
the living conditions are very difficult.

Insufficient Social housing

Insufficient social housing in another consequence 
of the dysfunction of the housing market. During 
Soviet times, the state provided social housing to the 
most vulnerable groups of the population. The public 
administration remained the owner of the housing, 
and the tenant cannot sell it or transfer it by succes-
sion. The state was also responsible for providing 
cheaper municipal services and free repair works for 
such types of housing. The government of Tajikistan 
stopped providing social housing at the collapse of 
the Soviet Union and the country’s entry into civil 
war, and re-addressed the issue only in 2008. 

Now social housing differs from the Soviet era. 
The state provides it not for renting, but for purchas-
ing at below-market prices. Dushanbe’s khukumat 
only recently has restarted the construction of social 
housing. In 2012, the mayor’s office created a state 
enterprise for the construction of affordable housing 
(Stroitel’stvo dostupnogo zhil’ia), to which the state 
granted some land in order to decrease the cost per 
square meter. Because of the suspicion of misman-
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agement and tax evasion,26 the construction of social 
housing was frozen for some time and began again 
in 2015, offering square meters ranging from $330 
to $60027 in all four districts of the capital: Ismoili 
Somoni, Shohmansur, Firdavsi and Sino. 

Map 2. Dushanbe’s Four Main Districts

Sources: Information compiled by the author. ©Rhys Young and Xeniya 
Mironova

Yet, this price is still high for a large part of the 
population. In September 2015, the average official 
salary for a Dushanbe resident was TJS878 ($137)28 
and the price of a one-room apartment of 35 square 
meters in a distant micro-district of Dushanbe was 

about $12,000, meaning that one would need sev-
en years of full salary to afford social housing. In 
comparison, the affordability of housing in other 
countries differs tremendously. According to the 
Deloitte overview of European residential markets, 
the most affordable housing is in Belgium, “where 
a person needs to on average to save only 3.2 years 
to buy a new dwelling. Belgium is closely followed 
by its neighbors Germany and Denmark. Relatively 
affordable housing can be found in the Netherlands, 
Spain, Ireland, Sweden, and Austria. Housing in Italy, 
the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, and France 
falls into a less affordable category. Citizens of these 
countries need to on average to save for 6-8 years to  
buy a new dwelling. The least affordable housing is  
in Russia, the United Kingdom, and Israel.”29 It might 
take citizens of Russia, the UK and Israel from 8 to 14 
years to save their salaries in order to buy housing in 
their respective countries. 

Social housing in Tajikistan is therefore more ex-
pensive, compared to average salaries, that in many 
more developed countries. Moreover, Dushanbe’s so-
cial housing’s “cheapness” is synonymous with a very 
low quality of infrastructure (cheap cement and lime) 
and complete lack of internal plumbing. Apartments 
are limited to the walls and the ceiling, without bath-
tubs and sinks.30 This means that inhabitants of social 
housing need to come up with a significant addition-
al sum to make the apartment inhabitable. Few peo-
ple are therefore interested in investing in an unfin-
ished product. The activity of several project sites in 
Dushanbe was recently stopped because of the lack of 
financing and absence of demand of social housing. 
The head of the enterprise for the construction of af-
fordable housing reported to the Tajik media about 
the lack of financing and that monthly payments 
from investors are not received on time.31
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Social housing also faces a severe lack of trans-
parency. Several cases of fraud have been revealed 
in the Tajik press, with private subcontractors from 
the state agency for the construction of affordable 
housing stealing the funds given by future owners.32 
Patronage networks dominate this state-funded mar-
ket: influential figures place their spouses as heads of 
the subcontracting firms33 and several engineers and 
builders have been able to buy apartments in build-
ings constructed by their own enterprises.34 

Taking into consideration the number of years re-
quired to purchase social housing, one could assume 
that the mortgage system could help, but Tajikistan’s 
banking system is structurally dysfunctional. The law 
on mortgages, adopted in 2008, is hardly sufficient. 
The main banks such as Amonatbank, Orienbank and 
Agroinvestbank do not provide mortgages for hous-
ing to the population, and deal only with more profit-
able banking products. Two banks provide mortgag-
es, Eskhata and Tojiksodirotbank, but their high in-
terest rates make their mortgages unaffordable. Bank 
Eskhata provides mortgage for 10 years (for payment 
in US dollars) and three years (for payment in Tajik 
somoni). In this case the mortgage is issued under the 
pledge of the acquired or existing property at 20% per 
year in US dollars or under 28% per annum in Tajik 
somoni. Tojiksodirotbank issues mortgage at 25% per 
year for up to five years, but it does not provide mort-
gages for newly built houses, only for those which are 
being built with the help of bank financing.35 

Urban Infrastructure Issues

The housing market cannot be assessed without tak-
ing into consideration the broader city infrastruc-
ture, especially the water supply, electrical grid, heat-
ing and transportation. 

Dushanbe lacks functional electric power infra-
structure despite the fact that the country received 
several loans from different international financial 
institutions for developing its electric power infra-
structure.36 In 2008, the whole country suffered tre-
mendously from lack of electricity.37 The World Bank 
noted that “in the cities of Dushanbe and Khujand, 
for example, it is estimated that as much as 20-30% of 
residential and public heating demands are not met 
during winter months due to insufficient heat and 
electricity supplies.”38

Energy blackouts periodically occur in Dushan-
be, most of them in the winter period. Only the 
central districts do not experience many shortages, 
while suburbs, like rural regions, face regular pow-
er outages. Natural gas is not provided in every 
house in Dushanbe, but mostly downtown. In winter 
Dushanbe residents have to heat their houses using 
electricity, natural gas, gas-cylinders purchased at the 
market, and sometimes during total blackouts they 
have no other choice but to stay without any heat at 
all. In 2015, after having no central heating at their 
houses in the suburbs for a long period of time, and 
after getting central heating unexpectedly, people 
faced a problem of broken water pipes due to the un-
preparedness of the utilities for the winter season. 

Compared to the difficulties of accessing water 
in rural regions, Dushanbe is relatively well endowed 
in terms of water supply and sanitation, but the situ-
ation is deteriorating. Across Tajikistan access to wa-
ter services has 90% coverage in urban areas,39 even 
if “16% of water is in a system of urban water supply 
from the river [Dushanbinka – X.M.] without clean-
ing.”40 However, the construction of new buildings 
in the city is not complemented by new infrastruc-
ture construction. The authorities, lacking public 
budgets, do not take into consideration that “the wa-
ter and sewage systems were built in the 1970s and 
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1980s and are worn-out. They are unlikely to cope 
with dozens of new buildings (…) residents report 
decreased water pressure in older buildings near the 
new high-rises.”41 

As for the transportation system in Dushanbe, 
it is covered mostly by private motor vehicles (tax-
is), state and private minivans, and some buses 
and trolleybuses. Public transportation functions 
more or less efficiently downtown, but it is diffi-
cult for micro-districts’ inhabitants to reach the 
center. Minivans can be overcrowded and run not 
according to their schedule. The number of buses 
and trolleybuses in the city is limited, and the ren-
ovated ones function, mostly, only downtown. At 
night, only private taxis are available. This situation 
has an impact on the prices of the real estate mar-
ket, as more prestigious districts are considered to 
be the ones where public transportation runs more 
efficiently. 

destroying historical dushanbe and Building 
luxury real Estate

Since 2011, a new trend has emerged in Dushanbe, 
wherein historically unique buildings are being de-
molished and replaced by new ones. The Tajik au-
thorities seem determined to remodel the face of 
the capital city and to get rid of the Soviet look of 
the city center, thus following the path blazed by the 
Turkmen and Uzbek authorities in their remodeling 
of Ashgabat, Tashkent and Samarkand. 

At stake here is not only an image issue, but also 
a financial one. Real estate developers prefer to de-
molish Soviet-era houses downtown. After buying 
the land, they do not have to invest into new infra-
structure, especially new sewer systems, which there-
fore make these real estate operations very profitable. 
They continue to use ageing Soviet-era infrastruc-
ture in order to construct high-rises they will sell at 
high prices. Owners of Soviet-era houses are evict-
ed, offered mediocre financial compensation, or are 
relocated to the suburbs. This city reconstruction is 
decided by the municipal authorities, with no pub-
lic discussion. However, decisions on demolitions 

created tensions in Dushanbe in 2015, with viv-
id discussions on social media about the planned 
destruction of the Presidential Administration 
Office, Maiakovskii Theatre, Lohuti Theatre, Rokhat 
Teahouse and others.42 

Picture 3. High Fences of Gated Communities in the 
Vodonassosnaia Street

Source: Asia-Plus News Agency

This planned destruction of Soviet-era Dushanbe 
goes hand in hand with the development of luxury 
real estate in the city center. New gated communi-
ties, with expensive private villas over two floors pro-
tected by high fences, emerged in the main streets of 
Dushanbe, for instance in Rudaky, Vodonassosnaia, 
Ainy, Staryi Aeroport, etc. 

Another pattern that shapes housing dysfunc-
tion in Dushanbe is the construction of luxury real 
estate. In 2011, Tajikistan and Qatar jointly launched 
the Diar Dushanbe project, planned to offer a mix of 
residential and commercial properties in five luxu-
ry buildings located at N. Ganjavi St. (Sino district), 
not far from downtown and near the Hyatt Regency 
Dushanbe, a luxury five star hotel.43 The construc-
tion project was still ongoing in 2015 and officially 
stopped, depending on the source, by lack of funding 
and/or lack of customers.44 

That real estate is tailored to the needs of wealthy 
people. The price for one square meter at Diar 
Dushanbe ranges from $2,640 till $2,900, meaning 
that an average citizen will need his or her full month-
ly salary of $137 invested for fifteen years to buy the 
smallest three-bedroom apartment of 115 square 
meters at a price of $303,000. Sandzhar Karimov, 
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the head of the sales department of Diar Dushanbe, 
recognized that ordinary citizens cannot access this 
kind of housing and that future owners are well-
known businessmen, entrepreneurs and government 
officials.45 Still, this luxury estate project could not get 
enough clients. The Tajik authorities therefore grant-
ed the owners of Diar Dushanbe an exclusive right to 
sell apartments to foreigners, even though officially, 
foreigners can only buy property after five years of 
residence in Tajikistan.46 

The housing market’s remittances Bubble

Another key challenge of Dushanbe’s housing mar-
ket is that real estate prices are intrinsically depen-
dent on remittances sent from almost one million 
labor migrants. Therefore, the market functions as a 
bubble. Prices rise excessively when remittances sent 
from Russia are high, and collapse rapidly when re-
mittances slow down, as they currently are with the 
Russian economic crisis. 

“In January-June of this year, prices for one 
square meter of dwelling space in Dushanbe have 
declined on average by $300,” Nourali Saidzoda, the 
deputy head of the Committee for Construction and 
Development under the Government of Tajikistan, 
told reporters on July 15. According to him, prices 
[by square meter in the suburbs of Dushanbe – X.M.] 
have declined from $500-$1,200 in 2014 to $450-$800 
this year… Meanwhile, prices for one square meter 
for dwelling space in downtown Dushanbe have not 
changed. Thus, prices for one square meter in resi-
dential buildings in the TsUM (Central Universal 
Department Store) fluctuate from $1,400 to $1,800, 
Saidzoda noted. Current prices for one square meter 
for dwelling space in the airport area reportedly fluc-
tuate from $600 to $800.”47

With the exception of a few downtown districts 
of Dushanbe, where the prices still fluctuate, the rest 
of the housing market underwent a decline in pric-
es due to the reduction of remittances sent from 
Russia. The prices declined not only for the new 
buildings, but also for the secondary housing market. 
Compared to 2014, the prices for one square meter 
declined from $800-1,000 to $350-650; and now the 
average price for the one-room apartment is $20,000, 
and not $30,000, as it was a year ago.48 

Table 2: Examples of Real Estate Prices in Dushanbe 
in 2014 and 2015

Year and Name of the 
District

Number of Rooms
2 3 4

2014 Ispechak-2 
district (suburbs)

$40,00049

2015 Ispechak-2 
district (suburbs)

$35,00050

2014 Zarafshon 
(suburbs)

$55,00051

2015 Zarafshon 
(suburbs)

$45,00052

2014 33 micro-dis-
trict (suburbs)

$52,00053

2015 Mayakovskiy, 
not far from the 33 
micro-district (sub-
urbs)

$38,00054

2014 Downtown No data

2015 Downtown $95,00055

Sources: Information compiled by the author49 50 51 52 53 54 55

However, even successful migrants experience 
difficulties in buying in Dushanbe. A migrant earn-
ing $1,000-$1,200 per month in Russia—a relatively 
good salary, possible only in the construction sec-
tor—who needs a house for a medium-sized family, 
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has to buy land outside Dushanbe, for instance in 
Hissar, approximately 30 km away, to build a house 
large enough for the whole family.56 

Many inhabitants of Dushanbe coming from ru-
ral regions cannot afford to buy, and therefore have 
to rent. This is often seen as a temporary solution 
to find a way to stay in Dushanbe for a longer peri-
od. Renting is a widespread option, in particular in 
the suburbs, which offer lower prices that can vary 
from $180 (1-room) per month to $200 (2-rooms) 
and $250 (3-rooms) per month. Renting prices in 
the center are more expensive: $250 for a one-room 
apartment in an old building, $500 for a one-room 
apartment in a new building, up to $1,000 for a four-
room apartment.57 Renting downtown is a niche oc-
cupied mostly by expatriates or international organi-
zations’ employees.

conclusion

Over the last 25 years, Dushanbe has been constantly 
under the influence of internal and external factors 
that explain the housing market’s multiple dysfunc-
tions. The housing market in Dushanbe is thus a re-
flection of Tajik society: it was shaped by rapid popu-
lation growth, internal migration from rural areas to 
the city, labor migration to Russia and growing social 
inequity between the rich and poor. 

Contemporary Dushanbe is not able to absorb 
and integrate all rural migrants, and cannot provide 
all of them with jobs and affordable housing. The risk 
of growing urban poverty, which exists in many de-
veloping countries, is a steady tendency in modern 
Dushanbe, causing larger gaps between social classes. 
Dushanbe experiences “inequality, continuously de-

Map 3. 2015 Average Prices for Buying Apartments in 
Dushanbe’s Main Districts

Sources: Information compiled by the author. ©Rhys Young and Xeniya 
Mironova

Map 4. 2015 Average Prices for Renting Apartments 
in Dushanbe’s Main Districts

Sources: Information compiled by the author. ©Rhys Young and Xeniya 
Mironova
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clining living standards, and a sharp increase in the 
number of households living in slum conditions,”58 
and this situation will continue to deteriorate. 
Moreover, housing market is affected by the same 
problems that exist in other post-Soviet states, such 
as corruption and patronage relationships. My find-
ings confirm that these trends of urban development 
are similar to those in other transitional countries, 
for instance, Armenia or Kyrgyzstan.

The creation of additional employment oppor-
tunities in the rural areas might decrease the flow of 
internal migrants to the capital city. Migrants based 
in Russia could also potentially go back to their 
villages and not to Dushanbe if they were offered 
employment opportunities or invited to invest into 
their own small enterprises. Offering more public 
funds to provincial cities, not only to Dushanbe, 
would help rural populations look toward their re-
gions’ administrative centers, not the capital city, 
and advance a more balanced development for the 
country.

recommendations

For the Tajik Government
Invest in infrastructure. Investing in public transpor-
tation and utilities will improve the quality of hous-
ing on offer in Dushanbe.

•	 Involve civil society in urban planning. 
Involving civil society in policy discussions 
on urban planning will sensitize urban plan-
ners and construction companies to the con-
cerns and proposals of residents.

•	 Launch long-term micro-credits. Improving 
the mortgage system by offering longer-term 
micro-credits for housing to prospective buy-
ers with lower interest rates would allow citi-
zens to become sustainable owners.

For International Organizations and Civil Society

•	 Improve social housing system in the capital. 
International financial institutions could as-
sist the Tajik government in constructing af-
fordable housing in Dushanbe by providing 
grants for building social housing. The grant-
ees might be local NGOs that are already 
working in the sphere of social justice. Social 
housing monitoring groups could include 
representatives from civil society and local 
NGOs. Additionally, international and local 
NGOs could assist in the registration and 
vetting of those who are eligible for social 
housing; awareness raising campaigns could 
be conducted in order to provide the greater 
population with information about afford-
able housing. 

•	 Monitor homelessness. Local and internation-
al NGOs could assist in building a census of 
homeless people in Dushanbe, and helping 
them to obtain official documents (passports 
or IDs). Large educational billboards on the 
streets of Dushanbe could contain contact 
information for local NGOs that appeal to 
homeless people to approach them for fur-
ther assistance. International NGOs could 
provide grants for building special shelters 
for homeless people.
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In the past few years, Tajikistan’s domestic situation 
has been shaped by the shrinking place given to the 
Islamic Renaissance Party (IRPT). The Tajik authorities 
used the Islamic State threat to liquidate the IRPT, 
the last structured opposition force, and eventually 
banned it in late 2015. State-sponsored narratives 
have been making massive—excessive—use of “Islam” 
as a tool to better control society (through women’s 
dress code, for example); to denounce regional 
warlords and opponents; and to instrumentalize 
regional powers such as Iran. However, societal 
evolutions are much more complex than the black 
and white state narrative would have us believe, 
with migrations and youth bulge at the core of social 
transformations, not to mention difficulties in making 
the Tajik economy—from energy use to agriculture—
and public finance viable.
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